A4E

Underwriters’ decision-making automation that instantly increases efficiency

BULGARIA

AI & Machine Learning, Decision Automation

Why we selected A4E for this DIA Top 250

Analytics for Everyone is what A4E stands for.
A4Everyone was established to bring the benefits of big
data and its analysis to a wider spectrum of businesses
by creating affordable solutions that boost performance
instantly. By creating Artificial Intelligence as a Service
(AlaaS) and Automation as a Service (AaaS) solutions
provided via a proprietary analytical platform,
A4Everyone is delivering improved efficiency for clients
within wholesale, retail, nonbank financial and
insurance sectors.

The A4Insurance solution is a perfect fit for the DataDriven services trend. By automating the work of
underwriters to a significant degree, A4Insurance is
speeding-up the sales acquiring immediately the top
clients on the market and also creating savings for
precious recourses and is bringing the benefits of such
digitalization effort conveniently and effectively.
A4Insurance is automating the work of underwriters at a
fraction of their cost via automation and AI-powered
analytical models.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ACCEPTEASY / SERRALA

Digital billing solutions that cut costs signicantly

THE NETHERLANDS
/ GERMANY

Payments Platform, APIs, Customer Journey

Why we selected AcceptEasy for this DIA Top 250

AcceptEasy is changing the way people pay their bills by
creating a different bill payment experience. They send
out emails or text messages through a variety of
channels: email, SMS, WhatsApp, social & chatbots with
a request to pay a bill. The customer can then initiate
the payment right away, straight from the inbox on any
device and without registration or log-in. This means it
only takes a couple of clicks to pay. After payment, its
status banner changes from blue to green in real-time,
so both sender and recipient know that payment was
made. The convenience of being able to pay anytime,
anywhere, is highly compatible with the optimal billing
process.
In 2020 AcceptEasy became part of Serrala Solutions.

With AcceptEasy there are far less late payments, the
transparency is higher, and the payment experience
becomes better. With the cloud-based platform has
cracked the code for realizing significantly higher
payment conversion rates and improving customer
engagement without the need for IT integration
resources, modifications to billing systems or payment
portal modification. Reducing overhead and accelerating
cash flow for businesses.
.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

ACRE AFRICA

Micro insurance: integrating insurance ang agricultural supply chain

RWANDA /
TANZANIA / KENYA

Farmer Ecosystems, Social, Agricultural insurance

Why we selected ACRE Africa for this DIA Top 250

ACRE Africa, the brand name of Agriculture and Climate
Risk Enterprise Ltd. (ACRE), links low-income farmers
to insurance products so that they can confidently
invest in their farms, in Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda.
These insurance products varied from crop, livestock
and index insurance products to shield farmers against
unpredictable weather conditions. ACRE Africa offers
affordable micro-insurance to small-scale farmers, in a
way that is adapted to their needs. ACRE Africa
undertakes the risk assessment, the product
development of tailored micro-insurance and risk
monitoring, while providing linking services between
farmers and insurers.

Despite the pandemic halting travel, and hence inperson approaches to accessing customers, ACRE Africa
was still able to onboard 34,000 clients. This was done
through mobile phone technology, by connecting with
the company’s peer-to-peer network remotely and by
allowing new clients to connect directly by phone to
ACRE Africa’s village-based champions as a means of
local support. ACRE Africa is seeing successes in
penetrating previously difficult markets through a costeffective, digital and innovative model, integrating the
agricultural insurance chain. The inclusive insurance
market has to develop into one that has a stronger focus
on preventative issues, such as ACRE Africa’s model.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ACTINEO

Quick and user-friendly settlement of bodily injury claims by mobile device

AUSTRIA /
GERMANY

eHealth, Predictive Analytics, Bodily Injury, Claims

Why we selected ACTINEO for this DIA Top 250

ACTINEO specializes in bodily injury claims and
provides services to the insurance industry, especially
in the insurance lines “third party/liability” and “private
accident insurance”. Currently, the German insurtech
processes and digitalises more than 130.000 bodily
injury claims per year.
The Köln-based company develops data-driven
applications, prediction models and AI solutions for a
customer base of more than 70 insurers. Its newest
innovation is the ACTINEO Fast Track, a digital
application for quick claim settlement on mobile
devices.

To date, the settlement process for bodily injury claims
is still slow and traditional. ACTINEO’s Fast Track
solution provides a fully digital and prompt claims
settlement process and supports the customer journey.
ACTINEO not only comes up with prediction models, as
seen in the ACTINEO Cockpit presented at DIA Munich.
The ACTINEO Fast Track stands for a new, data-based
way of automated settlement of small bodily injury
claims.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ADACTA

Adacta Fintech launches enhanced adinsure agent portal so support remote sales

SLOVENIA

Core system, APIs, Insurance Product as a Service

Why we selected Adacta Fintech for this DIA Top 250

Adacta showcased their AdInsure Agent Portal. Remote
Sales Support is designed as a direct response to social
distancing and is set to empower and guide insurance
agents through a personalized sales process in person
or remotely. Insurers can now equip their sales teams
with modern, flexible, and intuitive tools. With a
personalized client interface that is uniquely tailored to
every individual, the portal interface allows clients to
follow a simplified process and track instant changes to
their policy and calculations.

In the AdInsure agent portal the agent can execute the
full sales process remotely. This means interacting with
the customer in all stages of the closing of the
insurance, via video or chat. The agent is enabled to
share content with the client via the portal’s shared
screen functionality. Via video ID the client’s identity is
verified and the process can be finished off by digitally
signing the policy and all related documents.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ADVICE ROBO

White label robo-advisors that prevent financial risk

THE NETHERLANDS

Robo advice, AI, Behavioural Data

Why we selected AdviceRobo for this DIA Top 250

AdviceRobo develops white label robo-advice solutions
for financial institutions across the United Kingdom and
Europe that reduce their and their customers’ financial
stress and boost their ROI. AdviceRobo eats risks for
breakfast by applying artificial intelligence on financial
risk prevention. From credit risk prediction to retirement
gap prevention. Initially, AdviceRobo was targeted at the
consumer banking market to predict credit risk. What the
platform does in credit risk predictions, it also offers on
loyalty risks like outflow or prepayment of loans and
insurances. So, for insurers AdviceRobo’s technology can
be beneficial for real-time risk predictions on churn,
default and risk in relation to pricing. Insurers are also
able to apply the technology to assess risk of portfolios
they consider selling or buying.

AdviceRobo assists insurers in several ways. On the one
hand to reduce risk and prevent loss; on the other hand
to improve customer engagement and add new value to
customers. AdviceRobo applies state-of-the art artificial
intelligence, big behavioural data approaches as well as
gamification to prevent financial risks. AdviceRobo’s
white label robo-advice solutions can predict portfolio
risks supporting insurers to campaign proactively. But
AdviceRobo also offers white label virtual assistants to
activate consumers to act to avoid financial stress after
retirement.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

AIR

Innovative real-time cloud system for car data analysis

ITALY

Advanced Analytics, Driving Behaviour, IoT, Telematics

Why we selected Air for this DIA Top 250

Air, founded in 2014, sells insurance products through a
dealer network. The Italian insurtech has created a
white label platform that enables
new insurance products based on driving behavioral
analysis.
Air provides extraordinary innovation technology: street
anti-theft alerts, car finder, daily driving insights, crash
detection and much more. Air started with just few
clients and car dealers. Now they serve more than 2000
clients and 300 car dealers. Air’s billing engine enables
insurance on-demand and pay-per-mile products. The
revenue model is based on subscription economy,
telematics provider and insurance on-demand.
.

Moving from transaction to interaction, from one-way
communication to a dialogue. And from interaction to
intimacy, taking the dialogue from exchanging
information to pro-active actions. Air gives commercial
partners a white label platform released from any device,
which manages the complexity of each hardware
supplier, activated on today customer base, several
services that improve engagement and retention.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

AIR DOCTOR

Reducing claims costs and improving the customer journey

ISRAEL

eHealth, Ecosystems, Claims, Telemedicine

Why we selected Air Doctor for this DIA Top 250

Israeli company Air Doctor provides insurers with a
global outpatient medical network through which their
customers can access the most appropriate care while
travelling abroad. A major benefit; at no cost to them reducing reimbursement costs for the insurers,
improving the experience for travellers, and providing
local doctors with a new revenue stream. With more
than 12,000 doctors in 70 countries around the world,
including many of the most popular tourist destinations,
customers can almost always expect abroad care that is
suitable to their needs.

The Air Doctor app connects travellers with the most
appropriate doctor for their needs, either through an
online or in-person consultation. Doctors consist from a
global network of comprehensively-vetted practitioners
including GPs, paediatricians, dentists,
ophthalmologists, dermatologists, gynaecologists, and
orthopaedic specialists. By directing travellers to local
private clinics when they fall ill abroad, rather than to
more expensive emergency care in combination with the
preferential rates Air Doctor gets from doctors for whom
it is opening up a new revenue stream, claim costs are
reduced by 30 per cent.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

AKTIVO

An evidence-based approach to a healthy, long life

SINGAPORE

Digital Health, Wearables, Machine Learning &
Advanced Analytics, Risk Reduction.

Why we selected Aktivo for this DIA Top 250

At Aktivo they believe that a healthy population lays the
foundations for happy, productive and connected
societies. To reach this goal, the Singapore-based
startup harnesses science to empower the population to
live long and healthy lives and thereby reduce the
growing burden of non-communicable chronic disease.
They created Aktivolabs to take on the challenge of
improving population health. At Aktivolabs, they are
building digital behavioral modification tools using best
practices and scientific methods to improve the health
of people across cultures and countries.

Aktivo taps into the insurtech trend of digital risk
reduction. It ensures technology is correctly leveraged
to manage the burden of chronic disease, enabling the
move from reactive to proactive healthcare unlocks
innovative and profitable business models. They
empower insurers to price their risk better while offering
a truly meaningful service to their policyholders.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

AKUR8

The X-AI insurance pricing solution

FRANCE

eXplainable AI, Advanced Analytics, Actuarial Modelling

Why we selected Akur8 for this DIA Top 250

Akur8 offers a SaaS solution for risk modeling and price
optimization designed for actuaries. Using cutting edge
machine learning, they have automated GLM modelling.
From variables and interactions selection to geographic
smoothing, the client decides the tradeoff between
clarity and performance. The client can immediately
spot anomalies and discover new patterns. The Parishbased startup leverages the latest machine-learning
technologies, fueled by proprietary algorithms
developed specifically for insurance pricing.

Akur8 resolves the Automation + Performance
+ Interpretability Dilemma. The recent machine learning
revolution seems to have both automated and increase
the performance of risk predictions. However, all the
trending techniques such as GBM (Gradient Boosting
Machines) are black box models: interpretability is
completely lost. Building a performant and
understandable GLM is now as easy as choosing the
range of number of variables: the Artificial Intelligence
of Aktur8 will optimally choose the most important
variables and automatically tune the effects of the
variables.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ALLM

Innovative solutions to improve patient care & reduce costs for insurers

JAPAN

Advanced Analytics, AI, Wearables, eHealth

Why we selected Allm for this DIA Top 250

Allm, a Japanese multinational in the insurtech space
focusses on applications, devices and services for
healthcare and non-life. Named after the phrase ‘all
medical,’ Allm Inc. is dedicated to shaping healthcare by
developing HealthTech medical communications
platforms that enable communication among healthcare
professionals and the medical industry by using cloud
technologies and smart devices. A more efficient
communication can help save even more lives and
reduce costs.
Among its global partners are Siemens and Boehringer
Ingelheim.

The innovative Allm solutions are able to transform
healthcare by using cloud technologies and smart
devices. Healthcare is a bureaucratic industry, and new
innovative technologies which help to improve decision
making can save lives and money while improving
customer experiences.
At DIA, Allm showcased the integration of their apps
(MySOS, FastED, JOIN) with healthcare providers,
industry, government, insurance, etc. in order to improve
patient care and reduce costs for payers.

COMPANY INFO
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DIATV
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READ MORE

ALTERNA CX

The latest innovation of Alterna CX: Florence!

TURKEY

AI & Machine Learning, Data Analytics, Customer
Journey

Why we selected Alterna CX for this DIA Top 250

Most insurers don’t know whether their digital journeys
are well received by their customers and, as a result,
lose the chance to take proactive actions to fix poor
experiences. Alterna CX addresses the pain by
automating a cycle in which we capture direct and
indirect feedback during ‘phygital’ customer
interactions, understand root causes of satisfaction and
address them with relevant actions before they become
a bigger problem. Doubling of NPS in less than six
months, a 32% reduction in complaints, a 55% increase
in retention rate are examples of the benefits enjoyed by
Alterna CX customers. Gartner recently named Alterna
CX as a notable vendor among the top 3% of vendors
globally, recognising its proprietary machine learningbased technology.

Florence is inspired by Florence Nightingale, who, while
revolutionizing the nursing profession, was also among
the first to use circular diagrams as visual aids and
invented a “polar area graph” similar to the pie chart.
Florence Nightingale used data visualizations and
diagrams to show the effects of infection and mortality
rate to make it explicit and conclusive. With
sophisticated dashboards and self-service reporting,
easing survey creation, and improved action
management, experience managers, can now decrease
the time spent on operations and focus on the impact of
taking action.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

AMODO

Enabling insurers to launch usage -based products built on insurance telematics

CROATIA

Data Monetization, Telematics, IoT, Big Data, Behavioral
Economics

Why we selected Amodo for this DIA Top 250

DIAmond award winner Amodo is an Insurtech founded
in 2013. Their core product Connected Insurance
Platform helps insurance companies and digital
insurance brokers address new market trends and
opportunities by enabling innovative, tailored-made,
and quick-to-market smartphone-based insurance
products. The platform gathers data, consolidates,
analyses, and presents them in a user-friendly and
actionable way. The primary data source used is the
smartphone channel available at no extra cost.
Additionally, other sources like smart wearables and
other IoT devices can be added, but also 3rd party
platforms such as connected car OEMs.

Amodo launched more than 45 Connected Insurance
projects in various markets on six continents. They
raised 5M USD investment from Investors such as Speed
Invest, Lead Ventures, SGH Capital and Bee Next. The
investment supported them in building the product and
consequently acquiring a great customer base, including
AIG, Porsche Insurance, UNIQA, P&V, Tower Insurance,
and many others. Beyond acquiring new customers and
ability to precisely calculate policy pricing, their clients
profit from long term behavior change and claim
reduction between 15% and 25% based on state-of-theart customer engagement technology.
The Financial Times has named Amodo as one of the
Top 5 Most Innovative Insurtechs worldwide.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

ANIVO

Bancassurance as a service, a new approach that works

SWITZERLAND

Bancassurance, B2B2C Distribution Platform,
Video-Chat

Why we selected Anivo for this DIA Top 250

Best Swiss online insurance broker in 2018. Anivo is a
full-service provider who combines an innovative
insurance platform technology with high quality
brokerage advisory.
The ‘Anivo Core’ platform provides the technology, to
develop, distribute and operate insurance products of all
lines of business (P&C, Life, Health) for multi-tenancy
distribution. Insurance products can be developed
within 6-8 weeks and distributed via multiple tenants
through individual frontends. Quotes, policies and terms
& conditions are fully handled via the platform.
Collections, disbursements and commissioning are
additional modules of the ‘Anivo Core’ platform, next to
sophisticated reporting and user tracking capabilities.

When it comes to the Top 10 Insurtechs Trends, Anivo is
a true example of Bancassurance Revival. Anivo created
with Bancassurance as a service a new business.
Establishing an interdisciplinary cooperation between a
bank, an insurance and an insurtech to develop a
solution which is changing the way insurance products
are sold and by opening a new sales channel. It matches
Anivo’s business model of providing innovative
insurance solutions to affinity groups.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ANLAN TECHNOLOGY

Online shipping risk platform to determine any ship’s risk score in seconds

HONG KONG /
CHINA

Marine And Shipping Insurance, Machine Learning

Why we selected Anlan for this DIA Top 250

Anlan is an insurtech company focused on Marine and
Shipping insurance. They have developed an online
shipping risk management platform, based on Big Data
and Machine Learning algorithms. Through their
platform, they can give any ship an individual risk score,
based on millions of ship-data – not only the traditional
GPS and AIS data, but also historical operational data
and management data. Each ship’s risk score is being
calculated on 5 dimensions: the ship attributes, ship
management, environmental risk, crew risk and
accident risk. This risk score can then be used to
determine pricing. Anlan provides their SaaS application
to insurers, such as Ping An insurance, for real-time
underwriting assessment, including their real-time
dynamic pricing tool.

Marine and shipping is a very traditional industry: they
have been using the same risk evaluation methodology
for hundreds of years. Anlan has built a platform that
can give any ship a risk score, based on millions of
shipping data and behavior analysis. This helps Anlan’s
clients to better select which ship to insure and helps
underwriters and salespeople with pricing in less than 20
seconds, so that they can quickly secure the business
opportunity.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

ANORAK

Smart life insurance adviser

UK

Smart Data, Open Banking, AI and Machine Learning,
Robo-Advice

Why we selected Anorak for this DIA Top 250

London-based Anorak is on a mission to building the
world's smartest insurance companion. A new model for
buying life insurance that enables everyone to make the
right choice, not just the cheapest. A smart independent
insurance adviser founded on trust and transparency.
To put people back in control. To do this, they use data
science and machine learning to power a service that
gives people access to tailored advice about their life
and their risks.
Anorak is meant to be integrated by partners like banks,
insurance companies, brokers and price comparison
websites. Anorak is an easy way for them to offer
personalized, regulated life insurance advice (and route
to purchase) to their customers.

Anorak is a one-of-a-kind, bringing a unique innovation
to the slow-moving life insurance sector. Anorak
digitized the entire journey, by using data science and
software engineering including policy rating and
matching, ‘translating’ insurance jargon into plain
English, empowering people to make the right choices
about their life insurance. They see themselves as a
smart data company that delivers independent insurance
advice, founded on trust and transparency.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

APPIAN

Makes it easy to build powerful enterprise applications… fast

USA

Intelligent Automation, Low Code, Digital Process
Automation

Why we selected Appian for this DIA Top 250

Appian is a low-code platform allowing companies to
build enterprise-wide applications fast. The world’s
leading enterprises trust Appian to build digital
solutions up to 20X faster and deliver real value to their
customers.
Appian delivers the speed of enterprise low-code with
the power of industry-leading intelligent automation.
It’s the secret weapon to put Digital Transformation on
the fast track. The Appian platform enables insurance
companies to meet the constant changing customer
service and market demands on digitization by building
applications fast and remaining agile, i.e. with the
ability to change solution quickly. The applications can
integrate new technologies with legacy systems and
enhance functionality.

Appian is an innovation enabler. Using innovative apps
that drive revenue, accelerate time to market, increase
collaboration, optimize operations and drastically
improve the customer experience. Appian is
transforming the way insurers do business in the digital
world. Appian apps broaden awareness of changes in
businesses, markets, and customers, and accelerate the
translation of that awareness into better decisions and
actions.
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READ MORE

ATIDOT

Helps life insurers become data driven companies

ISRAEL /
USA

Machine Learning, Predictive Analytics, AI

Why we selected Atidot for this DIA Top 250

Atidot, Hebrew for ‘fortune telling’, is an Israeli startup.
They provide a cloud-based predictive analytics
platform for actuarial and risk assessments purposes.
Helping insurers become true data-driven companies.
Insurance companies face increasing challenges in
understanding the markets in which they operate. Data
is abundant and analysis, legacy technology and
methods lags. Insurers, or rather, actuaries are not
doing all that they could with the available data. They
look at data from a statistical perspective and miss out
on the insights and perspectives that can be seen from
different points of view. The traditional modeling tools
that are being used are cumbersome and inadequate to
handle new sources of data. And they’re too slow
because they are limited in scale and flexibility; unable
to cater for the huge volumes of data now available

We selected Atidot to ‘show and tell’ how they help
insurers become a data driven organization quick and
efficiently. Traditional models don’t have the ability to
handle new sources of data. Nor do they have the muscle
to process it. Atidot’s cloud predictive analytics platform
will help translating all data into actionable insights and
new product offerings.
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READ MORE

AUTOLIV

Saving lives by making cars more safe

SWEDEN

Road Safety, Car Safety, Crash Detection

Why we selected Autoliv for this DIA Top 250

Autoliv develops, manufactures and markets airbags,
seatbelts and steering wheels. Their products are sold
to all leading car manufacturers worldwide. When a
traffic accident occurs, their products have a few
milliseconds to prove themselves, saving the lives of
drivers, passengers and pedestrians.
As the worldwide leader in automotive safety, Autoliv
sells to all major car manufacturers globally. Staying
close to customers, Autoliv has a superior global
presence and operations in 27 countries. Each year,
their products save more than 30,000 lives and prevent
ten times as many injuries.

DARCY is their 24/7 coaching companion that reaches
the individual driver, and coaches these drivers to get
even safer.
Their solution starts with the car but with the vision of
expanding beyond the car, to cover all types of
transportation where you have a driver. And with this
setup, their solution engages the driver in new ways,
ensuring proactive coaching to reach new levels of
safety, impacting the claims ratio in a positive way for
insurance companies.

COMPANY INFO
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AVENTUS

Connects digital disruptors with insurance products, to make insurance simple

UK

Bancassurance, AI, Mobile First, Cloud Based

Why we selected Aventus for this DIA Top 250

Aventus enables businesses to create a seamless
buying experience for any insurance line, in any digital
environment, at start-up speed. The Aventus platform
enables digital disruptors, primarily challenger banks,
to extend their ethos of customer-centricity to
insurance distribution.
Currently when buying insurance within any of the High
Street banking mobile apps in the UK, the bank will ask
questions that they already have the answers to but are
incapable of leveraging in the insurance buy flow. This
is because legacy systems preclude them from passing
data in a compliant fashion. The Aventus platform
solves these challenges, but the customer-centricity
offered by neo banks such as Monzo, Starling and Tide
means that customers of the digital age are expecting
more than a seamless in-app experience.
.

The Aventus AI platform could bridge the gap between
legacy systems and insurance in the digital age. Aventus
enables businesses to compliantly pre-populate
question sets using first and third-party data to create a
seamless buying experience for any insurance line.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

AWS

Powering Innovation from the cloud

USA

API, No Code, Platform (core solution), AI/ML

Why we selected AWS for this DIA Top 250

When it comes to the insurance industry, Amazon Web
Services (AWS) does two things: it helps insurers
transform their data centers, and it helps them innovate
more quickly.
AWS provides insurance customers secure, resilient
global cloud infrastructure and services they need to
differentiate themselves today and adapt to the needs
of tomorrow.
Building on AWS empowers insurance organizations to
innovate and drive business growth in an evolving and
increasingly competitive environment.

AWS provides a broad range of services that help
insurers liberate their legacy data, enrich that legacy
data by incorporating external and unstructured data
sources, and expose that data to AI/ML services.
The result is the ability to identify new signals that can
manifest in many different ways — improved risk
identification and pricing, greater customer intimacy,
better service levels and reduced churn, increased
claims fraud detection, decreased lapse rates.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

BAMBI DYNAMIC

The dynamic change of the mobility landscape

AI & Machine Learning, UBI, Car Telematics, White
Label
In today’s fast evolving mobility ecosystem and rapidly
changing consumer needs, being ready for ‘a next
Covid’ is essential for those who want to survive and
prevail in an ever changing and uncertain business
environment. No matter what the challenge may be,
insurers which can quickly adapt digitisation and usagebased insurance models, will be gaining customer trust,
satisfaction, and loyalty. New customers will continue to
look for insurance solutions that fit their evolving
needs. Bambi Dynamic’s white label integrated
insurance platform for mobility offers just that. Allowing
personalised insurance solutions tailor made to the
evolving mobility market. Pay as you go or how you
drive, add a driver or share your car, take a delivery or
carpool, all options are built in. Being ready, being
digital, being innovative, being future proof – is the new
norm in mobility insurance.

ISRAEL

COMPANY INFO

Why we selected Bambi Dynamic for this DIA Top 250
Bambi Dynamic offers a solution for the visionary
insurance companies. Their platform is ready for the
future and supports the dynamic change of the mobility
landscape, which requires a different approach in
product offering, customer engagement via data
utilization.

READ MORE

BDEO

Transforming the claim customer journey through remote assessment

SPAIN

Claims Management, Visual Claims Solution

Why we selected Bdeo for this DIA Top 250

Spanish insurtech and visual intelligence startup Bdeo
helps carriers to go through the digital transformation
by offering what it calls a ‘visual intelligence’ platform.
The startup digitises the processes of purchasing an
insurance policy and registering a claim with a video
calling technology that allows collecting all the
documents and evidence necessary. For the best and
most efficient claims experience Bdeo uses
technologies, such as augmented reality to take
measures, blockchain and GPS stamps to avoid fraud,
and artificial intelligence, to combine the geolocated
video technology with automatic damage detection.

Bdeo’s remote solution to assess claims without having
to physically inspect the property has taken a leap in
sales during covid-19. It offers a safe and simple
experience to the insured who needs not physically be
involved in any claim expert visits.
The video solution works as a real accelerator of digital
transformation resulting in huge cost reduction both in
travel and claim resolution time.
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BEQUEST

Protecting your family’s future

UK

Health & Income Protection, AI Underwriting Engine

Why we selected Bequest for this DIA Top 250

Bequest is a life- and end-of-life estate management
provider for the digital generation. They have
reimagined life insurance, starting from scratch,
supported by trusted names in insurance like Covéa and
Berkshire Hathaway’s Gen Re. Bequest brings together
a person’s life administration, family planning, wealth
management and end-of-life planning, all under one
roof.
Crucial to Bequest’s new approach to life insurance is
their data-driven AI underwriting engine. This allows
Bequest to obtain much more information than the
standard, lengthy questionnaire and helps them to
speed up the process to get life insurance.

Traditional life insurance is a complex product, that
usually takes weeks to get in place. Bequest is
simplifying and dramatically speeding up the process to
get life insurance: from 6 weeks to only minutes.
Bequest also allows people to update their policy as their
life develops, their family grows and circumstances
change.
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BESTFIT

Discovery and monetization of behavioral insights

GIBRALTAR

Behavioral Science Profiling, AI, Predictive Behavior

Why we selected BestFit for this DIA Top 250

BestFit is a digital behavior science platform; a synergy
of Science, Psychology, Technology & Business
Intelligence merging HITM (Human Intelligence) and AI.
With BestFit’s engaging digital questionnaires,
corporates and their clients can uncover personality
traits, decision drivers, and preferences. For companies,
it delivers holistic personality profiles, decision drivers
and preferences, predictive intelligence that empowers
impactful communication and personalized offers. For
their clients, a +/- 3-minute, fun self-discovery
experience.

BestFit offers a unique combination of client experience
that delivers to the companies’ predictive information
about consumer decision drivers and preferences. The
BestFit solution can address all problems of insurance
companies, excluding natural disasters. Especially now,
in a year in which so much has changed, BestFit shows
why their solution can help companies moving forward.
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BIGML

Machine learning made beautifully simple

USA

Advanced Analytics, Machine Learning, AI

Why we selected BigML or this DIA Top 250

Machine Learning will rewrite the rules of competition
across many industries. BigML has built a Machine
Learning as a Service (MLaaS) platform that enables
companies of all sizes to systematically accelerate the
adoption of advanced analytics by automating it end-toend. BigML democratizes Advanced Analytics. BigML’s
intuitive web interface welcomes non-PhDs to build
highly interpretable and exportable models based on a
collection of highly scalable and proven algorithms.
BigML has set out to create the Machine Learning
platform of the 21st century from scratch, so that
practitioners and developers can be mainly concerned
with driving more value and business results from their
data.

BigML liberates Machine Learning from being a nonrepeatable, fringe activity practiced by few hard to hire,
hard to retain experts utilizing complex and expensive
tools. By democratizing Advanced Analytics insurance
firms are able to reap the benefits of big data much
faster than ever before, across the insurance value
chain; from more effective customer acquisition and
customer development to claims and fraud. And at much
lower costs.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

BIMA

Adding prevention drives up customer engagement and lowers claims

SWEDEN

eHealth, Ecosystems, Customer Journey, Telehealth,

Why we selected BIMA for this DIA Top 250

By joining forces with mobile phone network providers,
BIMA offers protection against accidents, for health and
hospitalization. From policy all the way to claim. Paid by
mobile airtime or monthly fees. BIMA is offering
insurances to millions of lower-income people, in 9
countries. BIMA is not just offering mobile delivered
Insurances, they offer prevention too, on demand health
services. Their mobile health services, mHealth,
reached more than 2 million customers. Their teledoctors offering 500,000 consultations a year.

BIMA discovered that there is a cheaper way of
delivering “an insurance policy and then you are covered
to go and see a doctor”; This way enables them to serve
millions of lower-income people, an untapped market.
What’s even more: this way is more convenient for the
customer too!
When you buy an insurance product from BIMA, you’ll
also get unlimited access to doctors over the phone. It's
also creating an opportunity to have a more engaging
product portfolio. This is key for BIMA too: driving up
client engagement. Over time, by providing access to
doctors, BIMA discovered that people stay healthy and
they have less claims as a result.

COMPANY INFO
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DIATV
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READ MORE

BLANCCO

Enabling fraud-proof enrollments after the sale

UK / USA

Mobile Insurance, Fraud Reduction, Device Assessment,
Post-Sale Insurance

Why we selected Blancco for this DIA Top 250

Up to 90 percent of customers leave mobile retail stores
without device insurance. Post-sale insurance
enrollments have traditionally represented higher rates
of fraudulent claims, so subscription offers after device
sale are either abandoned or never offered in the first
place. Blancco Mobile Insurance reduces fraudulent
claims by accurately assessing the condition of mobile
devices remotely with a trusted, configurable app or
web browser that customers can access anywhere.

As part of its mobile solutions offerings, Blancco Mobile
Insurance opens the door to post-sale insurance
enrolments, for both new and refurbished devices, while
reducing fraudulent claims. Key to the process is
Blancco’s app, which allows customers to accurately and
remotely assess the condition of their mobile devices.
The app also allows insurance providers to offer
insurance at any point in the customer lifecycle (even
after point-of-sale) and wherever the customer is
located, giving providers the ability to target new
subscribers and expand their existing customer base. In
other words: it gives insurers the opportunity to tap into
the remaining 90 percent of uninsured mobile device
buyers.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

BOOST.AI

Transforming customer relationships with digital advisors and conversational AI

NORWAY

Conversational AI, Machine Learning, Digital Agent

Why we selected Boost.ai for this DIA Top 250

Boost.ai is a Scandinavian software company that
specializes in conversational artificial intelligence (AI).
With tireless dedication to machine learning, they have
developed the world’s most complete software for
building, implementing and operating virtual assistants
powered by their market-leading conversational AI.
With pre-trained knowledge of banking, insurance,
pensions, and other related applications, including
thousands of pre-made “out-of-the-box” customer
intents, Boost.ai offers a solution that helps customers
achieve a high level of accuracy even from a cold start.
The technology is available for both on-premise
deployments, as well as cloud-based software as a
service (SaaS) that is accessible from any web browser.

Boost.ai offers groundbreaking technology that lets
insurance companies automate and enhance even the
most advanced customer interactions. Automate claims
handling, eliminate wait times and revolutionary
customer interactions with purpose-driven
conversational insurance. Conversational AI can
significantly improve customer experience.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

BOUGHT BY MANY

Keynote Steven Mendel @ Previous DIA

BREATHOMIX

Breath analysis for early detection and treatment of disease

THE NETHERLANDS /
ROMANIA

eHealth, AI, IoT, Early Diagnosis, Precision Medicine

Why we selected Breathomix for this DIA Top 250

Breathomix’ technology BreathBase, analyzes the
complete mixture of molecules within exhaled breath
and returns a diagnostic answer within seconds in the
doctor’s office. The data allows doctors to diagnose and
subtype lung disease, such as asthma, COPD and lung
cancer.
Breathomix also developed a corona rapid test. It is
much faster, more efficient and less intrusive than a
PCR test. Breathomix’ SpiroNose detects in the breath if
you may be infected with the corona virus. For 70% of
all people who take the breath test SpiroNose can
determine with certainty that they are not infected. They
will receive the results immediately. For the remaining
30%, the device is not sure. Only these people will then
take an additional PCR or a LAMP test to determine
whether they may be infected.

Similar to blood and urine, exhaled breath contains
thousands of biomarkers that can be used for diagnosis,
phenotyping and prediction of response to therapy. The
BreathBase is the only exhaled breath technology that is
non-invasive and provides on the spot information that
help physicians diagnose patients at early stage,
phenotype and select treatment strategies during patient
consultation.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

BSURANCE

Developing embedded insurance solutions for the point -of-need

AUSTRIA

Embedded Insurance, B2B2C, Parametric Insurance, IoT

Why we selected bsurance for this DIA Top 250

The digital transformation of insurance carriers is
moving forward, but is it going fast enough? Insurance
companies are well aware of today’s customer needs,
not only on the B2C-side, but also on the B2B-side.
However, decades of established processes and
infrastructure make it difficult to execute the required
changes with the necessary speed in order to fulfil
these customer needs. This is where bsurance can help.
bsurance is embedding insurance directly at the point
of need. During crisis and uncertainty, businesses have
the opportunity to offer clients a greater feeling of
protection and peace-of-mind, while also diversifying
their revenue stream. This is the goal of Embedded
Insurance.

Embedded Insurance bundles coverage or protections
within the purchase of a product, service or platform. It
helps every brand to enhance the feelings of trust,
protection and safety. bsurance is also enabling
insurance carriers to speed up their digital
transformation by fully automating end-2-end processes
with its cloud-based insurance management platform.
Recently they have taken embedded insurance into the
life insurance space.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

BTO

Upgrading financial planning to become life -planning

SINGAPORE

Financial/Life Planning, Digital Concierge

Why we selected BetterTradeOff for this DIA Top 250

Singapore-based BetterTradeOff (BTO) focuses on
upgrading financial planning to become life-planning.
Using the latest banking-grade technology and usercentric design thinking, BTO developed a life-planning
SaaS solution called “Aardviser” to guide people to take
optimum decisions when financing their dreams. This
flexible, modular, white-label solution can efficiently
and quickly capture a customer’s, new prospect or
existing client, financial situation (KYC/FNA) to
immediately engage him or her in relevant and exciting
life solutions. This direct display of relevancy builds a
true trust-based client-relationship.

At DIA we see severl Insurtech Trends. One of them is
Empathy Empowered. According to many headlines
algorithms are displacing human advisers, saving costs.
We believe there is ample opportunity to create the best
of both worlds by combining new digital technologies
with human skills. To relate to their customers, financial
institutions need to secure the feelings side. BTO
addresses this trend. BetterTradeOff ‘s solution
“Aardviser” meets this exact need.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

BUILD38

Maximum in-app protection and risk control for insurance and mobile security

SINGAPORE /
GERMANY / SPAIN

Cyber Security, AI, Mobile App Protection, Fraud

Why we Build38 for this DIA Top 250

Best German Cybersecurity Start-up 2019, Build38
improves Mobile Security for critical and high value
apps in untrusted environments. They are the leading
vendor of In-App protection and enabler of password
less authentication solutions. They represent a new
generation of app-hardening technologies for a B2B
market expanding to new digital business models. Their
Trusted Application Kit T.A.K protects premium apps
across consumer centric industries with an awareness
for innovative technologies and a main focus on user
experience. In App Protection combined with monitoring
tools offers direct insights and analytics. Risk analysis
can become part of app management and happens in
real time, based on facts about fraud prevention and
hacking attempts.

Build38 empowers App Providers to deliver apps that are
cool to use, easy to develop, highly secure and
frictionless at the same time. Build38 is about
supporting the insurance industry.
T.A.K is a platform solution and an SDK for Android and
iOS that allows a quick and easy development of highly
secured and protected mobile apps. The T.A.K service
addresses the basic human need of feeling and being
SAFE.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

CACHET

Usage-based insurance platform and a wallet for gig economy participants

ESTONIA

Ride Hailing, Car Telematics, AI and Machine Learning,
Usage Based Insurance

Why we selected Cachet for this DIA Top 250

Estonian startup Cachet is a consumption-based
insurance platform and wallet, focusing on gig economy
service providers. Cachet is a platform that works based
on the b2b2c model. They onboard customers and sell
them policies, issued together with their Insurance
partner BTA, Vienna Group. What makes them unique is
the b2b, where they act as a trustee between sharing
economy platforms and insurance provider(s). With
consent received from the customer, they aggregate
together the data from all the sharing economy
platforms providing service in the market around and
using that to allow insurance companies to provide get
better and flexible priced products via their platform.

The Estonian startup boost the sharing economy by
enabling personalized insurance, which takes into
account lifestyle, individual car usage and driving habits.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CAMCOM

‘Future proof the process’ AI for automotive damage assessment

INDIA

AI & Deep Learning, Remote Inspection, Instant Claims
Settlement

Why we selected CamCom for this DIA Top 250

CamCom is an AI platform for automotive
defect/damage assessment built on a computer vision
stack. Motor inspections and claims assessments in the
insurance space are a labour-intensive process which
makes it subjective and highly prone to error.
CamCom’s solution enables self-inspections for instant
claim settlements, premium calculations and visual
audit trails. It has seamless integration with core
insurance solutions and multiple deployment models
(API, SDK & Webapp), successfully in use with some of
largest insurers in India, Middle East and South East
Asia.

CamCom uses AI in a completely new way in defect and
damage assessment in the automotive industry. Their
innovative solution is arguably the only one in
production today that is a straight pass-through
inspection, assessment, and settlement with leading
insurers.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CAREPAY

The mobile platform leading healthcare and insurance innovation

KENYA /
THE NETHERLANDS

Digital Health Platform, Social & Mobile, Financial
Inclusion

Why we selected Carepay for this DIA Top 250

PharmAccess Foundation and CarePay developed a
mobile and digital health platform that has the potential
to fundamentally change healthcare. With a mobile
phone in hand, anyone can have access to healthcare.
The platform is built on top of mobile money platforms
and can be introduced anywhere in the world. The
digital health platform offers people a unified health
contract against very low marginal costs. All
transactions on the platform are initiated by the
individual patient and the resulting treatment and claim
is automatically billed to the pre-contracted
underwriter.

CarePay is another example of our Top 10 Insurtech
Trends. Both Innovation Multiplied and Purpose Reboot
are present here. Founded in 2015, CarePay began its
life by partnering with PharmAccess and the
telecommunications company Safaricom. This
partnership brought together an understanding of
healthcare market needs (PharmAccess), IT (CarePay)
and mobile money and telecommunications (Safaricom).
The partners identified that the mobile revolution taking
place in Kenya could act as a springboard for disrupting
the way that healthcare markets were working.
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CARPEDATA

Next generation data for insurance

USA

Next Generation Data, Machine Learning, Advanced
Analytics

Why we selected Carpe Data for this DIA Top 250

California based Carpe Data provides next generation
data solutions to insurance companies by leveraging
social media, online content, and other forms of
alternative data. Utilizing Carpe Data’s data solutions,
insurers gain deeper insight into risks and significantly
enhance many aspects of the insurance life cycle, from
prospect identification, intake, validation, underwriting,
claims, and renewal to book, market, and product
assessment.

Carpe Data is the prime example of a company poised to
facilitate the industry’s transformation to greater
underwriting efficiency and the reduction of fraud. By
using technologies like AI and big data to improve the
insurance underwriting process, both carriers and
consumers will benefit from its innovation and creativity.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

CCS

Helping insurers to accelerate their digital transformation

THE NETHERLANDS

Bancassurance, Digital Insurance Platform, Connected
Insurance, Dynamic UI

Why we selected CCS for this DIA Top 250

Insurers often operate within complex IT landscapes,
inhibiting the speed of innovation and making it harder
to keep up with their customers’ ever-changing
expectations. To stay relevant in the long term, insurers
must offer an excellent customer experience, utilizing
their data to the fullest extent and embracing new
technologies and services.
CCS enables insurers to play at the top of their digital
game. With their Digital Insurance Platform, they help
insurers to make the step to embedded and real-time
connected insurance. Thanks to their 35-year track
record, they are well-equipped to fully understand and
meet the challenges of today’s insurance industry.

CCS helps insurers to fix their integration spaghetti by
integrating any technology to their platforms. They can
also help leverage all available data, often stored in
many different applications. With their solution, all
relevant data can be utilized from a central platform,
managing business processes from marketing to
underwriting and claims. With CCS’ Digital Insurance
platform, they enable insurers to offer and manage
embedded and real-time connected insurance, helping
them become truly future-ready.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

CHEVALIER

Making justice more accessible and affordable for consumers

GERMANY

AI and Machine Learning, Legal Tech, Legal Fracking

Why we selected Chevalier for this DIA Top 250

Chevalier is a legal technology company with the vision
to make justice more accessible and affordable for
consumers.
Enabled by Chevalier’s software and advanced analytics
solutions, lawyers can provide more accurate case
assessment, more effective negotiation tactics and
overall superior results to their clients.
Chevalier focuses on offering their clients a unique UX
to address their problems and needs and gain results by
using data-driven decision support for lawyers.

Chevalier uses an algorithm to estimate and rate the
success probability of labor law cases and provide
scores based on information given by the clients in an
easy-to-use journey, enabling lawyers to make high
quality decisions.
In order to offer their clients, the best possible product,
they use a self-developed CMS that automates and
accelerates processes and workflows within the
company. Using the CMS, they have been able to collect
historical values and metadata, which form the basis for
the algorithm, that they train with case data. This helps
them to achieve better negotiation results for their
clients through more and more precise evaluations.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

CHISEL AI

Automating underwriting processes to drive resiliency and growth

CANADA

AI & Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing,
Process Automation

Why we selected Chisel AI for this DIA Top 250

As insurance companies deal with the ongoing impacts
of covid-19, they dedicate their focus towards process
improvement, operational efficiency and cost savings.
Chisel AI’s purpose-built solution for commercial
insurance reads unstructured data hundreds of times
faster than a human – and with much greater accuracy.

Chisel AI is a purpose-built AI solution for commercial
insurance that reads, extracts and interprets data from a
variety of unstructured insurance documents like
policies, submissions, applications, binders, quotes,
statements of value, loss run reports, etc. Chisel AI is
currently working with some of the world’s largest
commercial insurance carriers and brokers to make their
back-office processes more data-driven, efficient, costeffective and customer-centric.

COMPANY INFO

CLAIM DI

Innovative claims solution that eliminates customer frictions

THAILAND

Mobile, Claims handling, Fraud protection

Why we selected Claim Di for this DIA Top 250

Claim Di, one of the brightest participants from
Thailand’s Dtac Accelerate program, is a mobile
application that facilitates all communication and claims
between drivers and their insurance companies. With
the app, drivers can communicate directly with their
insurance company and complete their own transactions
by simply taking pictures and uploading them to the
insurance company. In case of a minor accident the
driver can even simply shake his phone near the phone
of the other party involved who also uses Claim Di. The
insurance companies of both sides will issue claim
reports via Claim Di platform. No more endless waiting
for a surveyor from both insurance companies to arrive
at the scene. This dramatically shortens the time to
make a claim, saves on insurers' claim costs, eliminates
manual claim adjustors and reduces the incidence of
claims fraud.

We selected Claim Di for this DIA Top 250, because it is
a world-class innovation that has taken Thailand by
storm. Claim Di dramatically improves the customer
experience while cutting costs at the same time. Claim
Di and its cloud-based back-end system are handling the
customers of no less than 18 insurance companies in
Thailand that altogether contribute roughly 50% of the
market share of motor insurance in Thailand.
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CLAIMGENIUS

Reducing claim time and cost with 50%

USA

Touchless Claims, AI damage estimation, Salvage &
Recycling

Why we selected ClaimGenius for this DIA Top 250

Claim Genius’ artificial intelligence-based estimation
technology provides insurers with instant total loss and
repair estimates based on photos uploaded by an
insured customer from an accident scene. Using this
technology, insurers can make immediate decisions on
how to best handle each claim, saving substantial time
and expenses, and allowing the insured to get back on
the road faster.

Claims Genius brings out the intrinsic value of insurers
historic claims data and photos to produce highly
accurate predictions of total loss and repair estimates.
They collaborate with insurers, salvage firms, and
recyclers to provide and end-to-end AI services to
streamline the processing of total loss vehicles all the
way from an accident through the salvage and recycling
process.
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CLARIONDOOR

Proven cloud technologies for digital insurance distribution

USA

Digital Distribution, API-First, Process Automation

Why we selected ClarionDoor for this DIA Top 250

ClarionDoor provides digital insurance solutions for
rating, quoting, forms, and issuance to insurance
organizations for all lines of business and geographies.
ClarionDoor’s Digital Distribution Suite is built on
cloud technologies, industry standards, an API
first approach, and a software-as-a-service (SaaS)
delivery model, enabling businesses to quickly
streamline their rate, quote, bind, and issue processes
while automating distribution across all their channels
and partnerships.

ClarionDoor personifies “Innovation Multiplied” by being
designed to continuously launch new product ideas,
capitalize on new data sources, and integrate new
partners, all within its platform.
At DIA Amsterdam ClarionDoor demonstrated the
process of automating innovation and digital distribution
through ClarionDoor’s Digital Distribution Suite, focusing
on insurance product innovation and ease of publishing
to all distribution channels.

COMPANY INFO
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CLEVEREA

Creating delight in flight disruptions

SPAIN

Blockchain, Autonomous Underwriting, Parametric
Insurance

Why we selected Cleverea for this DIA Top 250

Cleverea helps millennials get protected with contextual
insurance. They are a tech-enabled MGA within P&C
operating in Europe. They design, build and distribute
P&C insurance products that are highly disruptive
throughout the whole customer journey. Insurance is
nor sexy, nor transparent nor digital. So, for every
product they design, develop and launch they address
those 3 points. Basically, Cleverea is a consumerfocused tech company which happens to be in the
insurance business.

Cleverea uses the travel occasion to create a new
customer experience and gateway for first-time
insurance buyers to access a broad range of insurance
products. At Cleverea, everything they do is customercentric.
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CLICK-INS

AI powered vehicle inspections

ISRAEL

AI and Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Remote
Sensing

Why we selected Click-Ins for this DIA Top 250

Click-Ins offers a cutting-edge solution for the
detection of vehicle damage. Utilizing AI, Deep
Learning, photogrammetry, and more, the Click-Ins
platform only requires a click of a digital camera for an
image to generate their smart digital signature to
identify anomalies.
The Click-Ins solution helps reduce costs for motor
vehicle insurance companies, as well as car rental and
car sharing companies, by automatically recognizing
and analyzing all damage to a vehicle. The startup has
highly invested in R&D to create synthetic data, instead
of compromising users’ privacy and using valuable
resources to scour hundreds of thousands of images.

Click-Ins’ automated damage-recognition technology
has simplified vehicle inspections by introducing
transparency into the process
With the aim of helping insurance and car companies
transition from manual procedures to fast, efficient and
reliable automated processes, Click-Ins has developed
an automated vehicle inspection solution that offers an
unprecedented level of accuracy and consistency.
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CMT

Traditional rating variables won’t survive covid

USA

Telematics, Connected Vehicle, AI, IoT, Usage Based
Insurance

Why we selected CMT for this DIA Top 250

Cambridge Mobile Telematics (CMT) makes the world’s
roads safer using mobile sensing, AI and behavioral
science. DriveWell, CMT’s telematics platform,
assesses driver risk to enhance underwriting and
pricing segmentation. DriveWell is built on a dataset
covering millions of drivers and billions of kilometres
across 25 countries. Analytics on such a large data pool
can reflect today’s risks very accurately, ensuring
CMT’s insurance partners are better able to adapt to
rapidly changing risk patterns.

Without telematics, insurers will struggle to effectively
match rate to risk. Aggregate data indicates overall safer
driving patterns that do not reflect how any individual
person is driving. Traditional rating factors are now
demonstrably less reliable for loss prediction and are ill
equipped to price new risks.
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CODAFICATION

Life imitates art. Business imitates technology

AUSTRALIA

Digital Ecosystem, AI, Machine Learning, Omni-Channel

Why we selected Codafication for this DIA Top 250

Empowering insurers by augmenting existing.
infrastructure and allowing mobile first, omni-channel
experiences. Data is their game. They are unconstrained
by channel and industry.
Austalian Codafication has built Unity, an ecosystemPlatform-as-a-Service (ePaaS) for the insurance
industry. Unity empowers an insurer to design, create
and accelerate the delivery of digital ecosystems and
integrated structural partnerships. Unity unlocks
massive upsides for Data Science, AI, Machine Learning
to modernizing digital customer experiences and
integration of new partners in the value or supply chain

Insurers data is still siloed, fragmented, disparate and
uncommonly structured. Codafication provides a
solution to how organisations can have better
interoperability and leverage data shaping on the fly
between these different systems. Unity (e-Paas) turbocharges the digitial transformation while creating
reusable digital infrastructure for multiple teams who
can output full code solutions in parallel. Saving time
and money.
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COMADSO

Making the consumer choose your company and not the cheapest

DENMARK

Policy Comparison, API, Customer Engagement

Why we selected comadso for this DIA Top 250

comadso is Scandinavia’s leading analytical company
for insurance comparison. With its head office in
Copenhagen, comadso services insurance companies
with access to comadso’s insurance database, where
insurers can compare themselves on a daily basis with
competitors to see the product advantages and
disadvantages between insurance companies, which can
then be used for various business initiatives in the
following areas: business development, training and
marketing, as well as customer sales and retention.

comadso offers transparency by allowing clients to
compare insurance products online and real time. With
increase conversion rates as a result.
Their latest feature provides a comparison where users
can sort all the advantages, they have against a
competitor based on the customer’s profile. This
enables the advisor to focus on the advantages that are
relevant and most important for the customer.
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COMMUNITY LIFE

Offering a fully digital platform for insurance

GERMANY

Core Systems, Advanced Analytics, IaaS Platform

Why we selected Community Life for this DIA Top 250

German startup Community Life created a digital
platform for the sales and administration of insurance.
Their technology delivers a solution that is convenient
and transparent for customers while its enables
insurers to administer policies at a fraction of the usual
costs. The end-to-end digital solution and
microservices architecture support comprehensive data
analytics and easy integration into other ecosystems.
Insurers can use Community Life as their own label or
as white label solution.

In general insurers uses older back- end systems not
designed for the online world. These systems make it
difficult to meet customers’ expectations in terms of full
online convenience or to achieve cost efficiencies
through full automation. Community Life’s solution
bridges this technology gap. The platform enables
seamless online issuance of cover and customer selfadministration of policies via a secure self-service
portal.
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CONNECTIVE

Digital transaction management from removing paperwork and regulatory compliance
to client onboarding and other digital user experiences

BELGIUM

API, E-Signatures, KYC, Authentication, Identification

Why we selected Connective for this DIA Top 250

Connective, founded in 2014, has rapidly become a
Digital Transaction Management reference company in
the financial, insurance and public sectors in Belgium
and The Netherlands. The Antwerp FinTech scale-up,
offers solutions to generate, digitally sign and exchange
so-called “smart contracts” in an ergonomic, secure and
flexible way. Connective meets the growing market
demand to digitize document driven processes and
easily collect digital signatures by the different
stakeholders. The company mainly focuses on large
banks, insurers and other financial institutions.
Connective’s innovative, proven and futureproof
technology is compliant to European standards
(ETSI/eIDAS) and is used by banks and insurers such as
BNP Paribas, Delta Lloyd Life, Federale Verzekeringen,
ING Bank, Credit Agricole’s Keytrade, DELA and many
more.

We selected Connective to ‘show and tell’ how they help
insurance companies to make a giant leap forward in
digital transaction management. Offering a seamless,
flawless and accurate customer journey by embracing a
completely digital transaction. Client onboarding,
customer communication, contract negotiation and
digital signing all from the comfort of a phone, tablet or
laptop in a multi-channel onboarding process. Helping
accomplish a faster time-to-market, efficient and costeffective workflows, and consistent customer
communication and a lower ecological footprint.
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CONTRACT.FIT

24/7 intelligent process automation

BELGIUM

AI and Machine Learning, Cognitive Automation, API

Why we selected Contract.fit for this DIA Top 250

Contract.fit is a Software as a Service company focused
on Intelligent Automation, helping banks and insurers to
improve the customer experience and efficiency of key
business processes with the use of artificial
intelligence.
The key differentiation of Contract.fit’s Intelligent
Automation solution is in the self-learning technology,
whereby AI models learn from every interaction, and the
focus on financial service and insurance use cases
leading to a deep understanding of their specific
business processes and logic. Some examples of these
use cases include routing of incoming communication,
data entry for claims handling, and real-time quotation
based on competitive offers.

Contract.fit’s solution enables insurers and brokers to
provide daily life improvements for the end customers,
consumers, and reach operational excellence in these,
otherwise complex, manual customer-facing processes
with the use of the latest developments in the artificial
intelligence and machine learning space.
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COVERGO

Revolutionary no-code platform to configure & launch any product within days

HONG KONG

Cloud Based Platform, Data Analytics, Omnichannel,
APIs

Why we selected CoverGo for this DIA Top 250

Insurtech market leader in Asia CoverGo has developed
the first fully configurable, modular, no-code,
enterprise-grade insurance platform as a service (SaaS
& PaaS) for omni-channel distribution, policy
administration and claims management powered by
400+ open insurance APIs.
The platform is based on cutting-edge microservices
architecture, multi-tenant and multi-cloud hosting
CoverGo deploys products at record speed, across any
cloud and with the most comprehensive set of insurance
APIs in the market. Additionally, CoverGo Studio is a
revolutionary no-code insurance application builder
enabling carriers to configure any product, any
workflow and any frontend user journey providing
maximum flexibility without any reliance on CoverGo.

Companies had to undergo a long and costly
development process in order to set up new products or
digitise processes due to their legacy systems (6+
months). With CoverGo, insurers can launch all types of
insurance and applications at record speed thanks to its
configurations tools, workflows and pre-built modules
and APIs. CoverGo’s flexible system allows for maximum
agility in times of change and is easily scalable for
different customer segments and markets.

COMPANY INFO
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CREA

Quote, personalize & issue bespoke insurance policies instantly

UK / ITALIA

Interactive Risk Assessment, API, Machine Learning,
Augmented Underwriting

Why we selected CREA for this DIA Top 250

CREA (Insurtech MGA LTD) is a London based startup,
revolutionizing the way bespoke policies are sold and
distributed. The company is a completely digital MGA
(Managing General Agent), offering digitized policies
ranging from Professional Indemnity, to Yacht
insurance on a SaaS platform.
The platform allows intermediaries to interactively
create a risk profile of the customer and tailor a policy
to fit the client’s needs. The intermediary can issue the
policy directly from the platform, delivering the
insurance certificate instantly to the customer. CREA
digitizes the whole quotation and underwriting process.

CREA drastically improves the customer experience, but
it also reduces up to 70% of the operating cost of the
intermediaries versus those operating the traditional
model. Next to cost-cutting, a more efficient distribution
system and lower premium policies are now in reach and
small premiums can be sold efficiently.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CREADI

Rethink insurance for a digital future

SWITZERLAND

Marketplace, Image Processing, AI And Machine
Learning, Modular Insurance

Why we selected Creadi for this DIA Top 250

Swiss insurtech Creadi aims to create the entirely
digital insurance of the future. They created Simpego,
the first completely digital insurance platform and app
in Switzerland. They help their customers save time and
find their individual insurance, on Simpego, they can get
their insurance with a few clicks, one that is catered to
their needs. No paperwork or long discussions are
necessary. All can be dealt with on their platform or via
the Simpego app. Their car scanner makes insurance
even easier. All that is needed is a car registration
document and a smartphone. Simpego’s clever software
takes care of the rest.

The AI driven insurance platform allows customers to
easily find individual solutions. The combination of
technology and insurance opens up new possibilities.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CYBERCUBE

Data-driven cyber risk analytics built for the insurance industry

UK / USA

Cyber Risk, AI & Machine Learning, Cyber Insurance

Why we selected CyberCube for this DIA Top 250

CyberCube is a SaaS technology company that develops
financial models for risk placement, insurance
underwriting and portfolio optimisation and risk
aggregation to tackle some of the hardest problems in
insurance. They help the cyber insurance market to
grow profitably through the use of cyber risk analytics.
Their data and analytics are built specifically for the
(re)insurance and broking industry through the multiclass solutions Portfolio Manager, Account Manager
and Broking Manager.

Enterprises large and small are increasingly looking to
brokers to help them both understand, and transfer, the
financial risks attributable to cyber threats. CyberCube
aims to facilitate quick and efficient client insight for
both generalist and cyber specialist brokers. The
Broking Manager tool will help brokers fill this need.
There has been great response to Broking Manager
since its launch in April 2020, with rapid adoption of the
product across the insurance broking market; from the
largest brokerages to small independent offices.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CYBERDIREKT

Securing small businesses against cyber attacks

GERMANY

Mobile Sales, Digital Application, Cyber Risk
Assessment

Why we selected CyberDirekt for this DIA Top 250

Berlin based startup CyberDirekt believes any company,
regardless of size, should be able to effectively protect
itself against cyber risks. Small businesses, the selfemployed and the liberal professions are usually not
given the opportunity to protect themselves like a large
company. CyberDirekt is their protection against digital
risks, like hacking and cyber-attacks.

CyberDirekt takes a new role in the value chain.
CyberDirekt offers a digital sales process for cyber
insurance products. By enabling brokers & agents through
new solutions across the cyber insurance value chain. The
best cyber risk protection product for SMEs

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

CYBERWRITE

Automated cyber insurance technologies for cyber policy underwriting

ISRAEL

Cyber Insurance, Cyber Security, Machine Learning

Why we selected Cyberwrite for this DIA Top 250

Cyberwrite is a promising Israeli startup which helps
insurers tackle the challenges of cyber insurance risk
modeling and pricing. The Tel Aviv-based startup is
developing a platform for the underwriting of cyber
insurance policies for small and medium size businesses
and enterprises. Their platform provides the underwriter
the information and tools needed to make data-driven
and evidence-based decisions as to which coverage they
should offer businesses and with which sub-limits.
Cyberwrites translates cybersecurity-related data they
collect from various sources using innovative tools and
machine learning algorithms into cyberinsurance policy
recommendations in an agile, scalable and costeffective manner.

The cyber insurance market is a potentially huge but still
untapped market for insurers. Businesses across all
sectors are beginning to recognize the importance of
cyber insurance in today’s increasingly complex and high
risk digital landscape.
Because cyber insurance is so different from other fields
there is no ‘one-size fits all’ process and policy for the
client. Cyberwrite addresses this difference by giving the
underwriter the tools and access to knowledge they need
to provide the best coverage, reduce the risks, and
increase sales for the insurers.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

CYTORA

Powering the future of commercial insurance

UK

Programmable Underwriting, AI, Machine Learning, APIs

Why we selected Cytora for this DIA Top 250

Cytora transforms underwriting for commercial
insurance. Their platform helps insurers to underwrite
more accurately, reduce frictional costs, and achieve
profitable growth. Using their platform, insurers can
underwrite more accurately and efficiently, and deliver
fairer prices to their customers. With a team of experts
in machine learning, risk modelling, and strategy, Cytora
is powering the future of commercial insurance.

Cytora revolutionises commercial insurance with
programmable underwriting. At DIA Amsterdam Cytora
demonstrated programmable underwriting for SME directto-consumer. This showed how Cytora enables to embed
programmable insurance underwriting into any
application with simple-to-use APIs, revolutionising the
customer experience and enabling business owners to
purchase cover in under a minute.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

DACADOO

Strengthening health and wellbeing through active engagement and AI

DENMARK

Health Engagement Platform, White Label, API,
Gamification

Why we selected dacadoo for this DIA Top 250

dacadoo is a global technology company that is driving
the digital transformation in healthcare. The life and
health insurance market is changing. People are
embracing digital technology and insurers need to invest
in building the digital bridge to their clients. At the same
time, it has become evident that the modifiable risk
factors like exercise, nutrition, smoking, drinking and
stress are big drivers of chronic diseases. behavioral
change will therefore become increasingly critical to
keep people healthy and thus to keep healthcare costs
under control.

The dacadoo Health Score is based on body, mind and
lifestyle, thus representing holistic health, and on over
300 million person-years of clinical data. It is the only
existing index that tracks health and well-being
holistically in real time. It makes sense out of a large
amount of health and wellbeing data, simplifying the
health status of an individual into just one number
between 1 and 1000, so that it can be universally
understood. Based on the calculated Health Score, they
are then able to give personalised advice and guidance for
each user of the dacadoo platform on how to obtain a
healthier lifestyle.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

DATAROBOT

The leader in automated machine learning and AI

USA

AI, Machine Learning, Predictive Analytics

Why we selected DataRobot for this DIA Top 250

Boston-based DataRobot offers an enterprise machine
learning platform that empowers users of all skill levels
to make better predictions faster. Incorporating a library
of hundreds of the most powerful open source machine
learning algorithms, the DataRobot platform automates,
trains and evaluates predictive models in parallel,
delivering more accurate predictions at scale. DataRobot
provides the fastest path to data science success for
organizations of all sizes. This is essential as there is a
growing need for predictive analytics in any organization
and limited number of people are not sufficient to solve
all those problem successfully.

DataRobot brings machine learning to a much broader
group of people. This is essential as there is a growing
need for predictive analytics in any organization and
limited number of people are not sufficient to solve all
those problem successfully. DataRobot accelerates the
adoption of automated machine learning and enabling
organizations to become AI-driven. This will translate to
profitable growth, expense reduction, significant
competitive advantages and loss containment.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

DBRAIN

Using API to convert complicated documents into structured data at scale

RUSSIA

API, AI, Structured Data, Deep Learning

Why we selected Dbrain for this DIA Top 250

Dbrain (also known as Handl in the US and Europe), uses
API to convert complicated documents into structured
data – at scale. They us a simple API to convert
documents into structured data at scale, combining AI
with humans, for those elements where algorithms fail
and to ensure there is no accuracy gap. Dbrain’s
proprietary Deep Learning algorithms cover the pipeline
from document to structured data, taking them through
several steps, ranging from classification, to alignment,
cropping the data fields and extracting the data.
Handwritten documents are being handled by humans to
ensure accuracy.
Dbrain works with many leading insurance companies,
processing millions of documents, resulting in
impressive cost savings and speeding up decision
making and settlement processes.

Insurance companies receive tons of documents daily, in
different formats, via email, on paper or via mobile
phones – and all these need to be processed. Manual
processing takes time and money and isn’t always reliable
because of typos and mistakes.
Dbrain has developed a solution to convert complicated
documents into structured data at scale, by using one API
combining AI and humans to eliminate the accuracy gap.

COMPANY INFO

DFV

The first fully digitized insurer in Germany

GERMANY

On-Demand, AI And Machine Learning

Why we selected DFV for this DIA Top 250

Deutsche Familienversicherung (DFV) is an insurtech
and insurance company based in Frankfurt am Main. The
scope of approval is property insurance and
supplementary health insurance. The main market is
Germany, but the company wants to enter the European
market. With a combination of award-winning products
and an IT-platform which can easily accommodate 10x
the current client base at little incremental cost thanks
to the extensive usage of AI coupled with fully
automated, real-time acceptance and processing of
applications, they are the first fully digitized insurer in
Germany.

DFV simplifies the whole insurance process and offers
customer easy access. DFV can be a catalyst for change
for the insurance industry. Opening new revenue streams
and a new way of customer centricity.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

DHEALTH

Converting personal health information into the healthcare currency of the future

SWITZERLAND

Blockchain, eHealth, Data Ownership

Why we selected dHealth for this DIA Top 250

Swiss-based dHealth Network, part of crypto-valley
association, offers a blockchain-based marketplace for
personal health data that helps individuals in the
Healthcare ecosystem to digitize, trace and monetize
their health data. Health Information Traceability (HIT)
matches people seeking health information with those
who provide it through a decentralized marketplace.
Health information is tokenized and thereby converted
into the healthcare currency of the future. Their platform
matches those who seek health data with those who
provide it for an incentive. Health data is global. The
mission of the dHealth Network is to support sustainable
and equitable Healthcare, enabled by shareable data,
with individuals at the center of care.

The current challenges in healthcare calls for a
fundamental shift in approach, driven from the bottomup, enabling the population, empowering not just patients
but healthy individuals to proactively manage their health
and their health data. Tokenization of health data has
great potential by democratizing ownership and
facilitating better data mobility. It enables everybody to
generate value from his data & pay health services with
tokens.

COMPANY INFO

DIGITAL FINEPRINT

Transforming SME underwriting

UK

SME, Underwriting, Dynamic data

Why we selected Digital Fineprint for this DIA Top 250

UK based Digital Fineprint (DFP) is a multiple award
winning insurtech, backed by some of the UK’s leading
insurtech investors.
Their powerful data-sourcing platform provides insurers
with the granular insights on SMEs they would otherwise
find difficult, time-consuming and expensive to acquire.
Thus improving underwriting, risk assessment and
pricing, as well as supporting insurers to target untapped
customer segments
DFP works with world-leading insurers, such as Hiscox,
QBE, Euler Hermes and others.
In December 2021 DFP was acquired by challenger
insurance broker, hubb.

DFP supports insurers to take advantage and cater to the
evolving SME market, and helps them to improve their
prospecting, supercharge their customer profiling, and
improve their online customer journeys.
Their new Broker Profile solution transforms the way
insurance companies approach underwriting, and helps
clients to market to brokers, analyse their existing
relationships, and automate the compliance process.
Ultimately, helping them grow their business.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

DIGITAL INSURANCE GROUP

Leap forward and innovate insurance at record speed

THE NETHERLANDS

APIs, Mobile, Social, Bancassurance, Data Analytics,
Ecosystems

Why we selected DIG for this DIA Top 250

Amsterdam based Digital Insurance Group (DIG) is a
global tech provider with a clear mission to give people
access to insurance and peace of mind in a digital way.
With the current pandemic crisis, that mission is more
relevant than ever. Not only since life and health
insurance become an indisputable necessity, also
because this is the time to find new ways to engage with
clients, for all insurers.

DIG’s technology enables insurers and banks to accelerate
the digital offering to their clients. Think quote and buy
solutions that allow product and sales innovation at record
speed and customer portals that result in maximum
engagement and loyalty. The readily available and easily
customizable modules for Quote& Buy and Customer
Portals are low-code solutions that allow for speed and
flexibility. DIG’s solutions add speed, as it builds on top of
legacy.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

DOMCURA

The new digital luggage insurance on blockchain basis

GERMANY

Blockchain, Usage Based Insurance, Data Protection

Why we selected DOMCURA for this DIA Top 250

As an underwriting agent and insurance broker, the
German DOMCURA Group specializes in selling and
developing private and commercial insurance solutions
for the financial services market. Thanks to its
continuous growth and a broad sales base, consisting of
over 5,000 brokers, multiple agents and financial
service providers as well as broker pools and insurance
portals, DOMCURA is the market leader among
underwriting agents. In dialogue with insurers, brokers
and customers, DOMCURA constantly develops new
premium coverage concepts, setting new standards for
the insurance industry.

DOMCURA is laying the basis for a new insurance travelplatform with a blockchain based digital luggage
insurance. This is modern. Built around the customer.
Insurance as it should be.
We’re very pleased DOMCURA showcased their
blockchain based digital luggage insurance at DIA
Amsterdam.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

DRIVEQUANT

smartphone-based connected motor insurance & services

Mobile Telematics, Connected Vehicles, UBI, White
Label
In a period of drastic traffic reduction, many
policyholders felt entitled to a refund because the risk
was minimised when their vehicle was left in their
driveway. As a direct consequence of the pandemic,
there is a growing interest among drivers in usagebased insurance products. But are motor insurers ready
to respond to this new demand? How can they take
advantage of this extraordinary situation? DriveQuant is
the European pioneer in mobile telematics and believes
that the solution lies in the analysis of driving data to
better assess risks and develop fairer and more
transparent offers. Thus, DriveQuant enables motor
insurers to create usage-based products in a matter of
weeks, either by designing white-label telematics apps
or by transforming any existing mobile app into a
telematics and driver coaching device thanks to its
DriveKit SDK.

FRANCE

COMPANY INFO
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Why we selected DriveQuant for this DIA Top 250
DriveQuant developed a mobile-based telematics
technology that makes it possible to connect any vehicle
thanks to the smartphone of its driver and to create value
from the data collected. Their UBI products offer insurers
the opportunity to respond to the changing market
quickly.

READ MORE

EASYSEND

Create a frictionless experience

ISRAEL

Smart eForms, Data Analytics, Digital on-boarding

Why we selected EasySend for this DIA Top 250

EasySend is a process streamlining and intelligent
automation company. EasySend’s no-code platform is
used by leading insurers, financial institutions and other
companies to change their industries by digitising
customer journeys. EasySend is putting an end to
inefficient manual internal processes and frustrating
paperwork that impede data collection, customer
service, customer satisfaction and revenue growth. You
can transform your operations by eliminating paperwork,
reducing operational complexity and expenses,
improving customer retention and increasing revenue
from new customers. With the EasySend platform you
can enjoy the benefits of a streamlined, digitised
process in a matter of days.

EasySend’s solution accelerates the digital transformation
of customer journeys, by automating and streamlining
manual processes and cumbersome paperwork. By using
EasySend, companies create a frictionless experience to
meet their customers' expectation and improve
operational efficiency.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

E-BOT7

Artificial intelligence for customer service

GERMANY

Customer Service, CRM, AI And Machine Learning

Why we selected e-bot7 for this DIA Top 250

e-bot7 brings artificial intelligence to customer service
and helps companies achieve greater customer service
efficiency. The system analyzes inbound messages,
sends them to the right department and provides agents
with accurate response suggestions. This reduces the
average handling time by up to 80% and automates
repetitive and recurring questions right after integration.

One of the important changes in the insurance industry
will be in the field of customer service, AI and automation.
They have developed technologies and use cases which
can help the insurance business to become more efficient,
effective and in the end save a lot of money.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

EIS

Moving carriers closer to customers

USA

Core Systems, Underwriting Automation, Conversational
AI

Why we selected EIS for this DIA Top 250

San-Francisco based EIS moves carriers closer to their
customers. Unlike modern legacy insurance systems,
the EIS platform of core and digital solutions is made for
the digital age. It unifies the entire insurance lifecycle
around customers allowing insurers to create next-gen
products and experiences for multiple lines of business:
personal, commercial, life, group and voluntary benefits,
all from a single platform. It makes it possible for
carriers to innovate fast, shift business models and
create new ecosystems to outpace industry disruption.

Customer churn is a huge problem for insurers. Carrier
switching results in a €9B annual premium leakage in the
European market. Yet we know that 56% of insurance
customers in mature global markets have had no
interactions with their carriers in the last 18 months. At
the core of the problem are disconnected systems. EIS is
the technology innovator for insurance. It allows
innovative insurers to explore and harness the digital
ecosystems that surround and support people, their
lifecycles, and their personal and business interests.

COMPANY INFO
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ELEMENT

Supporting mobility ecosystems with contextual insurance solutions

GERMANY

Platform Solution, White Label, Insurance as a Platform

Why we selected ELEMENT for this DIA Top 250

Germany is Europe's second largest fintech hub, after
the UK. ELEMENT is one of the ten German fintechs
who’ve grown their teams most aggressively over the
last 12 months. ELEMENT builds white-label products
for insurance. In short, they develop new insurance
offerings that are then marketed by the partners under
their own brand. Licensed by the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), it can also act
as a direct insurer and risk carrier in all EU countries,
including managing claims settlement.

ELEMENT continuously builds contextual ecosystems for
insurers and enterprises alike. ELEMENT’s approach to
the market is unique: seamless integration into the value
chain of their partners, tailor-made and individualised
white-label insurance solutions and a modular product
development.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

ELMA

Digital-native health insurance for the new generation

SPAIN

Digital Health, Telemedicine, Digital Therapeutics

Why we selected Elma for this DIA Top 250

Elma is a digital native health insurance company on a
mission to make healthcare accessible anywhere, at any
time and for everyone. Elma combines the best remote
primary care with mobile technology that helps
members remain healthy. This provides two main
benefits: a personalized care service which helps keep
premiums down, and the best preventive care platform
that helps members take the real win: better health. And
the best part: everything starts and finishes in the Elma
app

Empathy Empowered. Elma puts the whole healthcare
system in your pocket. At times it may be one of our
primary care doctors who provides a prescription and
follows up on your condition. At other times, a concierge
team member may help you find the best pediatrician in
the network.
Elma is introducing its health insurance product which is
being released in July.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

ENTERPRISE BOT

Transforming customer service using AI

SWITZERLAND

Customer Service, Automation, Multi-Lingual NLP,
Conversational Platform

Why we selected Enterprise Bot for this DIA Top 250

Enterprise Bot makes customer service bots that
communicate in natural language and understand users'
requirements. The Enterprise Bot solution drastically
reduces contact center costs and enhances customer
satisfaction. Enterprise Bot provides clients with a
powerful AI-powered customer relationship tool to
enhance customer experience. The multi-platform
messenger takes care of a wide range of customer needs
and queries for call centers reducing costs by 85% and
wait time by 90-95%.

The Enterprise Bot is an AI driven conversational
capability that enables insurance companies to
automate user requests across channels. The Enterprise
Bot solution drastically reduces contact center costs while
enhancing customer satisfaction. Enterprise Bot allows
users to go from historical data to a live customer facing
bot in only hours.
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ETHERISC

Decentralized insurance to issue policies and pay out valid claims autonomously

GERMANY

Blockchain, Decentralized Insurance, Cryptographic

Why we selected Etherisc for this DIA Top 250

The insurtech startup based in the Munich area is winner
of the “most innovative blockchain startup award”.
Etherisc promises new types of insurance for millions of
customers while democratizing access to the
reinsurance market. The startup’s mission is to "reinvent
insurance"
by building a platform and open protocol for
decentralized insurance applications, making the
purchase and sale of insurance more efficient, enable
lower operational costs, provide greater transparency
into the industry of insurance compared to traditional
operations and democratize access to the reinsurance
market.

Etherisc is a promising startup that aims to make the
purchase and sale of insurance more efficient, enable
lower operational costs, provide greater transparency to
the insurance industry, and democratize access to
reinsurance investments by building a platform and open
protocol for decentralized insurance applications.
With their experiment they showed what can be done on
the ethereum blockchain: to disrupt and transform a large
part of the global insurance industry for millions of
travelers. Offering a variety of new products and services
to customers, while leveraging blockchain technology to
achieve new levels of transparency and kick off a new era
of policy securitization.
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EVARI

Digital ease and flexibility for insurers, customers & distributors

Insurance Platform-as-a-Service, Dynamic Insurance ,
APIs
Evari’s comprehensive cloud-based Platform as a
Service (PaaS) is an advanced core policy administration
and distribution platform with highly configurable
customer flows, question sets, underwriting, pricing, and
documentation capabilities. Evari works with insurers,
MGAs, brokers, agents and third-party distributors to
deliver engaging digital experiences, optimise
underwriting outcomes and drive operational
efficiencies.

AUSTRALIA

COMPANY INFO
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Why we selected Evari for this DIA Top 250
Evari’s PaaS is a complete core policy administration and
distribution system that empowers insurers & distributors
to easily launch and iterate insurance products, integrate
and consumer data, and provide a great customer
experience with multi-channel distribution. It allows
insurers to configure sophisticated, digital products
quickly and take advantage of the platform’s rate, quote,
bind, policy administration, claims notification, FNOL and
reporting functionalities. It supports all types of insurance
products and new products can be launched in days, not
months or even years.

READ MORE

EVERLEDGER

A blockchain platform for more accurate underwriting

UK

Asset tracking, Fraud reduction, Underwriting

Why we selected Everledger for this DIA Top 250

By surfacing more accurate information, Everledger can
help the insurance industry to function with efficiency,
improving the experience for insurer and customer
alike. Insurers, retailers, producers and consumers can
come together behind a more unified and trustworthy
set of asset information. Our solutions seek to automate
processes and govern exchanges, to make insurance
processes as simple, seamless and as low cost as
possible.

Everledger is all about reducing fraud and claims costs;
that is why we selected Everledger to present its
innovative solution at DIA Barcelona. In the traditional
approach for insurance firms, when assessing risk, there
is no central, trusted database to turn to. Leanne Kemp,
founder and CEO of Everledger saw that this massive
industry problem could be solved with innovative
blockchain technology.
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EXB

Cognitive workbench helps increasing customer satisfaction

GERMANY

Scalable AI, Self-Learning Software, NLP

Why we selected ExB for this DIA Top 250

Munich-based ExB Group is a Cognitive Computing
research and technology company that develops stateof-the-art AI core technologies. The startup developed
an AI platform to configure, train and deploy processing
modules. While industry-unspecific, it has been applied
in the insurance, health and mobility sectors. The
product, called Cognitive Workbench is self-learning
software for the processing and analysis of unstructured
text and partially structured data such as tables and
invoices as well as image / document data. The
Cognitive Workbench (CWB) will output a docker to
easily deploy it for processing large data volumes.

Read patient files, evaluate laboratory reports, process
invoices, summarize medical publications. The Cognitive
Workbench from ExB can do it all. The Cognitive
Workbench uses latest NLP techniques incorporating the
best fitting machine learning paradigms to holistically
process incoming communication. The system is fully
scalable, self-learning and thus able to handle cases,
which might not have been foreseen and trained.
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EYEONID

Proactive digital ID -theft protection

SWEDEN

Advanced Analytics, IoT, Proactive ID-Theft Protection,
Privacy Protection

Why we selected EyeOnID for this DIA Top 250

EyeOnID Group offer a new digital proactive service to
prevent digital ID-theft and breach of integrity. ID-theft
is one of the fastest growing crimes globally targeting
both consumers as SME’s. EyeOnID helps to identify a
breach of privacy and sends an alert when private and
sensitive information is accessible online. The product is
made up of several services and components, in part for
integration for B2B, and in part for B2C. B2C companies
have the opportunity to customize specific features from
the platform to the customer's needs and wishes.
Various degrees of freedom apply to develop specific
functionality so that the customer’s type of integration
platform can vary.

ID-theft is one of the fastest growing crimes globally and
they target both consumers as SME’s. EyeOnID’s service
monitors and warns customers when their sensitive
private digital information such as login information,
credit card numbers and personal identification numbers
becomes accessible on the Internet before any damage
can occur. EyeOnID offers proactive digital ID protection
of various kind. EyeOnID’s services are well suited for
insurance companies.
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FADATA

Transforming insurance with artificial intelligence

UK

Insurance Core System, AI

Why we selected Fadata for this DIA Top 250

Fadata’s latest development, INSIS Cognitive Assistant,
is an automated conversational customer assistance
tool, part of INSIS v10 Platform. Currently, it supports
claim processing automation, quote recommendation,
and customer retention capabilities. Legacy insurance
processes are augmented by intelligent messaging and
IVR (interactive voice response) through digital
assistants, smart devices, social messaging and
telephony gateways.

Fadata’s purpose is to help insurers contribute
successfully to the security and well-being of their
customers. They provide the capabilities needed primarily
through INSIS, an advanced and comprehensive insurance
process platform available across all major lines of
business. This helps sustain innovation, engage
customers effectively and stay competitive in a rapidly
changing world.
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FAKTOR ZEHN
Innovative agile insurance solutions

GERMANY

Core Systems, Open Source, Quotation Management,
End-to-End Automation

Why we selected Faktor Zehn for this DIA Top 250

Faktor Zehn, part of the ConVista Consulting Group, is
based in Munich and known as the product house for
digital and agile core insurance solutions. Faktor Zehn’s
portfolio includes an open-source product system, as
well as a policy-, an offer, and a claims system, and a
newly published end-to-end core insurance platform. All
products are developed to support insurance companies
in implementing new digital business models, in
generating speed of innovation and competitive
advantages. Of course, the core insurance solutions of
Faktor Zehn are available both on-premise and in the
cloud.

Insurance companies are facing new challenges in the
form of regulatory changes, digitalization and new
business models. The profitability of pension institutions
depends heavily on the ability to keep down internal costs,
posing a huge challenge on the organization. Faktor Zehn
innovative, agile, insurance solutions help insurance
companies to make a digital leap forward. Accelerate time
to market, increase collaboration, optimize operations and
drive revenue.
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FINANZEN.DE

Provides marketplace technology for insurance and finance

GERMANY

Mobile, Machine Learning, ROPO

Why we selected Finanzen.de for this DIA Top 250

Finanzen.de, located in Berlin, Paris, Zurich and Bristol,
connects lead generators such as online price
comparison sites with lead buyers such as independent
financial advisers and insurance companies. More than
800,000 leads are annually traded via its industry
leading technology platform, using real time auctions
and real time lead delivery. The company also acts as an
online broker for P&C insurance products. Thanks to its
scalable business model, finanzen.de is ideally
positioned to benefit from the digital shift occurring in
the European insurance and banking domain and to
capture the significant market potential ahead.
In November 2021 CLARK announced the acquisition of
Finanzen Group, making them one of the world’s largest
insurtechs.

Finanzen.de brings transformation in distribution
channels. The Finanzen platform helps clients looking for
online products to find relevant local brokers, especially
for products that require professional advice. And
Finanzen.de helps competent consultants to get in touch
with customers who already have informed themselves
online and who are interested in personal advice from an
expert.
The marketplace business model cuts both ways.
Customers get continuous access to the best products
and services in the market and a high-quality digital
experience. And costs can be kept at a minimum through
connecting (or disconnecting) parties almost in real time.
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FING

Small business cyber compainion

IRELAND

Cyber Security, Connected Devices, IoT, Prevention

Why we selected Fing for this DIA Top 250

Award winning Fing is the leading maker of network
scanning and security tools for homes, businesses,
insurers, retailers and ISPs. Fing’s technology has
unique device recognition capabilities and can instantly
recognize any connected device. Their technology is
used to discover 15 billion devices annually. They have
customers and app users all around the world. Fing has
offices in London Dublin and Rome.

Fingbox is providing “Data Driven Sciences.” They
leverage network data which typically remains invisible to
make networks more secure and insurance companies
more intelligent. Through data about devices and the
network insurers can make their products more tailored,
intuitive and relevant. It is an innovative Cyber Companion
which enables SMEs to protect themselves from risks of
being hacked. What makes it so innovative is the
underlying device recognition technology, security
features and its user friendliness. This device enables
SMEs even without a System Administrator to take
preventative actions to protect themselves Cyber Risks.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

FORCEMANAGER

The all-in sales accelerator platform for insurance companies

SPAIN

Mobile CRM, AI, Sales Support Platform

Why we selected ForceManager for this DIA Top 250

ForceManager is an easy-to-use platform that provides
insurance companies with real-time sales data and
effectively bridges the gap between sales strategy and
execution. It is a mobile CRM which helps brokers and
agents to better manage their customer interactions,
prospects and renewals of existing customers. All from a
central management tool that holds every interaction
that has been done with a customer: insurance policies,
renewals, cross-selling, last contact, last visit etc.
ForceManager informs a broker when a lead is received.
Then, since ForceManager is synced with their phone
and email, it records each time the broker contacts the
client and measures conversion rates.

ForceManager has enabled companies to digitalize their
entire offline commercial process, traversing the entire
pyramid, from the directors to the final client, through
agents and brokers. Everything from a mobile application
that can be carried on their smartphones and is as easy to
use as WhatsApp.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

FRISS

Leveraging insurance fraud detection for safe digital transformation

THE NETHERLANDS

Advanced Analytics, AI & Machine Learning, Automated
Underwriting, Fraud Detection, Risk Assessment

Why we selected FRISS for this DIA Top 250

Wondering what it is like having all of your most
experienced experts looking at every single policy
request, renewal or claim in a consistent fair and
unbiassed way, every single time, in a split second?
Then you should definitely get to know FRISS.
The company turns data into real time actionable
insights.
FRISS protects insurers by enabling safe digital
transformation to grow healthy portfolios, stay complaint
and increase customer satisfaction. Their AI powered
solutions realize quick time to value and up to 10 times
ROI.

The pandemic has pushed insurers to digitalize, ready or
not. Whether or not insurers are able to tackle the serious
problem of insurance fraud now, which also saw an
increase during the pandemic, depends on whether they
are able to find a digital way of working. DIA believes
companies like FRISS are the key example of how insurers
can benefit from digital ways of working. FRISS can help
and redefine the way insurance companies, on a global
scale, manage fraud and related risks, using the latest
developments in artificial intelligence, data analysis and
insurance scoring.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

F-SECURE

Adding value to your offering with security and privacy products

FINLAND

Identity Protection, AI, Mobile, Internet Security,
Ransomware Protection

Why we selected F-Secure for this DIA Top 250

F-Secure is the global cyber security leader with a track
record of over 30 years. Headquartered in Helsinki,
Finland, F-secure sells both B2B products and consumer
products directly, and also through thousands of
resellers and over 200 service providers globally. In
addition to that, F-Secure has a consultancy arm that
provides its security consulting services to enterprise
customers all over the world. F-Secure employs over
1,700 employees, working in nearly 30 offices around
the globe.
Thus defending tens of thousands of companies
and millions of consumers against the continuously
growing threats in an increasingly digital world.

F-Secure closes the gap between cyber-attack detection
and response, utilising the unmatched threat intelligence
of hundreds of the industry’s best technical consultants,
millions of devices running their award-winning software,
and ceaseless innovations in artificial intelligence.
F-Secure is now also leveraging their award-winning
solutions, to support insurers around the globe to
innovate
and develop new, attractive and differentiating
propositions. Their latest development, the first all-in-one
digital protection solution, is called F-Secure TOTAL,
a unique solution that offers new touchpoints with
consumers and therefor, enhances day-to-day
engagement with insurance clients

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

DIA AMSTERDAM 2019
SAMER AL MOUBAYED (FURHAT ROBOTICS)

FUHAT ROBOTICS

Keynote Samer Al Moubayed @ Previous DIA

GEFEN TECHNOLOGIES

Empowering insurance provides to create & capture meaningful moment in real -time

ISRAEL

Mobile, Engagement Platform, Marketing And Agent
Support

Why we selected Gefen Technologies
for this DIA Top 250

Tel-Aviv based Gefen leverages digital transformation to
create, capture, and empower meaningful interactions
between the world’s top insurance providers and their
customers. The award-winning all-in-one platform
called Moments, empowers insurance providers to
undergo digital transformation in just three months,
providing agents with a simple and intuitive platform
they’ll actually want to use. Agents can finally stop cold
calling and connect with clients on their terms, and
distribution managers gain visibility to monitor
performance and make data-driven decisions. It creates
business opportunities by capturing meaningful
interactions and engaging the user in real-time with the
most relevant information.

Gefen Technologies empowers the insurance agent in the
digital era, providing agents with the data and insight they
need to create a personalized experience in real-time.
They enable large and distributed enterprises to gain
control over their digital presence and become customercentric organizations. It’s time to say goodbye to coldcalling.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

GENEPLANET

Tackeling modern health issues with personalised prevention

SLOVANIA

Preventive Genetic Testing, eHealth Platform, Dynamic
Underwriting, Advanced Analytics

Why we selected GenePlanet for this DIA Top 250

Now more than ever, health is a top priority. With the
COVID-19 pandemic taking its toll around the globe,
people are more aware of the importance of being
healthy and are taking more interest in improving their
health and well-being. There is more interest in exercise,
healthier food options, as well as self-tracking and
measurement to determine a personalised approach to
get healthy and monitor progress.

GenePlanet offers innovative healthcare and lifestyle
solutions, based on preventive genetic testing. They work
with major insurers to deliver a preventive component to
Life, Health and Protection policies, with the objective of
steering customers towards positive behavioral change,
related to their health and well-being. GenePlanet has
developed Health Intelligence, a digital lifestyle coach
focused on prevention. It uses objective biological data to
provide consumers with personalised guidance on how to
improve their health and well-being.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

GEOX

Accurate 3D property attributes for gaining insurer’s competitive edge

ISRAEL

Property Data, AI & Machine Learning, Aerial Imagery,
Risk Assessment & Selection

Why we selected GeoX for this DIA Top 250

Israeli company GeoX has a clear mission: to create the
Global 3D AI geospatial database and make it available
to mitigating risks and improving people's lives.
Current public data is not reliable and accurate enough.
GeoX exceeds this by producing its own data from fresh
aerial imagery – an objective source of reality data. By
doing so, GeoX takes their mission a step further than
some other players in the market who offers only open
sourced and public data.

The company produces it own data from recent aerial
imagery – thus it is much more reliable from open data
sources. GeoX 3D attributes are more accurate and
provides much unique details about properties. Also,
insurance agencies and brokers can now change the way
they interact with customers by relying their
recommendations and submissions on useful data.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

GETSAFE

Digital multi-line insurance driven by AI and behavioural finance

GERMANY

Multi-Line, Mobile, Behavioral Economics

Why we selected Getsafe for this DIA Top 250

GetSafe is a well-known insurtech startup from
Heidelberg that offers an app to manage all insurance
policies. The GetSafe App helps users manage their
insurance policies in one place. GetSafe pioneered the
Mobile Insurance Broker model in Germany and is
among the country's fastest growing and best-known
insurtech startups. It gives consumers a digital overview
of their existing insurance policies, helps optimize their
insurance portfolio, and provides free and independent
advice through insurance experts. Insurance as it should
be. Paperless, affordable, for everyone.

Millennials know what they want, when they want it, and
they want it immediately. They won’t wait for automated
systems to list a menu of options, let alone wait on the
line for assistance. Companies need to meet
their demands for real-time information and services by
putting information within reach of their fingertips.
GetSafe knows how to respond with their Mobile-First
Insurance. The company now serves a quarter of a million
customers in Germany and the UK. A lot of that success
goes back to Getsafe’s superior customer engagement
rates. In fact, 30% of customers use the Getsafe app every
month.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

GETSURANCE
Creative and transparent insurance

GERMANY

IaaS Platform, Digital Product Development

Why we selected Getsurance for this DIA Top 250

Together with Squarelife, Getsurance has developed a
long-term disability product that protects customers
from the loss of their income due to illness or accident.
The product features an algorithmic underwriting
process – based on just a few health questions and
Getsurance said customers are instantly granted
coverage. It means for the first-time customers can take
out disability insurance instantly & paperless.

At DIA Munich Getsurance presented an example of
collaboration with Squarelife. They jointly built a
compelling product perfectly fitting the digital only
strategy of their distribution partner, creating a
completely seamless experience for the customer while
being strictly compliant with commercial and legal
framework. The Getsurance/Squarelife collaboration is
the perfect showcase of one of the key Insurtech trends
for the years to come; so-called Innovation Multiplied,
insurtechs working closely together to create solutions
that are even more innovative.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

GLIA

An enterprise-level solution for high-touch customer engagement

USA

Visual Engagement, Machine Learning, AI, Bots

Why we selected Glia for this DIA Top 250

Leading developer of enterprise online communication
solutions and DIA alumni, Glia provides enterprise
customer engagement solutions for delivering a hightouch, in-person customer experience online. Through
their solutions, companies provide online personalized
human interaction to their customers and most
qualified prospects. Products such as cars, real estate,
life insurance and high-end jewelry don’t really “fit” into
a shopping cart. Business selling these types of
products can use Glia to interact with their online
customers in real-time through voice, video and
collaborative browsing.

Glia enables companies to identify their website visitors
and anticipate on their needs while providing an
engaging via live video, audio, chat and CoBrowsing an
efficient online customer experience. Faster and better,
cost cutting and revenue generating. Glia brings life to
the digital experience. Even better, Glia allows
companies to exceed the ‘in-person’ customer
experience online. With OmniGuide the add-on bot to
their chat solution now even AI-assisted chat is a reality.
Glia demonstrated OmniGuide at DIA Munich. The demo
focused on a homeowner’s insurance use-case where
the customer is trying to fill out the “Get a Quote”
section of the site.
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READ MORE

The Four Key Post-Covid Trends Insurers Should Tap Into
DIA co-founder Roger Peverelli @ DIA TV

GROHE

Shift from water damage claims to active water security as a service

GERMANY

Connected Home, Water Sensors, Claim Reduction

Why we selected GROHE for this DIA Top 250

GROHE is a leading global brand for complete bathroom
solutions and kitchen fittings. As an international brand,
GROHE pursues the brand values of technology, quality,
design and sustainability, seeking to offer the “Pure
Freude an Wasser”. They developed GROHE Sense and
GROHE Sense Guard, an App-controlled water security
system for the residential segment to actively reduce the
results of water damage. The combination of smart
connected devices, intelligent device & cloud algorithms
and the end user app create benefits for its users and
allows GROHE to engage in new partnerships with
insurers to jointly battle water damages.

Although water damage is the biggest risk to homes and
causes more damage than fires or severe weather, only
three per cent of all European households are equipped
with a system for protection against water damage. The
installation of GROHE Sense and Sense Guard will reduce
the number of claims and the claim size for water damage
and insurers. With GROHE Sense Guard, insures can offer
their clients a valuable security service and a better
experience with their business overall.` This solution is a
significant game-changer for the home insurance
business. Together with LähiTapiola they have
established a blueprint for mass-scale rollouts of water
security systems, limiting the risks for insurers.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

GUARDTIME

A ledger of everything an industral blockchain platform powering

ESTONIA

Blockchain, Distributed Ledger Technology, IoT

Why we selected Guardtime for this DIA Top 250

Guardtime is a cyber-security provider that uses
blockchain systems to ensure the integrity of data. The
company has its roots in US defence systems and
expertise in state-level digital security (Estonia).
Guardtime uses Keyless Signature Infrastructure (KSI), a
blockchain technology that provides massive-scale data
authentication without reliance on centralized trust
authorities. Unlike traditional approaches that depend on
asymmetric key cryptography, KSI uses only hashfunction cryptography, allowing verification to rely only
on the security of hash functions and the availability of a
public ledger. In this way, Guardtime guarantees data
integrity without the need to keep secrets. In short,
instead of putting all of the data up in the blockchain,
they only take fingerprints of the data.

Guardtime uses blockchain technology, to verify data and
prove that it's trustworthy. It has created a network that
citizens, private companies, and the government can
access to verify information on it. While similar to
bitcoin's network, it is distinct and in fact predates the
original bitcoin white paper. Guardtime can ensure
complete detection, accountability and auditability.
In the traditional approach for insurance firms, when
assessing risk, there is no central, trusted database to
turn to. Providing verification is a real game-changer.

COMPANY INFO
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HADIEL

Accelerating health insurance and inclusion via technology and data

NIGIRIA

eHealth, Data Analytics, Ecosystem, SaaS platform

Why we selected Hadiel for this DIA Top 250

Hadiel is an African health insurtech and SaaS company
that aggregates all participants of the health insurance
ecosystem being the payer, user, bottom of pyramid
(non-inclusive) and care giver. Hadiel curate's health
data to churn out insights on disease trends and
consumer behavioral health via data science and
machine learning.

Hadiel empowers every player to make empirical and
informed decisions. With their data driven platform all
stakeholders can proactively mitigate risk, improve
quality outcomes and financially optimise decisions.
Hadiel offers an entire end-to-end process in the digital
insurance space being the software, health
administration, and the insurance solution.

COMPANY INFO
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HANSON ROBOTICS

Sophia the Robot @ Previous DIA

HARMONEY

Harmoney, gain deeper insights from onboarding data

GERMANY

End-to-End Onboarding, RegTech, Client Due Diligence

Why we selected Harmoney for this DIA Top 250

Harmoney offers an end-to-end onboarding and
compliance solution to the banking and insurance
industry. The Belgium startup solves the cumbersome,
often paper process of client on-boarding, re-boarding
and off-boarding. Combining full compliance with a
superior user experience to end client, relationship
manager and compliance officer is what makes them
unique.

Harmoney is an InsurTech and RegTech solution that
enhances client experience and achieves greater
operational excellence. Skip all the paperwork, this is an
end-to-end digital onboarding solution that facilitates
even complex holdings and structures. After starting to
work with Belgian insurers, they are looking to expand in
Europe as they are compliant to EU legislation and
regulation.
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HELPSHIFT

Transforming support through connected customer conversations

USA

AI, In-Context Messaging, Intelligent Automation

Why we selected Helpshift for this DIA Top 250

Helpshift’s next-generation digital customer service
software enables B2C brands to scale their support while
offering differentiated experiences through phone, web,
in-app, email and messenger app channels.
Helpshift’s innovative asynchronous messaging model
across these channels gives people back their time,
keeps conversations in context and allows humans and
automations to work together to solve problems faster.
The Helpshift platform embeds knowledge and AI to let
customer service organizations best utilize a mix of
automated service, self-service and human-assisted
service.

Helpshift empowers insurtech companies to improve
Customer Satisfaction while simultaneously improving
efficiency by using automation to augment human agents
for better customer support outcomes. Agents are freed
from providing or collecting routine information and can
instead focus on delivering excellent service with
empathy and compassion. Meanwhile, automation can
scale CS operations without the need for additional
agents.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

HEPSTER

Making insurance as easy as online shopping

GERMANY

On Demand, API-First, White Label, SAAS,
Microinsurance, Dynamic Pricing

Why we selected Hepster for this DIA Top 250

Hepster offers short-term insurance for activities and
equipment of one day duration in the sports and
adventure area. As insurtech, hepster integrates
insurance products as lifestyle products into the digital
everyday life of modern society. Technology and design
turn a bureaucratic powerhouse into a situational
lifestyle product. Customers can book individual hedges
online that are tailored to their particular situation. For
example, a ski insurance can be taken out for three days
via the hepster-Shop, which protects both the person
and the equipment. This is possible thanks to the
development of a fully digital value creation chain from
booking to notification of damage. hepster's claim is to
make insurance as easy as online shopping.

Hepster managed to create a very attractive lifestyle
brand. They provide situational insurance coverage in the
lifestyle world of their customers. For a variety of
products and bundles, not just individual product
solutions. They not only built the portal hepster, but also
an entire backend for linking insurance companies,
cooperation partners and end customers.
The Rostock-based startup platform ecosystem provides
answers for agile digital transformation in the insurance
industry.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

HINOUNOU

Insurtech robots as a service for the world’s seniors

CHINA

Connected Home, Genomics, Telemedicine, Iot Robotics,
Prevention

Why we selected HiNounou for this DIA Top 250

HiNounou Intelligent Robot (Shanghai) Company is a
connected healthcare and intelligent data platform
company on a mission to empower the world's Seniors to
live longer, healthier and happier, at home. And in turn
this provides peace of mind to Seniors as well as their
families. HiNounou is a holistic and innovative home
wellness solution and powered by AI, IoT,
Blockchain, and Genomics. HiNounou's platform and
ecosystem enables AXA Partners China and Ping
An's first dedicated "insurance as a service" product
for China's Seniors, regardless of their medical
history. HiNounou provides Seniors and their families
with a one stop, comprehensive home wellness solution.

HiNounou together with its partners innovate to make
health insurance accessible and affordable to senior
citizens. Technology and data have the power to improve
prevention and optimize the efficiencies of healthcare
ecosystems. HiNounou enables insurance companies to
calculate risks and build customized comprehensive
health insurance pricing models based on genuine health
records and real-time wellness data provided through the
HiNounou ecosystem.
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HITHERE

Building a fully automated digital life insurance back -end platform

THE NETHERLANDS

AI, IoT, Robotics and Advanced Analytics

Why we selected HiThere for this DIA Top 250

HiThere, the ambitious Dutch startup wants to reinvent
insurance. They strongly believe they can improve the
quality of life by providing customers a safety net
through insurance. This safety net should
be affordable and available to everyone all over the
world.
So that is why they decided to build their own unique
platform: HiThere. A fully automated, modular backoffice insurance platform that integrates the back-office
seamlessly with the front-end, operates securely in the
cloud, is accessible for customers, intermediaries and
the insurer and is able to deal in a fully automated way
with all life insurance products - closed books and open
books - in a fast and flexible way. It is possible to
provide personalized premium quotes, based on AI and
advanced analytics.

HiThere is reinventing insurance. In the current
environment of rapid change, core processing, data
analytics and digital engagement hold the potential to
optimize the insurance lifecycle. HiThere is built on these
pillars whilst putting the customer at the center of the
business.
We’re very pleased that HiThere showcased their gamechanging digital platform and approach at DIA Munich.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

HOVER

Accurate, interactive 3d models of any property

USA

3D Modelling, Property Data, Machine Learning, Claim
Reduction

Why we selected HOVER for this DIA Top 250

DIAmond award winner HOVER transforms smartphone
photos of any property into an accurate, interactive 3D
model. HOVER’s insurance industry customers use the
up-to-date measurements to reduce claim adjusting
costs, decrease cycle times and improve the overall
customer experience. Exterior contractors use HOVER to
save time and money on measuring projects, establish
instant credibility and close more business.
Homeowners love the design features that allow them to
visualize what their exterior remodeling project will look
like.

Using smartphone photos to reduce claims adjusting
costs. HOVER simplifies the whole measurement process
and their app is already called one of the most useful
tools for the building, real estate and the insurance
industry. Claims settlement will become an automated,
self-service and quick to pay experience for customers.
The cost saving for a carrier using HOVER averages $500
per claim, and at the same time providing a much superior
customer experience.
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HUMN

Dynamic Pricing And Risk Management Engine For Rideshare Fleets

UK

Blockchain, Rideshare, Behavioural Economics, Dynamic
Pricing, Car Telematics

Why we selected Humn for this DIA Top 250

Humn, with their solution Rideshur, is on a mission to
reset insurance for ride-hailing, vehicle sharing and
delivery of fleet operators.
Rideshur brings previously unknown visibility into fleets
and individual drivers which means they don’t have to
worry about their risk and makes their exposure
explainable and means insurance can be priced more
effectively.

Humn is a data-driven Insurtech and their solution
Rideshur connects cars directly to fleet insurance
policies, providing live data enriched with environmental
context and risk factors. This results in substantial
savings on premiums for commercial fleets. Rideshur is
built for the future, with embedded deep learning
capabilities. All event metadata is stored in an immutable
ledger and the policy is executed in a smart contract.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

IBA

Proven cloud-native platform to help P&C insurers accelerate their digital journey

DENMARK

Platform (core solution), P&C, SaaS, API

Why we selected IBA for this DIA Top 250

IBA’s IBSuite is a cloud-native, end-to-end, fully hosted
core insurance platform, with 10 years of proven
operational experience, available to the global P&C
insurance industry. IBSuite reduces IT complexity and
allows insurers to focus on their core business, while
saving costs and facilitating innovative business models
and unique customer journeys.
The platform covers everything from quote to policy
administration and claims handling, enabling P&C
insurers to accelerate their digital transformation.

IBA differentiates itself through its cloud native, API
first, end-to-end insurance platform, as well as its highly
efficient delivery model, enabling faster time-to-market
and cutting back implementation costs significantly.
IBA enables insurers to quickly launch a greenfield value
proposition or to transform their entire portfolio into a
digital customer journey. IBA help insurers to migrate
their complete insurance operation to a scalable and
secure SaaS platform within months – not years!

COMPANY INFO
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CHECK VIDEO

IDNOW

Making the connected world a safer place

FRANCE/GERMANY

Blockchain, Rideshare, On-Demand, Car Telematics

Why we selected IDnow for this DIA Top 250

IDnow is a leading provider of Identity Verification-as-aService (“IVAAS”) solutions. IDnow solutions guarantee
legal security throughout Europe and the highest level of
data security. In the area of video identification of
customers and electronic signatures, IDnow was the first
to provide the market with a legally secure solution
without additional hardware. IDnows offer is directed at
all business customers who would like to provide
customer identification and contract conclusion online,
such as banks, insurance, telecommunications
companies, Fintechs, etc. The customer portfolio
includes renowned firms such as Commerzbank, UBS,
Sixt neuwagen, Telefónica and N26.

IDnow builds world-class, AI-powered identity verification
technologies that address the cybersecurity and digital
verification needs of global enterprises by combining
seamless, online-only infrastructure with a strong level of
security and identity fraud prevention. With IDnow’s video
identification and e-signing solutions clients are able to
save money, improve customer conversion rates and
streamline the onboarding process.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

IMBURSE

Freely choose payment technology is a freedom insurers need

SWITZERLAND

Payments as a Service, Loyalty Programs, Collections

Why we selected Imburse for this DIA Top 250

In a world where consumer and business payment
preferences and technologies are ever-evolving, the
Imburse ‘Payments as a Service’ enterprise platform
offers integration-free access to the entire global
payment ecosystem, from card collections, to debit
orders, e-wallets, push to card transactions, inter-bank
systems, vouchers and more. Imburse offers insurers
complete freedom of payment provider and technology
so that no project related to any form of payment
initiative is ever delayed by resource constraints again.
It allows insurers to rapidly enhance and deploy any
change to their payment infrastructure in less than 5
minutes at zero cost to deploy.

Imburse enables insurers to really improve the customer
experience and revolutionize their value proposition to
their customers (journey and product) in a way that allows
fast-to-market as well as reduction of costs. Their
Payment-as-a-Service platform offers insurers the
flexibility to choose the payment methods they need.
Recently, together with HITS they created MicroSavings:
an off-the-shelf, fully customisable savings solution
that enables insurers to enrich customer interaction,
improve customer insight and generate new leads,
whilst helping customers achieve their financial goals.
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IN2

Eliminates forms, shortens claims response time and lowers costs with automation

SLOVENIA

AI, IoT, Core Platform, Claims handling, Mobile

Why we selected IN2 for this DIA Top 250

IN2 is a provider of insurance data integration and
business apps. Its mission is to help incumbent insurers
become new disruptors and future market winners. IN2
DIGITAL CUSTOMER is a new solution that allows
insurers to deliver faster, efficient and profitable digital
customer experiences when handling claims.
IN2 is one of a handful of industry pioneers who provide
data integration platforms which plug into legacy
technology via dedicated APIs.

IN2 is one of a handful of industry pioneers who provide
data integration platforms which plug into legacy
technology via dedicated APIs.
With INsurance DIGITAL CUSTOMER its now feeding that
data into a CRM type enthronement to deliver unified
workflows, interfaces and experiences for customers and
agents.
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INARI

A comprehensive platform for quotation through to portofolio management

SPAIN

Blockchain, AI, Business Process Automation

Why we selected Inari for this DIA Top 250

Barcelona based Inari is a cutting-edge cloud-based
platform for the B2B P&C market with blockchain at its
core. Built from the ground up to create ever-growing
efficiencies for Operations teams and Intermediaries
(MGAs, Syndicates), Inari bridges the silos by enabling a
single point of contact for stakeholders using their
existing legacy and 3rd party systems. Providing 360°
policy cycle management with performance-enhancing
A.I., Inari is a highly interactive, intuitive solution that’s
available anywhere via secure SaaS.

Inari’s platform offers a game-changing improvement in
Operations efficacy for insurers and their intermediaries.
Transforming the policy lifecycle is the most significant
opportunity in the corporate insurance space. Their use
of blockchain eliminates much of the guesswork in policy
management, and their added performance enhancing AI,
and use of contextual data, has the potential to bring real
productivity gains to a static area of industry.

COMPANY INFO
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INFERMEDICA

AI-driven preliminary diagnosis and triage tools

eHealth, Call Center Triage, Telehealth, Symptom
Checker
Infermedica provides insurance companies and health
systems with a set of advanced, AI-driven decision
support and triage tools that tackle the problem of
inappropriate use of medical services and misdiagnosis.
With the help of Infermedica's products: Symptom
Checker, Call Center Triage and Medical API, it is easier
than ever to connect patients with the right medical
services that improve customers' performance, increase
healthcare accessibility, and reduce costs.
Infermedica’s diagnosis engine is a powerful solution
that uses artificial intelligence to find correct and costefficient care for the patients served.

POLAND

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Infermedica for this DIA Top 250
Infermedica creates AI-driven solutions that helps
insurance, healthcare and telemedicine companies
increase efficiency, improve patient flow, and reduce
costs. The company is continually pushing forward the
development of their medical database covering nearly
700 conditions and 1300 symptoms. At DIA they
announced the release of the paediatric content, that lets
them guide younger patients to the right care.
Their solutions are now available in 17 languages.

READ MORE

INSHUR

Insurance for the commercial auto industry. Smart. Data -driven. Flexible

USA

Commercial Auto Insurance, Rideshare, Mobile

Why we selected INSHUR for this DIA Top 250

INSHUR is a 100% digital provider of commercial auto
insurance, focused in the rideshare vertical. Using its
mobile technology platform, proprietary data, and
analytics, INSHUR helps professional drivers buy
insurance coverage quickly and at a competitive price. In
a market where the traditional broker model has
remained unchanged, INSHUR delivers a mobile-first
platform, allowing drivers to manage their entire
insurance lifecycle from their mobile phone. INSHUR
currently operates in the UK and New York City.

INSHUR’s growth in less than a year shows how they are
transforming the experience commercial drivers have
with insurance. INSHUR provides customers with the
ability to get a quote and buy cover in minutes and not
days. INSHUR means no more calling around brokers,
waiting for a quote, finding parking and coming back with
missing paperwork.
INSHUR delivers a mobile-first platform, allowing drivers
to manage their entire insurance lifecycle from their
mobile phone.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV
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READ MORE

INSTANDA

Insurance, technology, decoded

USA /
UK

Digital Core Platform, No Code, Cloud Based

Why we selected INSTANDA for this DIA Top 250

INSTANDA was born from a frustration of how legacy
systems were holding back insurance productivity. Its
founders knew there had to be a better way. With a
shared ambition and years of hands-on CIO-level
experience, working with major insurance businesses
and insurance software providers, they set about to
transform the protracted insurance product roadmap. In
place of the slow, inflexible, expensive and inhibitive
insurance product roadmap, now stands INSTANDA; a
SaaS solution that’s rapidly deployable, agile, low cost,
innovative and self-configurable.

INSTANDA’s solution allows insurers to take insurance
ideas from design to production in weeks rather than
months or years. It sets itself apart in two main ways:
firstly, the insurer gets to decide the look-and-feel of the
solution. There is a lot of flexibility in the set-up: no
preset group of rows, columns, and tabs like other generic
platforms. And secondly, configuration of the platform is
done in a ‘no code’ fashion. This means that business
teams closest to the customer can design and maintain
the platform, rather than relying on IT resources
competing with other enterprise efforts.
This approach enables insurers to rapidly develop and
release new products and adjust them quickly where
necessary with low cost of ownership.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

INTELLECT SEEC

The future of commercial insurance underwriting is here

USA

Customer Experience, Data, Digital Transformation

Why we selected Intellect SEEC for this DIA Top 250

Intellect SEEC is an established company with the heart
and soul of a startup. With three decades of experience,
Intellect SEEC is a prime example of a firm that is on a
path to transforming the insurance industry. Their
business tackles some of the biggest challenges in
underwriting by leveraging next-generation
technologies such as Cloud, Big Data, Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), and Internet of
Things (IoT) to eliminate redundant processes, take a
holistic view of risks, and employ decision-optimization
technology.

Intellect SEEC’s out-of-the-box platform brings
unprecedented agility to an insurer’s operations. The
company is a pioneer in integrating capabilities of big
data and AI in insurance. They have been working with
insurers across the globe for over 20 years, delivering
value through core systems. However, they still consider
themselves as challengers.
Insurance is complex, but their solutions leverage big
data, AI and conversational technologies to make it
intuitive, engaging and insightful.

COMPANY INFO
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DIATV
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READ MORE

IPTIQ

Digital platform providing end -to-end insurance solutions
in partnership with insurers, intermediaries and non -insurers

SWITZERLAND

White-Label Platform, AI, B2B2C, Omni-Channel

Why we selected iptiQ for this DIA Top 250

iptiQ is a digital platform and white-label insurance
provider owned by Swiss Re active in EMEA, Americas
and ANZ. The B2B2C business model enables partners
to provide innovative new services for their customers
by rolling out insurance offerings using the iptiQ
platform. They offer digital, end-to-end, bespoke life
and health insurance solutions, as well as property and
casualty solutions, including travel, mobility, cyber and
home. Partners include insurance carriers, banks and
retail brands in order to co-design insurance products
for their customer base, or for distribution.

iptiQ was created to respond to the need of the
insurance industry to accelerate its modernisation
through technology. Via its distribution partners, iptiQ
wants to make insurance more accessible and affordable
for all using innovative technology, but also by
simplifying processes, operations, and improved
customer experience. iptiQ has a track record and deep
experience helping the industry to transform pre-covid19, via collaboration with its distribution partners. With
the impact of Covid-19, the industry is likely to further
accelerate digital transformation.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

I-SURANCE
Innovative. Simple. Digital.

GERMANY

Core System, Performance Tracking, Mobile

Why we selected i-Surance for this DIA Top 250

i-surance is a B2B2C insurtech company like no other.
It is a European digital Insurance Platform-as-aService.
By providing a next-generation B2B2C Insurance
Platform-as-a-Service,
i-surance brings the features of a digital insurance
offering to a large, growing market of networks,
retailers, and distributors. They offer an end-to-end
customized solution, from product development and
innovation through claims management and compliance
to improved sales performance.
In July 2021, bolttech, the technology-enabled
ecosystem for protection and insurance, announced the
acquisition of i-surance.

As an insurtech company i-surance is focusing on the
development of innovative offers combining insurance
and related services. They offer one of the most
powerful mobile insurance products on the market, and
they are also able to serve several other segments and
markets.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

IXENSOR

Providing the future vision of mobile health solution

TAIWAN

Ehealth, Data Driven Healthcare, Instant Medical Tests,
Mobile In Vitro Diagnostics, Connected Medical Devices

Why we selected iXensor for this DIA Top 250

iXensor is a seamless in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) test
provider from Taiwan, dedicated to making quality
healthcare accessible and timely. iXensor’s core
technology is turning the cameras of mobile devices
into accurate optical readers, leveraging existing optical
strip technologies. PixoTest® platform includes the
ability to measure and track glucose, lipids, HbA1c and
a variety of other biomarkers through a single
smartphone for a seamless and integrated approach to
personal and community healthcare.

Connected devices and advanced algorithms are already
improving patient care while simultaneously decreasing
costs. The tools of iXensor are transforming the way in
which people access the healthcare system, bringing
huge benefits for insurance companies and the user.
The use of iXensor makes it possible to drastically
decrease the costs of healthcare. While making the
process sufficient and convenient does great benefits to
people suffering from a disease.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

JAMII

Disruptive business model to offer mobile micro -health insurance

TANZANIA

Mobile, Micro-Health Insurance, Paperless, Cashless

Why we selected Jamii for this DIA Top 250

Jamii Africa is a mobile micro-health insurance for the
low-income families at $1 a month. Jamii is 100%
paperless and 100% cashless with all administration
processes from onboarding, premium collection, benefit
ledger management, claims processing to claims payout
being done via mobile phone. Cutting insurance
administration costs by 95%. Jamii launched in January
2015 and has built a mobile policy management
platform that performs all the administration activities
of an insurer, and allows users to access cheap
insurance via USSD, starting at $1 per month.

The product Jamii, stands out as a highly innovative
product which has and will impact the population in
Tanzania and Africa by providing cheap mobile micro
health insurance to the population that needs health
insurance the most. It gives insurers access to a new
market, the low-income population.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

JANE

Smart living technology to seize the opportunities of the silver economy

BELGIUM

Health, Claims, AI, IoT, IaaS, Ecosystem

Why we selected Jane for this DIA Top 250

Jane builds smart living technology to enable a
sustainable form of elderly care for homes and care
facilities. Through their smart living technology, Jane
ensures that seniors and others in need of care can live
independently for as long as possible, while giving their
loved ones and caregivers more ease of mind. Jane
applies a unique combination of smart monitoring and
usage of health data for seniors in their own private
home, as well as in shared or elderly homes.
With their smart living technology, Jane can help
insurers seize the new opportunities the silver economy
offers, by tapping into new revenue streams, while also
reducing risks.

The silver tsunami is real: an unprecedented number of
elderly are (and will be) in need of care. An ageing
population comes with more health issues and increasing
costs – but also offers new opportunities.
As an Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) company and
insurtech partner, Jane can help insurers to develop new
value-added risk prevention services and meet new
customer expectations. This way, insurers can act both
as a partner and a preventer, addressing challenges the
silver generation faces in a customer-centric way – and
helping insurers to differentiate themselves in an
increasingly competitive market.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

JOLTEE

Insuring electric vehicles and promoting better driving behavior

FRANCE

Motor Insurance, Electric Vehicles (EV) and Plug-in
Hybrid Vehicles (PHEV)

Why we selected Joltee for this DIA Top 250

Joltee provides insurance for Electric Vehicles and
Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles. At the end of each trip, drivers
are being rewarded with JOLTS for good driving
behavior. JOLTS can be used in an ecosystem of
services, including charging stations, electricity bills,
other mobility actors and towards Joltee’s insurance
products.
Joltee partners with companies to collect data from
people’s driving behavior in three areas: road safety,
level of driving skills and eco-driving mode. This data
will help engineers to develop or improve features in
these areas.

Joltee offers a fully digital process to provide insurance
for Electric Vehicles and Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles. Their
clients are individuals but also companies and fleet
owners. With their loyalty program they promote better
driving behavior, rewarding drivers after each trip.
Joltee has also included gamification elements: drivers
can challenge their own community to see who is the
best driver.

COMPANY INFO

KASKO

Helping insurers to act like an insurtech startup

UK

IaaS, Digital Transformation, Data Analytics

Why we selected Kasko for this DIA Top 250

London based Kasko is a digital insurance platform for
on-demand insurance products to enable insurance
companies and brokers to quickly bring to market new
on-demand insurance products. Kasko allows digital
marketplaces and booking platforms to offer their
customers contextually relevant insurance products via
plugin or API. They relieve their clients from the
regulatory and technological burdens associated with
integrating directly within insurance companies. KASKO
provides insurance solutions within the spaces of car,
property, freelance, travel & events.

KASKO supports insurance companies by offering an
API-powered agile insurance product platform that sits
in between digital customer touchpoints and the
insurer’s legacy IT, taking internal IT off the critical
path to product launch.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

KASKO2GO

Making motor insurance more profitable
through AI and telematics -based risk assessment

SWITZERLAND

AI & Machine Learning, Telematics, Mobile

Why we selected kasko2go for this DIA Top 250

With Normal Sigma, kasko2go developed a new
approach to telematics insurance, which takes into
account not only the driving behavior, but also the road
conditions, the weather and most importantly, the
reliability of the data, that can be collected from the
driver. The sophisticated AI-Core-Engine can calculate
the probability of an accident with only a few
parameters such as location, time and date. Thanks to
this technology, insurance companies can evaluate and
optimize their portfolio up to 50% more accurately.
Thanks to the exact calculation, the risk evaluation is
revolutionized - even forming the basis for risk
avoidance. This offers the insurer and the motorist an
additional added value to increase safety on the roads.

Kasko2go takes a fundamentally different approach.
They have developed an AI- and telematics-based
scoring solution, which enables a much more accurate
assessment of the risk of motor insurance clients. Their
mission is to make motor insurance more profitable,
while making the streets safer. Their latest innovation is
Normal Sigma, a solution based on empirical, behavioral
and location-based information. This open-source
solution enables insurers to identify and categorize
risks. It allows insurers to try out telematics scoring
without having to invest in expensive infrastructure.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

KEYLANE

SaaS provider empowering the insurance industry to transform through technology

THE NETHERLANDS

Open Platform, Claim Handling & Automation

Why we selected Keylane for this DIA Top 250

Keylane is a leading SaaS platform provider for the
insurance and pension industry. Keylane empowers the
insurance and pension industry to transform their
business and achieve their goals through innovative
solutions that redefine how insurance software works.
Over 150 customers across Benelux, Nordics and DACH
regions run their business on Keylane platforms.
The challenge that insurers and pension providers are
facing is that they need to break through the walls and
chambers of the isolated applications and data sources
to create a integrated and customer centric
experience. Keylane offers a solution this challenge.
Their SaaS platforms Axon and Plexus unify
communication, front, mid and back-office processes in
one integrated solution. It allows insurers to share
information across business lines and multi-channel
operations to deliver consistent and personalised
communication.

Thinking digitally is part of Keylane’s DNA. With
Keylane’s core platform Axon, insurance companies can
be part of an eco-system since their core is flexible and
open to integrate with third parties. The core platform
itself helps insurance companies to create a strong
digital foundation that can help them stay abreast of
changing market needs with fully digitalized processes
and at lower costs.

COMPANY INFO
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KINETIKOS

Data analytics to improve predictability and reduce costs on mobility disorders

PORTUGAL

Ehealth, Machine Learning, Biomechanics, SaaS

Why we selected Kinetikos for this DIA Top 250

Kinetikos is a Portuguese data company with the
mission to revolutionize clinical decision-making to
objectively diagnose, analyse and support clinicians in
planning treatments for mobility disorders around the
world. Kinetikos addresses patient, clinician and
insurer’s needs in one ecosystem to optimize the
rehabilitation of mobility disorders. Rehabilitation is
costly and difficult for insurers; it is an informationintensive niche, with patients and treatment Information
highly dispersed in silos and observational diagnosis
rather than movement data is still the common practice
in treating movement disorders. This results in a lack of
clarity and communication between stakeholders with
costs’ unpredictability to the insurer side.

AI generates data that can be used to improve insurer’s
predictability and help reduce costs. Kinetikos Kover
provides oversight of the claim process: the data
generated by AI maximizes the quality and efficiency of
physical rehabilitation, helping to reduce costs with
health claims.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

KLIMBER

Lowering transaction costs whilst improving the experience of the customer

Machine Learning, Advanced Analytics, Data
Visualization
Klimber is the first platform that offers intelligent life and
health insurance in Latin America. As a digital MGA,
Klimber fully develops and manages digital lines of
business quickly becoming primary channels due to
present-day circumstances. Klimber makes personal
insurance easy to understand, buy, and use. Utilising
data-driven insights, design, and proprietary technology,
they are able to offer the competitive prices,
convenience, and control over the insurance experience
that emerging digital consumers expect. In collaboration
with strategic partners and investors, Klimber’s team of
insurance veterans and technologists seeks to deliver
world-class insurance products and services via one of
the most complete platforms on the market today.

ARGENTINA

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Klimber for this DIA Top 250
Klimber is positioned to further accelerate disruption in
the insurance industry in Latin America by providing
personal insurance, which is easier, faster, cheaper and
more transparent. Klimber is lowering transaction costs
whilst greatly improving the experience of the customer,
with their intelligent life and health platform.

KONFUZIO

Solving confusion by  e xtracting actionable insights from text

GERMANY

AI, Computer Vision, API, Process Automation

Why we selected Konfuzio this DIA Top 250

The B2B AI software Konfuzio extract, categorizes and
validates information in text. Companies use Konfuzio
to create new sales opportunities and accelerates
business processes.
Until now corporates like insurers and banks waste
thousands of valuable hours and the concentration of
their highly skilled employees. These employees read,
extract and review information from unstructured text
data for only a handful of important details.

Konfuzio delivers important developments in the
insurance industry are happening in the field of
customer interaction, AI and automation. They’ve built
an AI software that helps insurer to speed up their
process and to make it easier to close new clients by
automating repetitive work.
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KOVRR

Empowering P&C insurers to efficiently underwrite cyber risk and sell cyber insurance
at scale

ISRAEL

Cyber Risk, Artificial Intelligence, Cyber Insurance

Why we selected Kovrr for this DIA Top 250

Kovrr, a predictive cyber risk modeling platform
empowers P&C insurers to manage the dynamic nature
of cyber risk and to underwrite it efficiently. On a daily
basis, Israeli Kovrr analyzes millions of emerging cyber
threat signals, collected from a wide range of
proprietary intelligence sources. Kovrr’s AI engine fuses
structured and unstructured data sources into
actionable risk insights in real-time. The platform
allows Kovrr’s customers to confidently assess,
quantify and manage their cyber risk exposures in cyber
insurance, while providing their clients preventative risk
advices.

Cyber risk poses unique opportunities and challenges to
insurers. While there is a growing demand for cyber risk
coverage, insurers lack tools that can assess the risk
exposure. Insurers have to cope with a hyper dynamic
risk environment, that has little or no claims track
record. Kovrr enables insurers to stay in sync with the
dynamically changing cyber risk landscape.
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KRUZR

Driving assistant for truly preventive motor insurance

INDIA

Connected Mobility, Preventive Insurance, AI Driving
Assistant

Why we selected Kruzr for this DIA Top 250

Kruzr is a mobile app which turns the driver’s
smartphone into a driving assistant to help him mitigate
the risks he faces while driving. Kruzr understands the
context of driving in real-time and through its voice
interface designed for driving, guides drivers to
mitigate the risks of road accidents due to mobile
distractions, drowsy driving, speeding, and external
risks like weather or accident-prone roads. Being a
mobile tech solution, Kruzr has the potential to scale
quickly and reach every driver in the world. Kruzr cuts
down distracted driving by 80% and is estimated to
increase profits for insurers by ~15%.

Kruzr helps insurance companies transition from being
financial risk cover to a truly preventive insurance
provider, making them active partners in the lives of
their customers. All of it provided to them via a plug and
play solution. Being a driving assistant, it actively
engages with drivers. This opens a new paradigm of
customer engagement for insurers, they can manage
(not just measure) risk at an individual level.
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KRYON

RPA that meets the real needs of real businesses

ISRAEL

RPA, AI and Machine Learning, Process Analytics

Why we selected Kryon for this DIA Top 250

Tel Aviv-based Kryon is a leader in enterprise
automation, offering the only platform on the market
which encompasses both Process Discovery and
Robotic Process Automation (RPA). This end-to-end
solution maximizes ROI and cuts implementation time
by 80%. Powered by proprietary AI technology, Kryon
Process Discovery automatically generates a
comprehensive picture of business processes,
evaluates them and recommends which ones to
automate. Kryon offers desktop-based RPA, virtualmachine-based RPA or a hybrid combination of both.

While the insurance industry in general suffers from high
operating expenses, Kryon RPA can increase companies’
efficiency and lower expenses, all while boosting
reliability and preventing potentially costly errors. And
while many insurance companies still rely on legacy
systems that are not easily integrated with more modern
software, Kryon robots come with patented computer
vision technology, enabling them to work with all types
of software environments.
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LADDER

Instant, simple and smart life insurance

USA

Digital Term Life Insurance

Why we selected Ladder for this DIA Top 250

DIAmond Award 2017 winner Californian-based Ladder
is life insurance built to be instant, simple and smart.
They offer direct-to-consumer, term life insurance
online. They do not charge fees, and do not employ
commissioned sales agents. They allow users to get a
quote and apply for instant life coverage online or via
mobile in a matter of minutes, with policies that range
from $100,000 to $8 million, and from 10 to 30 years.
Ladder is for people who value a streamlined process.
Applicants must be between the ages of 20 and 60.
Ladder gives a smart, secure, straightforward way to
take care of people, while saving time, money, and (lots
of) hassle. Their support people are salaried employees,
not commissioned sales agents, so you can trust they
have your best interests at heart.

Ladder makes is easy for anyone to access life insurance
while increasing efficiency. They make life-insurance
dynamic. Life insurance is all about trust, and usercentric innovation is a well needed innovation for this
industry.
Last year they more than quadrupled revenues and also
announced that it has become a fully digital life
insurance company in operation, after issuing its first
policies through Ladder Life Insurance Company.
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L’AMIE DIREKT

Empowering corporates and telecom operators to deliver on -demand telcosurance
products

AUSTRIA

Open API, On Demand, Connected Eco System

Why we selected L’AMIE direkt for this DIA Top 250

In today’s world smartphones are playing an evergreater role in people’s daily lives. People access more
and more services through their phones. This puts
telecom operators in a unique position, opening up
opportunities to build and expand their business, while
improving people’s lives. Their customers are
navigating seamlessly on virtual surfaces throughout
their every-day, social and work-life. This is the perfect
environment for embedded insurance eco-systems,
without triggering a real switch. By connecting their
existing ecosystem with L’AMIE’s digital insurance
ecosystem via APIs, insurance is merged seamlessly
into a customer’s daily life. Mobile operators have an
enormous competitive advantage to create truly unique
insurance solutions with an unmatched customer
experience. L’AMIE is the way for operators to open the
door to this enormous insurance market, while making
their customers’ life safer.

L’AMIE direkt delivers on-demand telcosurance
products, that empower large corporates and telecom
operators to embed insurance products smoothly into
their existing ecosystem. This telcosurance approach
builds on the position that telecom operators already
have in their customers’ daily lives, making L’AMIE
direkt a rapidly growing insurtech, currently serving
customers in 9 countries. Thanks to their API processes
and connected digital platforms, L’AMIE direct is able to
develop solutions with record speed, giving their
partners access to an enormous insurance market, while
offering customers a great and convenient digital
experience.
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LENNOC

European flight intelligence: offering data, analyses & reports

Flight Data Analysis, Delay & Cancellation Claim
Validation
The core business of Lennoc European Flight
Intelligence is collecting, processing and analyzing
flight data on behalf of third parties like claim handling
companies, solicitors, travel industry and insurance
companies. The product and/or services are divided
from single data providing to full analysis. The Dutch
company evaluates up to 40.000 flights per day and
combine these with 500.000 weather reports creating
unique and user-friendly data reports. Lennoc Flight
Intelligence is the only company who collects,
processes and stores this data in this form. Their data
will help advise insurers if a claim is legitimate or if
extraordinary circumstances apply.

THE NETHERLANDS

COMPANY INFO
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Why we selected Lennoc for this DIA Top 250
Lennoc can provide insurance companies with the data
needed to assist a passenger in case of a flight delay or
cancellation. More than 120,000 flights were cancelled
or delayed within Europe last year, a huge opportunity
for insurers to take care of passengers in need.

READ MORE

LEMONADE

Keynote Daniel Schreiber @ Previous DIA

LINGS

Insure what you want, as long as you want

SWITZERLAND

On-demand Insurance, Digital Insurer

Why we selected LINGS for this DIA Top 250

LINGS is a digital insurer, offering on-demand
insurance: their customers can insure what they want
for as long as they want, via their smart phone.
Premiums are calculated based on the actual market
price of the insurance items, to ensure customers never
overpay. LINGS focuses on two communities:
photographers and mountain bikers – and actively
engages with these communities, to understand exactly
what they need. Based on customer feedback, LINGS
has created an insurance planner, to help customers to
plan ahead which item they want to insure and for how
long; the insurance cover then automatically turns on
and off.
LINGS is backed by Generali insurance.

With traditional household insurance, you protect all
your belongings and pay for everything – instead of just
focusing on the things you really care for. LINGS offers
you to insure what you want, for as long as you want it,
on-demand, on your smartphone.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

LOGICAL GLUE / TEMENOS
Online, innovative predictive analytics for financial services

UK

SaaS-Based,, Explainable AI (XAI) Platform

Why we selected Logical Glue for this DIA Top 250

Logical Glue is a user-friendly software platform for
building and deploying predictive models helping
businesses monetize their data. The platform produces
a high ROI in multiple scenarios, such as: real-time
decision making (e.g. in underwriting), customer
acquisition, fraud detection and analytical CRM. Data
science is not rocket-science, says Logical Glue. The
platform bridges the gap between data science and
business. An important part of that is fostering better
communication and mutual understanding between data
scientists and business experts.The Logical Glue
platform can be set to work on big structured data sets
to generate an accurate predictive model, displayed on
a dashboard. It helps to answer key questions like ‘what
happens next?’ and ‘does it make a difference?’ with a
view on bottom line business impact.
In 2019 Logical Glue was acquired by Temenos.

Logical Glue's technology applies type 2 Fuzzy Logic,
which generates human-readable rules that give a clear
understanding of transactions and customers, and the
reasoning behind predictions. Logic Glues combines this
with Machine Learning/Robotics and Genetic Algorithms
to look at data analytics problems differently, the results
of which are proven to be more accurate, fast and
transparent than traditional statistical models used by
data scientists. Once the model has been built and
deployed, new outcomes can be predicted in real-time
by presenting the new data to the API. The footprint of
the deployed model is very light and can therefore be
executed very rapidly, making scalability for big data
possible. Insurers using the Logical Glue platform can
apply computational intelligence to increase the
accuracy of their claims prediction models, which can
save euro millions and enable them to compete more
effectively in pricing new policies.
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LOKKY

The insurance build for your business

ITALY

Advanced Analytics, Bancassurance, B2B2C

Why we selected Lokky for this DIA Top 250

Lokky is the first Italian Digital Insurance Broker
focusing on more than 6 million entrepreneurs and
micro-enterprises with less than 10 employees like,
artisans, commercials, professionals, freelances and
F&B retailers. Their offer includes the main P&C
insurance coverages for business.
Today this market segment is under-covered by the
traditional distribution channels: it’s too difficult and
complex for the agents and it’s too small (and with too
low fees) for the brokers, which prefer to focus on
bigger companies (with higher revenue). Lokky was set
up in this context, mainly looking at the unique
economic texture based on SMEs and microenterprises, by an experienced team of professionals
with diversified track record in strategy, digital
marketing, artificial intelligence, e-commerce, venture
capital.

Lokky is the first player to offer quotation, emission,
signature, payment and management for a business
insurance coverage on the Italian market. They provide
Italian entrepreneurs a digital solution for their business
insurance needs, improving the customer engagement in
self-service mode.
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LUMNION

A risk modelling tool that delivers more accurate results

TURKEY

AI & Machine Learning, Advanced Analytics, Risk
Modelling

Why we selected Lumnion for this DIA Top 250

Risk modelling is at the very heart of insurance. Risk
modelling is done generally with tools that use GLM
(Generalized Linear Model). Improving the model
results is rather difficult, because it is hard to come up
with new variables, or combination of variables with the
current tools that are available in the market that use
GLM. Next to that, there is also a need for audit
traceable automated reports for the modelling process,
which is being prepared manually at the moment. But it
is also possible to develop other algorithms and
processes using Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning techniques that yield much more accurate
results. Lumnion, together with HDI Sigorta, have
developed Cheetah, a Risk Modelling tool for the
insurance industry.

Cheetah allows sophisticated pricing and risk decisions
in a simple and user-friendly environment through its
easy-to-use and intuitive user interface. The solution is
able to use different dynamic modelling techniques, that
include AI and ML algorithms such as GBMs, Random
Forest, Decision Trees and various other widely used
methods in a transparent way.
The tool can also be integrated into the core insurance
systems, allowing it to work online. The state-of-the-art
interactive reporting module supports the business in
monitoring expected results and strategic analyses.
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LYDIA.AI

Transforming life and health insurance
by making it personalized and more inclusive

CANADA / TAIWAN

AI, API, Health, Life

Why we selected Lydia.ai for this DIA Top 250

Lydia.ai is a health AI insurtech startup, on a mission to
insure the next billion people, by making insurance
personalized, easier to buy and more inclusive. Insurers
work with Lydia.ai to leverage new sources of data to
make risk predictions, which are used to personalize
individual experiences, accelerate underwriting
practices and develop new inclusive digital products
with innovative Pay-How-You-Live Benefits.
Established in 2015, Lydia.ai, formerly known as
Knowtions Research, is backed by Alibaba
Entrepreneurs Fund, Information Venture Partners and
500 Global. Offices in Toronto and Taiwan.

New sources of alternative data and AI will fuel the shift
to more inclusive insurance products that can be
purchased digitally through accelerated underwriting.
Lydia AI works with insurers in Asia to augment health
and life actuarial models with big data and AI models
trained on billions of new data points. The ability to
provide more precise benchmarks and accurate risk
assessments enables insurers to develop new insurance
products, that better meet the evolving needs of people
and combine preventive care. For example an insurance
product with extended eligibility age for seniors, that
features annual health checkups, and unique benefits at
the point of sale to those incentivized to continuously
improve their health.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

MADE OF GENES

All-in-one personal genomics complement
for prevention, diagnosis and precision treatment

SPAIN

eHealth, Genomics, Precision Medicine, Blockchain

Why we selected Made of Genes for this DIA Top 250

Promising Spanish startup Made of Genes provides a
unique framework for personal genomics with focus in
privacy and data ownership. They feature a service
where users sequence their genome once and can
access this information many times in their life,
improving the efficiency of health systems and reducing
their related operational costs. Always with total privacy
and professional counselling.
Spanish Made of Genes is the first all-in-one personal
genomics complement for a prevention, diagnosis and
precision treatment to be implemented through
healthcare providers with one vision “improve the global
healthcare system significantly”.

The startup provides a significant change in the
traditional value chain of how genetic testing is
conceived. Made of Genes created a pioneering world
model for DNA analysis that does away with the need to
sequence the same genome twice for two different tests.
Having genetic information integrated with other clinical
data will bring the insurance company the opportunity of
changing the way medical services are delivered.
Together they can make precision medicine a reality.
They now support users to take care of their health in a
new way with their innovative molecular study. By
integrating a blood test and a DNA test, users get a
comprehensive view of their state of health and can take
the right steps towards a healthier life.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MDGO

Real-time trauma analysis and car damage following a car accident

ISRAEL

Claim Automation, UBI, Iot, Car Telematics

Why we selected MDGo for this DIA Top 250

MDGo has developed a real-time accident analysis
technology based on advanced AI algorithms
and ML models. Relying only on existing vehicle
sensors or telematics solutions, MDGo generates a realtime FNOL report describing passengers' injuries and
car damages (internal and external). With MDGo's realtime insights, insurance companies can automate their
claim process, reduce fraud and claim leakage, while
providing faster and better service to their customers.
MDGo’s solution is deployed in Israel and connected to
250k vehicles, via a local telematics company, reporting
car accidents in real-time to the national EMS.

Though we live in a world that is driven by data, realtime information regarding the vehicle damage and the
passengers’ injuries does not exist.
MDGo bridges that gap through its Data-driven Services.
MDGo takes Vehicle raw data and transforms it into a full
mechanical and medical report

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MEDIKTOR

Transforming healthcare for everyone

SPAIN

eHealth, Telemedicine, NLP, Symptom Checker

Why we selected Mediktor for this DIA Top 250

Mediktor, a digital health startup is the first
scientifically validated health checker based on artificial
intelligence (AI). Mediktor combines artificial
intelligence, natural language recognition technologies
and patient data to detect symptoms and offer a listing
of possible conditions, recommendations and even
connecting with medical professionals within a health
insurance network. The platform learns from every
interaction, developing an advanced intuition.
Mediktor’s goal is to provide health insurance
companies with a tool to help manage their member
base.

The new pre-diagnosis tools of Mediktor are
transforming the way in which people access the
healthcare system, bringing huge benefits for insurance
companies and ultimately the consumer through their
membership. The use of Mediktor makes it possible to
drastically decrease the costs of access to healthcare
and streamline the decision making, both for health
professionals and patients as well as for insurance
companies, optimizing the efficiency and information
management of this process. The startup tackles top
health challenges: Access, Quality and Costs. Mediktor’s
business model involves working with insurance
providers, who can offer the service to its members as
an additional service to traditional care.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MEDLANES

A to Z, on-demand medical network

GERMANY

Digital Health, Blockchain, On-demand, Managed Care

Why we selected Medlanes for this DIA Top 250

Berlin-based Medlanes provides on-demand house calls
and a wide range of other medical services for patients
in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. They combine
high-quality medicine with cost-control and
convenience. Medlanes was founded in 2014 to provide
the highest quality of healthcare to anyone in need.
Their doctors diagnose, treat and advise patients in the
comfort of their home, office or wherever they might be.
Medlanes provides health care without borders.
For a long time, patients have been unhappy with the
lack of service in the healthcare industry. Long waiting
times and short doctor-patient consultations are the
norm. Medlanes gives doctors the necessary tools to
really interact with the patient, allowing for a deeper and
more reliable analysis of the ailment.

Companies like Medlanes have built a unique digital tool
to better understand users and patients and provide
them with personalized service. Medlanes has developed
an innovative approach to healthcare.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MEETINGDOCTORS

Digital medical consultation service

SPAIN

Health, Medical Consultation Service, Digital

Why we selected MeetingDoctors for this DIA Top 250

MeetingDoctors wants to make it easier for patients to
connect and interact with doctors, by providing medical
services via chat and video call. MeetingDoctors helps
companies with a medical consultation solution for their
own users, employees or customers. Their solution can
be easily integrated within a company’s own digital
environment.
MeetingDoctors provides a truly personal experience,
by leveraging their team of doctors, accessible through
the app.
Through the app, patients can see an overview of
doctors who are available for a consultation, including
each doctor’s background information and experience.
They can connect with a doctor through chat or
videocall, send photos if necessary and safely share
medical information.

Getting quick and easy access to a doctor is often a
challenge. MeetingDoctors makes it easier for patients
to connect with a doctor and have a personal
consultation through chat or videocall. MeetingDoctors
currently has more than 100,000 consultations per
month with an average response time of 1.26 minutes.
MeetingDoctors is active in more than 10 markets and
works with many major insurance companies, such as
Zurich, Nationale Nederlanden, Asisa and many more.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

MENDIX

Engaging experiences at speed, without compromising legacy systems

USA

Low Code, No Code, aPaaS, API

Why we selected Mendix for this DIA Top 250

Mendix, a Siemens business, is a global leader in lowcode and no-code application development for the
enterprise. Founded in 2005, Mendix currently serves
4000 customers across the world and has over 800
team members. 135,000 developers use Mendix.
Leading Insurers use the Mendix low-code development
platform to accelerate their digital transformation.

With their low-code Platform-as-a-Service (aPaaS)
solutions, Mendix provides the ability to create engaging
experiences at speed while consuming core business
logic from APIs. Their Digital Experience Platforms
(DXPs) and application Platform-as-a-Service solutions
(aPaaS) support insurers build modern digital
experiences.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

MINALEA

Robo-advisor for insurance sales

FRANCE

Robo Advice, AI, Smart Commercial Assistant

Why we selected Minalea for this DIA Top 250

French startup Minalea developed a first robo-advisor
for P&C insurance sales forces, the Smart Sales
Assistant. The Smart Sales Assistant scans in depth the
products’ content and services from the market and
generates the perfect sales pitch. The solution is built
for distribution networks like agencies and call centers
but can also be given to customers online through the
innovative chatbot Fred. The Smart Sales Assistant
allows sales forces to bring real value and increase
conversion rates from quotes to insurance policies. It
produces a lot of data that is available through a web
interface. The Minalea solution is mixing the use of
complex algorithms, AI and advanced analytics.

The Smart Sales Assistant form Minaela makes
insurance simpler and more transparent.
Their solution and use of complex algorithms, AI,
advanced analytics whether it's for the data collection or
for the outcome created for the final users, is really
improving the quality of the sales force and the
knowledge of the customer. And the AirMarketViewer is
an advanced solution to check the insurance offer before
the launch.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

MITIPI

Making living safer by combining smart home technology and insurance

SWITZERLAND

Connected Home, IoT, Security, Prevention and
Detection

Why we selected mitipi for this DIA Top 250

Zurich-based mitipi combines smart home technology
and insurance for a safe and convenient life. Prevention,
detection and insurance are the three elements one
must care about when thinking about safety. On the
market, there is no such a solution yet. The customers
need to look for the elements on their own. That’s
exactly where mitipi comes in: digitalization and
technology make it possible to offer everything in one
subscription.

Mitipi increases home safety while improving customer
engagement by combining smart home technology &
insurance. At the moment customers need to check for
the three fields (prevention, detection, insurance) what
is on the market, which smart home devices are
compatible and what is included in the insurance. mitipi
takes that away by offering all the three parts in one
bundle. Offering customers, a safer and easier way to
handle insurance and greater coverage on top.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MOBLY

Mobility platform enabling new products and services

Engagement Innovation, Telematics, Connected
Mobility
Many players in the Mobility Industry want to position
themselves at the forefront of the value chain, but few
have the assets and the technology needed to execute
along that path. Baloise went an extra mile with their
Mobly concept in Belgium. Mobly is all about
addressing the needs of the mobility market, with
customer centric and innovative proposition based on
Amodo technology. This is a great use case shedding
more light on other aspects of the winning mobility
proposition going beyond mere risk analytics that
Insurance companies usually focus on, and giving
insights on how to actually acquire, engage and retain
clients.

BELGIUM

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Mobly for this DIA Top 250
Engagement innovation not only includes customer
experience, but customer-centric products, new added
value services and new business models as well. And
Mobly is a prime example of how this can be leveraged
to create a PULL PLATFORM, one of the DIA Top 10
Insurtech Trends. Mobly and Amodo showcased the
story of how an Insurance company can use the newly
available set of data to build completely new products
and services and address the market segments that have
been untapped so far.

MOONSHOT INSURANCE

Empowering ecosystems by delivering plug&play, embedded and customized insurance

FRANCE

B2B2C, Contextual Insurance, API, Data Driven,
Customer Experience, Automatic Compensation

Why we selected Moonshot Insurance for this DIA Top
250

With a strong focus on contextual insurance in Europe,
Moonshot Insurance is evolving under the Tomorrow's
Insurance Today banner. With major partnerships in
France and Europe, the Insurtech offers a platform of
Insurance-As-A-Service granting access to a wide
range of affinity insurance products and innovative
white-label insurance solutions. Coverage is tailored to
the new client’s needs and consumption patterns with
parametric triggers and a smooth customer digital
experience. Moonshot Insurance provides its products
to all distributors operating in E-business, payment,
cyber and mobility fields.

Simple, intuitive and immediate! In the emergence of
technologies and BigData, Moonshot Insurance has seen
the opportunity to improve the standards of insurance by
accompanying the boom of new uses which lead to new
needs. Moonshot Insurance structures its offer around
the anticipation of the claim or the instant compensation
if necessary, while offering an unmatched customer
experience thanks to the right product, at the right price
and pushed at the right time.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

MORE HEALTH

Personalized health management to help its users achieve health

CHINA

AI & Machine Learning, Gamification, Wearables,
eHealth, Health Behavior Data, NLP

Why we selected More Health for this DIA Top 250

More Health is a health technology company focusing
on behavior data and artificial intelligence.
Established in 2015, they now have over 80 million
users, whom they help achieving healthier behavior and
reducing the risk of disease.
Their data-driven health-management platform
empowers the digitalization of underwriting, customer
services and reduction management for healthinsurance.
At DIA Prime Time they shared more about their
advanced models and technologies for the healthcare
and insurance industry and how these help to increase
cost savings and reach more targeted clients.

More Health provides a data-driven health-management
platform that empowers the digitalization of
underwriting, customer services and risk-control for
health-insurance.
More Health specializes in personalized health
management to help its users achieve health promotion
and reduce the risk of disease.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

MOVINGDOTS

Data-driven solutions to improve motor risk assessment for insurers
and empower smart fleet management for mobility providers
Telematics, Advanced Analytics, Advanced driving
assistance system, Usage-based insurance, Road
Safety
Founded in 1999 and headquartered in Bremen,
Germany, Movingdots GmbH is a subsidiary of Swiss Re,
one of the world's leading providers of reinsurance,
insurance and other forms of insurance-based risk
transfer. Movingdots develops data-driven mobility
solutions for insurers, car manufacturers and platform
providers worldwide, to help them succeed in a quickly
changing industry.
The modular, end-to-end telematics app solution
Coloride, the award-winning ADAS risk score and a fleet
telematics solution are part of Movingdots' offering.

GERMANY

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Movingdots for this DIA Top 250

Mobility providers, insurers and fleet owners, all need to
keep up with emerging mobility trends to better serve
their customers. Movingdots can support all these
groups, using modern technologies to provide
transparent and comprehensive monitoring. They also
combine insurance analytics with big data technology to
visualise an individual risk assessment. The excellent
maneuver detection range and post-drive coaching
capabilities of their telematics solution Coloride, as well
as the unique value proposition of the Swiss Re ADAS
Risk Score, ensure that Movingdots is well positioned to
help insurers, mobility providers and fleet owners
succeed.

READ MORE

MSG

Intelligent automated claims and fulfillment

SWITZERLAND

Automated Claims, Self-service, Market Place,

Why we selected msg for this DIA Top 250

msg solutions is a systems integrator, software
development partner and managed services provider
focused on SAP solutions. msg has 40 years of
experience in financial services and has been working
with SAP for 20 years. Expertise in financial services
and cooperation with SAP has created a wide range of
insurance solutions that complement the industry
portfolio including core applications, finance and risk
solutions, analytics and customer experience platforms.

msg has been setting standards in the market with its
software and consulting solutions for insurance
companies. Their solution addresses insurance
companies who want to reduce their costs for claims
handling by automating the process.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

NECT

How the insurance industry became the pioneer in user -friendly identity verification

GERMANY

Digital Identity, Cyber Security, Biometrics

Why we selected Nect for this DIA Top 250

Nect has pioneered the Robo-Ident inside the German
Insurance Industry. This new category of Identity
Verification Systems is a Video-Ident based on Artificial
Intelligence instead of human Call Center Agents. This
leads to the clear benefit of zero waiting times for
users, while providing the highest level of assurance in
the customers identity. Both is essential for the new
digital era of Insurances, as it increases the conversion
rate and happiness factor of digital users.

Nect is the pioneer in AI-based remote Video
Identification (Robo-Ident). With Nect the User has to do
only two easy steps during registration for a customer
portal. This really means something for the whole
industry, simply put: AI instead of Service Center
Agents. This leads to the clear benefit of zero waiting
times for users, while providing the highest level of
assurance in the customers identity.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

NEENER ANALYTICS

Automated risk decisioning to 1 -click of the consumer’s social media profile

USA

Small Data, Social Media, AI & Machine Learning,
Robotic Decisioning

Why we selected Neener Analytics for this DIA Top 250

California-based Neener Analytics is the leader in
computational social science and the only social media
analytics technology that delivers specific, individual,
risk outcomes in a 100% friction-less environment.
They have automated financial risk decisioning to 1click of the consumer social media profile. They are
100% opt-in. They are Small Data, Not Big Data which
allows them to deliver prediction accuracies of over
80%.
At the moment Neener Analytics is active in 8 countries
worldwide with 5 risk products and they will be
announcing their newest line soon.

Neener Analytics cracked the code of small data. What
they do is game-changing, it fundamentally alters the
analytics paradigm. It is social media analytics reinvented. With automated financial risk decisioning
insurers are empowered to ‘know’ their customer in just
1-click which will increase conversion and revenues.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

NEOSURANCE

Protection when and where it matters

ITALY

Instant Insurance, Mobile, AI & Machine Learning,
Behavioural Science

Why we selected Neosurance for this DIA Top 250

Neosurance, twice recognized among the best startups
in the InsurTech Industry, provides insurance
companies and digital communities with an AI and
machine learning platform to enable the sale of instant
micro-policies through push notifications on the
smartphone, when and where it matters, with the help of
Behavioral and Data Sciences. Their solution allows
insurers to sell contextual based micro policies via push
notifications which arrive directly to the user’s
smartphone. By gathering contextual data related to the
customer at a given time, the intelligent system is
capable of identifying the potential specific insurance
need for that customer and send a notification on the
smartphone.

Neosurance's mobile SDK, context-aware AI and
cloud2cloud integrations allow you to engage customers
integrations allow you to engage customers with hypertargeted policies based on their profile, location,
context, and behavior. This allows connecting with your
customers in a whole new way, delivering contextual
insurances on their smartphone where and when it
matters most.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

NEUROCERN

DE-risking dementia through predictive analytics and AI

USA

Digital Health, TeleDementia, TeleBrain
Clinic, Advanced Analytics

Why we selected Neurocern for this DIA Top 250

Neurocern’s risk management platform leverages
predictive analytics and AI to meet the growing needs of
insurers and the dementia population worldwide.
Dementia tops every predictive model as the number
one cost to economies worldwide, and it caused more
deaths than prostate and breast cancer combined.
Neurocern uses predictive analytics to redefine the way
dementia is being diagnosed, treated and cared for.

As insurers look for ways to implement technology to
transform and innovate business processes, Neurocern’s
risk management platform unlocks the value of data with
artificial intelligence & advanced neuroinformatics.
Neurocern’s proprietary AI engine uses multivariate data
modeling and multiple levels of analytics to go beyond
the “now” and truly predict future costs and outcomes.

COMPANY INFO
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NEUROTRACK

Transforming detection and prevention of memory loss

USA

Digital Health, Eye Tracking, Cognitive Health,
Prevention

Why we selected Neurotrack for this DIA Top 250

Californian digital health startup Neurotrack is on a
mission to transform the diagnosis and prevention of
memory loss and related diseases like Alzheimer’s. The
company's flagship product is the Imprint™ Check-Up, a
5-minute assessment that uses eye-tracking
technology to assess cognitive decline before
symptoms appear. The early diagnosis of memory loss
is critical for prevention of cognitive decline and this
assessment is the only tool that can predict memory
loss before it starts. In addition, Neurotrack offers a
Cognitive Health Program that provides users with tools
and advice to make lifestyle changes scientifically
proven to reduce the risk of cognitive decline and
diseases like Alzheimer’s.

Cognitive decline and memory loss associated with
diseases like Alzheimer's and other dementias are a
major health epidemic and so far, the healthcare industry
hasn't been successful in developing reliable tests or
treatments.
Neurotrack’s Cognitive Health Platform helps to assess
risk for memory loss and provides tools to prevent and
manage cognitive decline. They offer easy and ongoing
access to assessments like Imprint and tools like the
forthcoming memory health program.
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NUVALAW

Frictionless resolution, in a fraction of the time

SOUTH-AFRICA

Claims Management, Personal / Bodily Injury Claims

Why we selected Nuvalaw for this DIA Top 250

South African NuvaLaw is an inter-party negotiation
and adjudication platform that embeds smart tools,
processes, and services to reduce the time and cost
to settle claims and improve client experience.
Resolving claims and disputes by processing legal
information efficiently.
Nuvalaw developed a digital negotiation platform that
structures and improves the efficiency of claims
settlement between insurers. The product introduces
workflow and measurable efficiency to an
environment that is currently unstructured, and
results in substantial costs savings.

NuvaLaw understands that innovation in the digital
processing of legal information can dramatically
increase efficiency and reduce costs. They are cocreating a new business ecosystem around the industry
platform which is set to significantly disrupt the
traditional insurance market.
Supporting insurers to take control of the claims
resolution process.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

OMNI:US

Finding new and proactive ways to access relevant customer data

GERMANY

NLP, Claims Processing, AI & Computer Vision

Why we selected omni:us for this DIA Top 250

Finding new and proactive ways to access relevant
customer data will be essential to ensure
transformation journeys keep pace. Intelligent process
automation, cloud migration and core system
transformations are underway to achieve operational
excellence and increased cost efficiency. With omni:us,
insurance customer interactions become actionable
data through automation and digitalisation. Its modular
approach supports numerous use cases, enabling a
painless, fluid customer claim journey and quantifiably
increasing customer satisfaction while optimising
process costs and reducing leakage.

With their suite, omni:us provides flexibility of
customisation to the insurer’s business and systems
landscape as it works seamlessly with older core
systems as well as contemporary technologies.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

ONEGINI / ONEWELCOME

Making online business easy and safe

THE NETHERLANDS

Customer Identity, Mobile, Security, Customer
Engagement Platform, Progressive Profiling

Why we selected Onegini for this DIA Top 250

Digital interactions across multiple channels are crucial
and should be frictionless and need to be highly secure.
Onegini provides a platform which combines ease of
use and security at the same time.
Onegini solutions include the ability to make
transactions with one click, to log in with a PIN,
fingerprint, face recognition, voice recognition or other
future web and mobile authentication methods. Onegini
technology offers banking-grade security at a low cost
and really speeds the development and deployment of
applications. Onegini has the industry insight to help
customers to maximize the benefits of CIAM.
In 2021 Onegini and iWelcome merged into
OneWelcome.

At Onegini, they care about making online business easy
and safe. Their Customer Identity and Access
Management (CIAM) platform Onegini Connect allows to
connect, manage, and engage with customers while
providing top- notch security and a great customer
experience. Omni-channel, so it’s suitable for web and
mobile. Onegini technology offers banking-grade
security at a low cost and speeds the development and
deployment of applications by 500%.
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OODIT

Risk-management made easy

THE NETHERLANDS

Prevention, Risk Management & Inspection, Cloud
Based, SaaS Platform

Why we selected Oodit for this DIA Top 250

Oodit develops software to make organizations safer.
The Dutch startup knows what their customers need to
manage their business risks efficiently. They digitalize
risk inspections of objects and prevention actions and
focus on risk management, risk assessments and
inspection-management. The result is higher riskawareness at all levels in the organization. The software
is user-friendly and works intuitively by simply adding
existing data. Users retain control and management can
respond immediately to current developments. In
addition, Oodit develops customized modules for
company-specific situations. Their team of experts
ensures that everything is tailored to the risk processes
of the customer.

The Amsterdam-based startup makes risk and
inspection management accessible, easy and valuable
by digitalizing the whole process. The user-interaction is
key.
At DIA Amsterdam they showcased how easy it is to
complete an inspection and share prevention actions.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

OPEN AS APP

Transforming data and spreadsheets into mobile apps in minutes

GERMANY

Robotic App Creation, AI & Machine Learning, LowCode & No-Code

Why we selected Open as App for this DIA Top 250

We live in the age of Big Data, with enormous amounts
of data being created and collected at an extraordinary
rate. How to turn this wealth of data into useful
information, is a challenge for many companies. This is
no different for insurance companies, collecting lots of
data and working with data across many different
departments. To access this data and turn it into
something useful for the business is a major challenge.
It often requires IT involvement or involving external
suppliers – and it often takes months to create a
solution that works.

Open as App offers a no-code platform for automated
app creation. It enables robotic app creation through a
no-code AI-driven platform, resulting in intelligent,
data-driven apps. Their solution is used by thousands of
customers, among them many insurance companies.
Their platform understands data and spreadsheets and
will instantly create app interfaces on top of it. This way
Open as App transforms existing expertise into business
value and supports insurers in accelerating the speed of
digitization.
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OPENCLAIMS

The market leading SaaS platform for body repair management

Motor Insurance, Claims Management, SaaS, WhiteLabel
Dutch startup of the year 2017 Openclaims offers
insurers, leasing companies and fleet owners a SaaS
platform, to digitalize their body repair management
infrastructure.
The Openclaims platform serves as an end-to-end
solution for body repair management needs, creating
access to a wide variety of suppliers in the ecosystem
After starting in the Dutch market, they recently
opened a new office in Copenhagen, to support growth
in the Nordics region.

THE NETHERLANDS
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Why we selected Openclaims for this DIA Top 250
The Openclaims platform optimizes body repair quality.,
creates full control over body repair costs and lowers
process costs. Furthermore, it enables distinctive repair
customer journeys.
Their Smart Steering Engine allows companies to
capture all relevant repair data and make realtime, data
driven decisions on the handling and steering of the
damage.
While the Smart Process Builder allows companies to
create digital repair workflows. Based on these
workflows, customer contact moments are integrated,
creating a fully branded, digital customer experience.

READ MORE

OUTSHARED

The tried and tested digital insurer in the box

THE NETHERLANDS

SaaS platform

Why we selected OutShared for this DIA Top 250

OutShared offers an in-house developed and built
digital insurance platform in a SAAS solution to the
market. OutShared's CynoSure platform is an all-in-one
insurance solution for policy management, quotations,
claims origination and processing: from back-office
database through middle-office processing to frontoffice web and app interfaces. Built on today's digital
ethos, and offered through strategic BPO and SaaS
operations, OutShared offers the smart integrated
solution for insurance specialists. Developed for both
new market offerings and the renovation of established
operations migrated to the platform. OutShared offers
both the ICT solution and business expertise.
Implementation, maintenance and support are covered
by OutShared with their team of experts that have
international experience in insurance, ICT, setting up
greenfield insurers and converting portfolios. Proven
examples: InShared and HEMA.

We selected OutShared to present its innovative
platform at DIA because the solution addresses so many
challenges of insurers today. With OutShared insurance
carriers can move to state of the art digital in less than a
year, realize significant cost savings as well as
delivering a customer experience. OutShared offers not
only the platform in a SAAS solution but adds the digital
business expertise to its offering. The people at
OutShared have set up digital or direct insurers before.
The solution itself is one of the few end-to-end solutions
for a digital insurance company or insurers aiming to
rejuvenate an established insurance portfolio and
architecture. Replacing a spaghetti of systems and
databases by one integrated administration. And with
the CynoClaim module, OutShared offers full STP
management of claims.

COMPANY INFO
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PAI HEALTH

Personalized prescription for exercise

CANADA

Biometrics And Wearables, Cardiorespiratory Fitness,
Risk Assessment And Prevention

Why we selected Pai Health for this DIA Top 250

PAI (Personal Activity Intelligence, pronounced 'pi’),
offers a scientifically validated score that prescribes
personal activity levels for optimal health. PAI Health is
a new health technology software company under the
same management as Mio Global, known for its
innovation in heart rate monitor wearable technology.
The Canadian company is continuing to leverage their
expertise in biometric sensing and algorithm
development for the health and wellness industry, with a
focus on risk management solutions for the insurance,
healthcare, and corporate wellness industries.

The goal of PAI Health is to provide meaningful data
insights from biometric data to consumers and insurers;
improving cardiorespiratory fitness and reduce the risk
of cardiovascular disease.
This data will allow insurers to augment their customer
risk profiles, enabling them to offer better tailored
products and pricing as well as introduce and monitor
wellness programs. In addition to helping people live
longer, PAI Health can optimize operational efficiencies
for payers and providers and facilitate a preventative
approach to managing chronic disease.
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PATHMATE

Empowering people with chronic conditions to live healthier lives

Digital Health Coach, Automated and AI-Powered
Chatbot
Pathmate offers personalized and scaleable 1-on-1
support to each patient suffering from a chronic
condition such as high blood pressure or diabetes.
Pathmate has developed Manoa, the “Digital Health
Coach”. Manoa is a fully automated and AI-based
chatbot, acting like a nutritionist, diet coach and doctor,
all combined in one digital coach. Based on a user’s
individual health condition and behavior, Manoa
provides personalized support with care
recommendations, alerts to measure regularly,
nutritional advice and more. Manoa also provides daily
lifestyle goals, using data from wearables to set goals
that are motivating and tailored to individual behavior.
Since Manoa is certified as a medical device, patients
don’t need to worry about the reliability of the
information.

GERMANY

COMPANY INFO

Why we selected Pathmate for this DIA Top 250
Chronic diseases are the leading cause of death and the
number one driver for healthcare costs all over the
globe. Pathmate wants to put an end to the chronic
disease epidemic. That’s why they’ve developed Manoa,
a digital health coach, that helps people to better
manage their chronic condition, improve their lifestyle
and healthy behavior. With Manoa, insurers are able to
scale their chronic care programs and benefit from
increased customer loyalty and decreased costs.

PENNI.IO

A leading platform for digital distribution of insurances

DENMARK

Embedded Insurance, Widgets, Behavioral Science,
Machine Learning, White Label

Why we selected Penni.io for this DIA Top 250

Penni.io is a software provider that enables insurers
to sell insurance products online through any
distribution channel, with a white-label solution called
Penni Connect. Penni Connect enables the customer
journey across various distribution partners by
providing embeddable insurance widgets that easily
plug into applications and websites.
Penni.io is using powerful analytics like behavioral
science and machine learning to gain insights to
make sure the customer experience and the conversion
rates are continuously optimised.

Penni.io provides a leading platform for digital
distribution of insurances, which enables insurers and
brokers to sell digitally through partnerships supported
by APIs for digital collaboration and customer journeys
for online sales through partners.

COMPANY INFO
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DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

The Impact of Covid on the Speed of Digital Transformation in Insurance
DIA co-founder Reggy de Feniks @ DIA TV

PENTATION ANALYTICS

Creating ripples in the insurance industry

INDIA

Advanced Analytics Platform, Predictive Intelligence

Why we selected Pentation Analytics for this DIA Top 250

Mumbai based Pentation Analytics enables
organizations to see "why" behind the "what" for robust
decision making. As an insurtech, Pentation Analytics
enables insurers and intermediaries to realize maximum
value for customers via a proprietary platform,
Insurance Analytics Suite. This insurance-specific
analytics platform, powered by Machine Learning, uses
customer-level data to address the core use-cases of
retention, cross-sell and profitability. An all-in-one
Self-Service Analytics Platform powered by Machine
Learning. Insurance Analytics Suite is deployed at
leading insurers and insurance intermediaries, with
renewal and cross-sell improvement rates ranging
between 3% and 12% depending upon the risk segment.

The company's Insurance Analytics Suite offers cutting
edge analytics while enabling clients to empower
themselves to merge statistics, data and technology. The
one-stop analytical platform for Motor, Health, P&C, and
Life insurance addresses the core insurance use-cases of
increasing retention, optimizing claims and cross-selling
to existing customers.
Apart from increasing retention, their product set a better
retention management process. It focused on modular
approach that can fit into retention process and helps in
retention management via operational optimization,
optimum resource allocation and alert flags.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

PEREGRINE

Puts the insurer in the passenger seat with real -time video analytics

GERMANY

Computer Vision, Video Analytics, Machine Learning,
Car Telematics

Why we selected Peregrine for this DIA Top 250

Peregrine Technologies is a Berlin-based AI
technology company that is improving road safety and
minimizing CO2 emissions from transportation in
cities. By deriving video context from real-time traffic
scene imagery, they deliver a data set for digital
insurance and transportation services.
Peregrine’s value proposition for insurers is rooted in
utilizing visual context and data to rethink commercial
fleet insurance. Commercial fleets have been growing
at impressive rates that will continue to increase in the
coming years as new mobility services are launched.
Processing visual data from vehicles through their
platform provides more reliable risk assessments, adds
certainty, and provides insights that simulate insurers
accompanying drivers on every trip.

Peregrine’s technology incorporates itself into people’s
lives through a car dashcam that analyses visual input in
real-time in order to provide instant feedback for drivers
as well as insurers. This technology instantaneously
brings invaluable information collected from drivers to
the market, delivering superior data sets for digital
insurance.transportation services.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

PERSADO

AI platform transforms insurance by unlocking the power of words and language

USA / ITALY

Power of Words, AI, Digital Marketing

Why we selected Persado for this DIA Top 250

By combining words with data, Persado breaks down
marketing creative into six key elements and then runs
experiments on thousands of potential message
combinations to generate the best-performing content
to speak to each customer across their entire journey.
With Persado users know that their digital marketing is
fully optimized for brand engagement and revenue
performance. Persado uses AI, linguistic science and
machine learning to bring accountability to
communications and creative in marketing and across
the entire enterprise that drives double- and triple-digit
revenue growth for their customers.

Persado’s technique is incredibly promising. It helps
brands and companies to harness the full power of words
and drive meaningful communications with prospective
and current customers. Basically, they are reinventing
marketing by applying mathematical certainty to words.
By unlocking the power of words, companies can win
every marketing moment, experiencing new levels of
brand engagement and revenue performance.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

PHARMACCESS FOUNDATION

The mobile platform leading healthcare and insurance innovation

NIGERIA /
THE NETHERLANDS

Digital Health Platform, Social, Financial Inclusion

Why we selected PharmAccess for this DIA Top 250

PharmAccess Foundation and CarePay developed a
mobile and digital health platform that has the potential
to fundamentally change healthcare. With a mobile
phone in hand, anyone can have access to healthcare.
The platform is built on top of mobile money platforms
and can be introduced anywhere in the world. The digital
health platform offers people a unified health contract
against very low marginal costs. All transactions on the
platform are initiated by the individual patient and the
resulting treatment and claim is automatically billed to
the pre-contracted underwriter.

PharmAccess believes in doing healthcare better. With a
focus on Sub-Saharan Africa, they work on improving the
whole system so that everyone has access to care when
they need it, not just when they can afford it.

COMPANY INFO
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READ MORE

PHOTOCERT

Enabling seamless automation, effective fraud prevention
and successful customer retention

UK

Claim Management, Fraud Prevention, Blockchain

Why we selected Photocert for this DIA Top 250

London based Photocert certifies images and videos
the moment they're shot along with associated GPS,
date & time and the source device information. This
generates a unique fingerprint which they store on the
blockchain to allow all parties can cross-check the
validity of said media. Their solutions allow insurers to
validate the condition of an item at the point of
underwriting as well as the state of damage at the point
of a claim. This reduces opportunities for fraud,
eliminates unnecessary paperwork all while improving
the customer experience of traditional insurance
interactions. Photocert uses AI & Computer vision to
interpret the contents.

Photocert redesigns the way insurers interact with
policyholders. By delivering an entirely mobile-driven
experience, Photocert enhances the highest customer
engagement in motor, property and contents insurance.
Thanks to Photocert's solutions, policyholders can start
a claim through their insurance provider's app by
independently providing photo and video evidence that is
automatically available on the claim handler's web
platform. The claim life-cycle is shorter, with an
improved decision-making process at First Notice of
Loss (FNOL).

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

+SIMPLE

The insurance robo-broker for professionals, freelancers & SMEs

FRANCE

Robo Advisor, AI Driven E-commerce Platform, SME,
Digital Underwriting Automation

Why we selected +Simple for this DIA Top 250

French +Simple provides small businesses with tailormade solutions to insure all their risks in a few minutes,
with their smartphone and their credit card in hand. Use
of +Simple is easy: just enter the name of the company
and +Simple generates a small and dynamic
questionnaire. They typically bundle 5-10 insurance
products and services into packaged policies.
Customers can sign online, pay online and get back to
work, insured. Also, all policy life operations are
automated, and a dedicated team manages the claims
until resolution.
+Simple grows through partnerships with insurers,
brokers and banks. Their live partnerships to date
include Allianz, Generali, Marsh, Willis, BNP Paribas.

+Simple reduces the cost structure in insurance
distribution while providing insurers and distributors
with an opportunity to leverage Machine Learning to
improve their risk selection. It is an opportunity to grow
profitably on SME segments and increase customer
satisfaction.
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PYPESTREAM

The future call-center is here

USA

Messaging, AI, Chatbots Automation, Customer Service

Why we selected Pypestream for this DIA Top 250

Pypestream is a fully-fledged technology company that
provides enterprise businesses with secure and
scalable messaging solutions. The company’s
Customer Engagement Solution enables businesses to
connect with customers using the power of Smart
Messaging, driving satisfaction and loyalty. The
patented, secure and compliant platform combines
pragmatic AI and chatbots to enable transactions
through the messaging channel. The Pypestream
solution encompasses the consumer-facing mobile app,
Smart Messaging Platform, agent console, supervisor
dashboard, analytics and reporting, and web chat
widget. Pypestream also integrates with existing
contact center platforms, customer mobile apps, and
third-party messaging platforms like Facebook
Messenger.

With a strategic and carefully planned approach to bots
and automation Pypestream helps Insurance companies
to digitally transform and automate customer
engagement processes. The results can transform any
enterprise, driving up NPS and dramatically reducing
costs. With Pypestream enterprises, can launch their
own thorough and ROI-driven automation strategies to
connect with consumers in new and engaging ways.
At DIA Munich they showcased a real example of First
Notice Of Loss (FNOL).
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READ MORE

QIY FOUNDATION

Trusted exchange of validated data

Control of Personal Data, Trust, Safe Digital Ecosystem
Qiy offers an infrastructure that connects people to
their data -global, cross sector and cross industry- at
sources like government, and businesses and let them
share this actual and validated data with people and
organizations they trust. Trusted organizations can
subscribe to the actual data of an individual and use it
on an active consent basis. On top of the connections,
privacy-friendly and safe applications can be used to
help people get control, overview and insight into their
lives. For the insurance industry this solves many
problems in the field of data collection, data quality,
digital identity and the demands of the upcoming
European General Data Protection Regulation. It solves
another issue as well: being able to connect to
customers in this way deepens the relationship, from
just offering a deal to building a long-lasting
relationship build on trust.

THE NETHERLANDS

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Qiy Foundation for this DIA Top 250
We selected Qiy Foundation because regaining trust is
crucial in the insurance industry. It is only when
consumers can 'trust' that their data are well protected
and not misused that they will continue to trust the
insurance industry. Reliable, consistently applied rules
like the ones of Qiy Foundation make data processing
safer, cheaper and inspire users' confidence. Confidence
in turn drives growth. Qiy Foundation’s ecosystem
proves that new paradigms are not always a threat to
existing solutions, but instead can bring them to a whole
new level.

READ MORE

QOLLABI

Build lasting business relationships all in one place

BELGIUM

Business Relationship Management, Partner and
Intermediary Management, Digital Collaboration

Why we selected Qollabi for this DIA Top 250

The last years, most insurance companies have mainly
been focusing on digitizing end customer processes.
Think about the implementation of CRM, BI, marketing
technology, online price calculators and so fort.
Somehow one of the most critical business processes
for many insurers was neglected: the indirect sales
channel. And not only the traditional channels like
brokers, agents and branches, but also the broader
ecosystem of other strategic business partnerships.
This is where Belgium-based startup Qollabi comes in.

Qollabi is a business relationship management platform
which supports insurers to collaborate digitally with their
ecosystem of brokers, branches, agents and partners
with at the centre of their collaboration, their joint
business. Qollabi is unique in its focus on the business
planning process, while connecting with CRM and other
data sources. They're on a mission to help insurers
further leverage one of the biggest levers for growth and
efficiencies; their indirect sales channel.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV
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READ MORE

QOVER

Plug & play solutions empowering any digital business to integrate insurance

BELGIUM

B2B2C Business Model, IaaS, Embedded insurance

Why we selected Qover for this DIA Top 250

DIAmond award winner Qover is a Belgium based
insurance technology startup, that has built an
‘Insurance-as-a-Service’ platform to meet the rapidly
evolving needs of today's fast-growing businesses
worldwide. Thus revolutionising the traditional insurance
value chain. With a single integration, any company can
integrate, up-sell or cross-sell insurance.

Qover operates at the crossroads of technology and
insurance, providing their partners Insurance solutions
designed to improve their value proposition, boost their
sales and differentiate themselves.
They are now live in 95 countries with over 1 million
people covered.
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REFIT SYSTEMS

Digitizing therapy processes

GERMANY

Gamification, Digital Therapy, Digital Health

Why we selected reFit Systems for this DIA Top 250

reFit Systems developed reFit Gamo, a digital therapy
system for individual rehabilitation for patients with
movement disorders. Their system combines motioncontrolled video games with software technology that
enables digital therapy monitoring, biofeedback, and
automated medical analysis.

reFit Gamo is the first digital therapy platform for children
and youth with movement disorders. By providing
challenging games scenarios, the platform maximizes
patient’s engagement in their own treatment and
motivates them for more regular exercising in clinics and
at home. reFit Gamo provides therapists with smart tools
to monitor and evaluate patients and allow them to focus
on the optimal treatment for their patients.
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DIATV
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READ MORE

REPLY.AI

Enables 1to1 conversations with customers at scale

USA

AI, Machine Learning, NLP, Mobile, Messaging, Chatbots

Why we selected Reply.ai for this DIA Top 250

Reply.ai is an enterprise level bot building and
management platform that makes business to consumer
communication manageable and efficient through
messaging. For companies, it is vital to maintain one-toone communication with their customers, but callcenters are expensive and hard to scale and even more
importantly people’s preferences have changed. 75% of
the world is now messaging. Messaging is globally the
preferred communication method. That is where bots
and Reply.ai come in. Bots are software that automate
actions, services and access information via messaging.
In this messaging age bots are essential to meeting
customer expectations. Reply.ai offers an end –to-end
solution that provides an evergreen technology layer to
build, manage and optimize bots that scale 1:1
communications.

Messaging is the preferred communication method,
especially for the Millennials. The use of bots can
improve the customer experience in many ways. Reply.ai
offers an end-to-end solution to build, manage and
optimize bots that scale 1:1 conversations. At DIA
Amsterdam Reply.ai showcased their insurance sales
funnel optimization, case studies, and ROI of bots.
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READ MORE

RGI GROUP

A multi-business offering starting from IoT

ITALY

Core Insurance Platform, Virtual Assistant, AI and
Natural Language Processing, IoT

Why we selected RGI for this DIA Top 250

RGI is a software provider supporting insurers in the
EMEA markets with their digital transformation.
RGI and Dometichs’ solution is designed to be the entry
point to the Insurance marketplace. It allows the Insurer
to successfully partner with other service providers in
the ecosystem, to address business agility and
customer centricity with real-time, intuitive digital
experiences.

RGI has demonstrated an ability to modernize
technology, to be extremely relevant in a digital
insurance world, and now to grow in EMEA. At DIA
Amsterdam demonstrated their new Customer Journey
focused exclusively on highly health services. Customers
benefit from personalized and tailored products and
services because the Customer Journey has become an
activity of a few seconds.
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READ MORE

RIGHTINDEM

The online insurance claim solution that puts customers at the heart of their claim

UK

Mobile, Advanced Analytics, Machine Learning, Core
Systems, Car Telematics

Why we selected RightIndem for this DIA Top 250

RightIndem, named after the need to deliver the ‘right
indemnity’ for the customer, was founded in 2016 as a
solution to improve the customer journey during an
insurance claim. It is a web-based, self-service
insurance claims platform for multiple insurance
verticals. RightIndem delivers benefits for insurers and
policyholders. For insurers, claims cost and customer
churn are both reduced. For the customer, the
transparent service helps them understand their cover,
then quickly, fairly and effectively manage their claim
whilst repairing or replacing their damaged or stolen
item. The customer-centric approach allows insurance
customers to interact with their claim in their own time,
the web app removes the insurance jargon and thus
drastically improves claim cycle times and customer
satisfaction.

Technologies like RightIndem play a role in helping
insurers tackle claims more efficiently and move their
customer experiences forward, helping customers get
their lives back on track as quickly as possible.
Ultimately, RightIndem’s self-service model impacts the
claims function through enabling data, documents and
multimedia transfer seamlessly between policy holders
and the insurer’s online claims infrastructure.
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ROC-CONNECT

Managed services and turnkey solutions for the smart home

USA

IoT, Smart Home as a Service, Gamification, Machine
Learning, Advanced Analytics

Why we selected ROC-Connect for this DIA Top 250

Due to the ‘new normal’ people will adopt, upgrade and
invest into their homes. This is the right moment to
become part of the connected home ecosystem. ROCConnects white labelled Smart Home as a Service
platform enables the Insurance Industry to effortlessly
become part of the Digital Home, and benefit from
improved customer relationships, gamification, and of
course mitigated risks. It combines property legacy data
with insights from real time sensor and behavioral data
and applies ML and analytics to compute its unique
Smart Living Score. ROC-Connect is currently offering
access to the Smart Home faster and more cost-efficient
than ever. Learn more about all new partnership options
and expand your business into the future of connected
homes.

ROC Connect offers insurers a smart home platform,
allowing them to reduce the probability of damage and to
lower overall risks for homeowners. A next step in
redefining the customer relationship.
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ROOST

Home telematics solutions enabling digital engagement & claims mitigation

USA

Home Telematics, Connected Platform, Digital
Engagement, Claims Mitigation

Why we selected Roost for this DIA Top 250

Californian-based Roost is an insurtech company
focused on disrupting the traditional Property Insurance
model through a “Telematics for the Home” approach.
They are the lowest entry point into the smart home
market with a $30 smart 9V battery that transforms
smoke alarms into smart alarms and a smart water leak
& freeze detector for less than $40. Both provide peaceof-mind to homeowners and rich data to insurers. Roost
delivers these affordable, easy to install Wi-Fi solutions
throughout the home with their mobile app and cloudbased notification engine.

The insurtech innovation from Roost is a unique cost
effective “Home Telematics” platform solution to
address the claims cost mitigation of both the Fire and
Water perils in homes and small commercial properties.
In addition, they have a demonstrated positive impact on
policyholder retention, engagement and acquisition.
Roost devices are affordable and can transform the
historical paper relationship between insurer and
consumer into a more meaningful and tangible
relationship.
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SAFERA

Eliminating one third of all household fires

FINLAND

Smart Cooking, Fire Safety, Loss Prevention, Air Quality

Why we selected Safera for this DIA Top 250

Safera is a forerunner in stove guard technology.
Developing a stove guard for every home has been a
very challenging task, because a stove guard needs to
fulfill 2 conflicting needs: it must effectively prevent
cooking fires but at the same time it must allow
peoples’ varying cooking habits, from slow simmering
to harsh frying. Others it won’t be accepted by the end
users.
A stove guard is a product that has revolutionized the
thinking in the fire safety industry. It is a device that
can actively prevent fires, unlike traditional fire safety
products, which only react to heat or smoke. A stove
guard is a solution tested and proven in real life.

Safera is a pioneer in preventive fire safety. With
Safera’s intelligent stove guard, we can practically
eliminate cooking fires that are the No. 1 reason of home
fires, causing one third of all household fires.
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SALESFORCE INDUSTRIES

Enabling digital transformation, simple & seamless

USA

IDigital Platform, CRM, Omni Channel, Claims
Management, Customer Journey

Why we selected Salesforce Industries for this
DIA Top 250

Technology startups with a direct-to-consumer (D2C)
model are disrupting the industry on a scale never seen
before.
Insurtechs are leading many insurance executives to
rethink not just how they deal with customers, but also
in how these D2C start-ups deal with technology. During
DIA Prime Time James Webb, Head of Product
Marketing for Core Insurance at Salesforce
Industries outlined the results of recent research around
distribution, conducted by Harvard Business Review and
why traditional carriers cannot afford to ignore the
opportunities and challenges insurtechs are bringing to
the industry.

Salesforce Industries plays a pivoting role in the
insurance sector, by supporting insurtechs and directto-consumer models to challenge the industry on how to
deliver products and services to its customers.
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SAPIENS

A unified platform that gives experiences customers demand today

UK / USA

Engagement Platform, Flexible APIs, Funnel Analysis

Why we selected Sapiens for this DIA Top 250

Recent turbulence, including disruption from the
pandemic, has intensified the need for insurers
everywhere to implement more agile technologies and
project methodologies that tackle the complex issue of
meeting the increasing demands of the ‘digital
consumer’. This includes achieving low-code, digital
environments that can help the rapid implementation of
new products, business processes and ecosystem
integration; not only meeting increasing customer
expectations but delivering ongoing, and rapid, industry
and market change.
This is where Sapiens comes in.

A fully digital partner must be able to guide insurers with
consultancy, deliver what they need for implementation
and rapid deployments and ensure the speed and agility
necessary to meet the rapidly changing needs of their
customers.
By helping to create greater organizational efficiencies,
reduce costs and provide a better end-user
experience, Sapiens professional services and
methodologies impact the bottom line.
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SCANBOT

A quick and effective start into A paperless life

GERMANY

Digitized Scanning, Digital Verification & Authentication,
Mobile, GDPR

Why we selected Scanbot for this DIA Top 250

The camera of your phone isn’t just great for video calls;
it’s also a smart, high-quality scanner to capture EHIC
cards, invoices, and medical certificates over a distance.
Leveraging the technology of your app and your clients’
smartphones therefore offers massive opportunities to
enrich your digital communication. What makes the
Scanbot Scanner SDK unique is an interactive guide that
ensures excellent quality. The machine learning-driven
data extraction automatically finds essential pieces of
information for supported document types. The Scanner
SDK is a ready to-use component for your app, which
you can start rolling out in a few days.

Scanbot offers a quick and effective start into a
paperless life with the best scanning solution on the
market. Scanbot develops their products taking into
account the highest privacy standards. With their
successful B2B SDK solution, tens of millions of end
users use their technology every year.
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SDA SE

Enabling companies to digitalize by using a digital platform

GERMANY

eHealth, Service Platform, Partner Ecosystem

Why we selected SDA SE for this DIA Top 250

SDA SE based in Hamburg developed a digital platform
that provides data, services and solutions for the three
main insurance sectors: P&C, Life and Health. SDA SE
enables companies to digitalize using their own IT
infrastructure and create digital ecosystems including
partners, fin- and insurtechs.

SDA SE operates on the edge of technology, driving
innovation in the discovery of suitable automated
processes, and the continual optimization of processes.
Enabling companies to digitalize by using a digital
platform. The startup simplifies the collaboration
between customers, insurance companies, start-ups and
services providers, and to provide the required
technology to create customer-focused solutions.
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SENTIANCE

Turning motion into context
to help insurers promote safer and more sustainable mobility behavior

BELGIUM

Engagement Platform, Flexible APIs, Funnel Analysis

Why we selected Sentiance for this DIA Top 250

Sentiance is an intelligence-driven data science and
behavior change company. They turn motion data into
contextual insights. Their technology empowers
insurers to manage risk by understanding customer
behavior, driving style, lifestyle, and context.
Sentiance empowers the world’s leading companies to
create personalised services and products through
intelligent contextual recommenders, delivering
technology for a new human-centric economy where
the user is in control of data.

At DIA Prime Time Sentiance presented their platform
which is powering the Safety Score developed by
Autoliv, the world’s largest automotive safety supplier.
The Driving Avatar application aims to improve overall
road safety. Driver profiles are created based on
information collected from the mobile device to provide
drivers with actionable insights into their driving
behavior. Anonymised data is used to improve road
safety products and algorithms.
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SERVIFY

Delivering consumer happiness across post -sales lifecycle for products
that touch the daily lives of consumers

INDIA

Warranty Solutions, Device Protection, Mobile, IoT

Why we selected Servify for this DIA Top 250

Servify is building a holistic solution addressing the
post-sale lifecycle journey. The Indian startup makes it
incredibly easy for a customer to interact with a brand.
Be it a regular in-warranty service request or when
there is damage to a device, if Servify powers the
brands' service, they strive to turn that frown upside
down. Going forward, they are also making it easier to
trade-in the device for an upgraded one.

Technology is the key catalyst to tackle service issues
and foster brand loyalty. An improved consumer
experience in the post-sale phase of a product lifecycle
not only ensures consumer loyalty but increased
revenue opportunities. But the post-sale experience
cannot be improved for any product unless the
ecosystem blends into a seamlessly functioning unit.
Everyone is unified onto their platform to provide a
product ownership experience like no other.
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SETOO / PATTERN

Personalizing insurance to create great customer experiences & new revenues

UK

Embedded Insurance, IaaS, B2B2C

Why we selected Setoo for this DIA Top 250

Setoo is disrupting the insurance industry by
empowering e-businesses to create and distribute
tailored insurance products directly to their consumers,
offered as part of their customer journey. Through
Setoo’s platform, travel and leisure e-businesses can
quickly and easily build and distribute simple insurance
products that are embedded into the customer journey
and with compensation dispensed automatically. By
enabling e-businesses to protect customers against
external events that can ruin their experience, such as
missed flight connections, lost parcels and adverse
weather conditions, Setoo helps create exceptional
customer experiences and grow additional revenues.
In 2021, Setoo announced a merger with Pattern
Insurance Services.

Setoo turns insurance into a powerful business
accelerator. Drawing on Setoo’s strong insurance
expertise, travel and leisure e-businesses are supported
to deliver personalised insurance solutions, which
generate new revenue streams by transforming the
customer experience.
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SHAYP

Easy and insightful water control for buildings and homes

BELGIUM

Smart Home, Smart Building, Machine Learning, Water
Damage Prevention

Why we selected Shayp for this DIA Top 250

Shayp helps insurers mitigate water damage claims and
provide new cost saving services to policyholders with
easily scalable end-to-end water leak assessment
technology.
Shayp ranks, in real time, the buildings and homes with
the most urgent leaks by combining an easy to install
sensor and machine learning software. Their
technology provides useful insights to policyholders
about their water usage, mitigates the risk of water
damage with early leak detection and provides an easy
claim management process..

Shayp provides statistics based on never before acquired
data in order to create new property assistance services
and insurance products. In the same fashion as car
telematics, Shayp is giving new insights to insurers
about the maintenance quality of buildings, either
pushing policyholders to reduce risk towards leaks or to
better assist them in case of a detected problem that
may not be a claim.
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SHERPA

Closing the advice gap in insurance

UK

Digital Advisor, Advance Mathematics, Risk Analytics,
Machine Learning

Why we selected Sherpa for this DIA Top 250

DIAmond Award winner Sherpa is an innovative &
disruptive digital startup for personal risk management
in the insurance market that uses technology to analyze
risk profiles.
Through the Sherpa Protection Score, insurers can give
their customers personalized, unbiased guidance to
protect what matters most. As well as easy-to-action
plans, that go beyond just insurance, and ongoing
engagement that can support insurance customers, as
their lives change.

Sherpa offers a simple, intuitive way for consumers to
visualize how well protected and resilient they are. As
well as the tools they need to make smarter choices to
boost their coverage needs and financial wellbeing.
For insurers Sherpa increases engagement, conversion,
cross-sales and loyalty - no matter what channel, brand
or product customers engage with.
Sherpa's protection Score helps companies convert online insurance prospects into long-lasting paying
customers.
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SHIFT TECHNOLOGIES

Fast, accurate and fraud free claims automation

FRANCE

AI, Claims Automation, Fraud Prevention

Why we selected Shift Technologies for this DIA Top 250

Unfortunately, experience tells us that when both
businesses and individuals are faced with economic
uncertainty, the rate of insurance fraud increases.
In past events, such as ‘The Great Recession of 2008’,
the industry faced nearly 10-20% more fraudulent
claims during the recession itself and for up to three
years following its official end. Based on our initial
findings,
we can anticipate similar increases as a result of the
global pandemic and its economic effects, with
schemes being perpetrated by individuals, businesses,
providers and organised fraud rings. We also believe we
will see increases across multiple lines of business as
those looking to defraud insurers will do so using a
variety of scenarios targeting various insurance types.

Shift Technology offers insurance companies a claims
automation solution for fast, accurate and fraud free
claims automation. Their claims automation solution is
fully integrated with their SaaS based, AI powered fraud
detection solution, which flags potentially fraudulent
insurance claims across all lines of business with a 75%
hit rate.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SIGNATURIT

Sign contracts easier using the eSignature solution with security and legal validity

INDIA

eSignature, Blockchain, Machine Learning, API

Why we selected Signaturit for this DIA Top 250

Signaturit is a trust service provider that offers
innovative solutions in the field of electronic signatures
(eSignatures), certified registered delivery (eDelivery)
and electronic identification (eID). All of them are in
accordance with Regulation (EU) No. 910/2014, known
as eIDAS as well as with the US laws E-SIGN and UETA
Acts.
The top 1 cloud-based company providing electronic
signatures and other qualified Trust Services in
Europe, that aim to give speed and security to any kind
of digital transaction. Signaturit enables insurance
companies to securely automate document
management workflows and get policies signed
intuitively.

Organizations use Signaturit to improve customer
experience, increase productivity and reduce errors and
costs by automating workflows and enforcing business
rules throughout. Implementing best of breed solutions
like Signaturit is a foundational first step toward an endto-end digitalization environment because it improves
operational efficiency and transparency while improving
the customer experience.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SIGNICAT

Delivering trusted digital identity for secure customer on -boarding

NORWAY

Digital Identity, Authentication, Digital Onboarding

Why we selected Signicat for this DIA Top 250

Signicat is a Digital Identity Service Provider (DISP) and
is one of the leading providers of electronic identity and
electronic signature solutions in Europe. The company
delivers online trust-based services to the public and
private sector globally. The solutions fulfill operational
capabilities in line with international standards and
requirements, such as Privacy, Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) and Anti-Terrorist legislation and regulations, as
well as Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements for
onboarding of new users.

Signicat helps insurers to securely, digitally onboard
customers while saving costs and making it easier to
cross-sell and upsell. The goal is to enable customers to
do business more effectively by delivering great user
experiences for the end users and at the same time
reduce the risk by using advanced security technology.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SKENDATA

Digital portfolio & building valuation made easy

GERMANY

Real Estate Valuation, Risk Assessment, Artificial
Intelligence, Geoinformatics

Why we selected SkenData for this DIA Top 250

German startup SkenData is revolutionizing the value
and risk assessment of real estate. They develop
solutions that make building insurance better, easier
and faster. Specifically by enabling building valuation
that is simpler, digital and more efficient.
Skendata’s multidisciplinary team includes among
others expert knowledge in the fields of geoinformatics,
civil engineering, data science, as well as insurance
specialists.
Their Wert14 solution, is used by a wide variety of wellknown insurance companies.

SkenData simplifies the whole validation process,
making it easier, faster and more objective. The startup
will be a catalyst for change for many property-centric
industries, from real estate and insurance. Opening new
revenue streams and increasing cost savings.
With their latest development, called SkenData Portfolio,
they push building valuation into a new level, while
leveraging the latest technologies to tap into current
trends.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SKINVISION

Leading mobile solution to monitor, track and understand skin health

NETHERLANDS

eHealth, Imaging Technology, Machine Learning

Why we selected SkinVision for this DIA Top 250

Amsterdam based SkinVision is an awareness and
tracking mobile application that supports individuals in
finding and tracking suspicious moles and skin
conditions in the comfort of their own home by using
their smartphone. The application allows users to take
high quality pictures with the app’s advanced camera
and assess the skin cancer risk of their moles and skin
conditions within 30 seconds. Users also receive unique
recommendations based on their individual risk
assessment. With the personal gallery, users have the
option to compare pictures over time and easily share
their images with a doctor. The efficient and easy-to-use
solution helps to make skin monitoring a simple routine.
SkinVision uses data analytics to follow-up and
communicate to individuals that present a risk for
developing skin cancer based on genetic and personal
circumstances and lifestyles.

Malignant melanoma, is the most dangerous form of skin
cancer. SkinVison shows what ehealth applications are
capable of. Helping people be their own doctor by
finding irregularities and helping healthcare and insurers
save a lot of money. SkinVision makes second opinion
and doctor collaboration the standard and not exception.
At a fraction of the cost of the current health system.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SKYGLYPH

Aerial scouting Cloud platform

BULGARIA

Drones, Asset Mapping

Why we selected SkyGlyph for this DIA Top 250

Skyglyph is an ambitious startup headquartered in
Sofia, Bulgaria. Its main business is the development of
cloud-based software and industrial surveillance
solutions that transform drones into concise
instruments for deployment in a wide range of business
use cases. Their solutions are designed to bridge the
gap between drone technologies and user
requirements. Skyglyph simplifies the scouting process
and the management of flight control, asset mapping,
site monitoring, data transfer and visual result
interpretation. They excel in the professional
interpretation of images via the generation of
comprehensive analytical and recommended actions
reports that can be applied to a variety of survey use
case requirements. Skyglyph collects, consolidates &
analyzes aerial information from drones for
professional purposes.

Drones are a disruptive technology, with the potential to
dramatically alter business conventions by introducing
new ways of working. The property and casualty
insurance industry can benefit significantly from the use
of drones, especially in the areas of claims adjudication,
risk engineering and catastrophe claims management.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SLICE

Insurance connected

USA

On Demand, AI & Machine Learning, Cloud-Based,
Cyber Security

Why we selected Slice for this DIA Top 250

New York based Slice Labs Inc. is a technology
company offering a cloud-based, on-demand, pay-peruse insurance platform to quickly and easily deploy new
insurance products that perform vastly better, offer
deeper customer engagement, and present a wider
array of options for customers. Slice is committed to
delivering insurance differently. They started with ondemand insurance for the on-demand economy,
insurance for a slice of time.
Slice Insurance Cloud Services™ is a cloud hosted, endto-end, digital-first platform designed and built to drive
experimentation and deployment. ICS supports rapid
introduction, evaluation, and adoption of new products,
technologies, and business models.

Slice is reimagining insurance through design, data, and
technology resulting in dramatic cost reductions as well
as superb customer engagement. The common thinking
is that going digital is about adopting new technologies
like AI, Machine Learning, Bots, etc. But technology
advances quickly. It will be different and better tomorrow
and the day after tomorrow. Consistently trying to adopt
every advancement is exhausting, expensive, and nearly
impossible in current legacy organizations. Being digital
at Slice is about sustained competitive advantage. They
have already adopted all these new technologies, so
carriers can have access to them before their
competition does.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SLVRCLD

Say goodbye to manual content claims

THE NETHERLANDS

Automated Content Claims, Machine Learning

Why we selected SLVRCLD for this DIA Top 250

SLVRCLD (“Silvercloud”) is on a mission to improve
people’s lives by making content insurance effortless
and fair. They help to quantify and settle non-motor
claims as quickly and efficiently as possible.
SLVRCLD has developed a large, structured item
dataset, by analyzing millions of actual insurance
quotes. With this dataset they can quickly identify
which item is being claimed for. Through Machine
Learning they can determine what the correct
replacement is and then price it based on normalized
quotes; followed by settling the claim through one of
several settlement methods, depending on the country.
SLVRCLD helps insurers to “say goodbye to manual
claims”.

Usually, when claims are submitted, there is often no
item specific knowledge available and a human always
has to get involved to identify the claim, obtain pricing
information and then settle the claim. This is a long and
laborious process, so often the claim is just settled on
the client’s quote. Experience is that this is 20% more
expensive than what’s achievable with an automated
process. SLVRCLD helps with this, delivering a content
claims process that’s dramatically quicker, achieving
better pricing and improving insurers’ loss ratio, which
can lead to lower premiums. Overall SLVRCLD helps to
significantly improve the claims experience.

COMPANY INFO

SNAPVIEW

The online communication - and consultation platform tailor -made for insurers

GERMANY

Remote Consultation Platform, Co-browsing, Video
Consultation

Why we selected Snapview for this DIA Top 250

Today's insurance customers educate themselves
online, they close contracts online, settle claims online,
and increasingly also expect 1-on-1 insurance advice
online. This trend clearly established itself well before
COVID-19 hit and the pandemic has only propelled this
further.
Together with longstanding customers Snapview have
developed a remote consulting platform that seamlessly
combines all the features required for modern brokers
and agents to be close to their customers, even when
working remotely. Snapview is a fully compliant digital
platform, hosted in Germany.

Snapview is much more than a video and audio
connection. It’s a platform that is tailor-made for the
needs of the insurance industry and differentiates itself
from generic online meeting tools by offering secure
solutions that fit the insurance process. Snapview offers
white label and easy integration options; they work with
a modern and flexible API, that their customers use to
integrate Snapview into existing consulting platforms
and CRM-tools.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SOCOTRA

Speeding deployment of new insurance products and technologies

USA

Core Systems, Open APIs, Cloud Native

Why we selected Socotra for this DIA Top 250

San Francisco based Socotra is the core technology
platform of tomorrow’s digitally-transformed insurer.
Only Socotra brings the staggering technology
infrastructure advances of the last decade to the
insurance industry. The result is a new, intuitive, devfriendly, True Cloud core platform that supports any
insurance line of business in underwriting, policy
administration, claims, billing, reporting, and much
more. Socotra is a first-of-its-kind cloud-native system
enabling carriers to easily and efficiently manage
complex interactions throughout the lifecycle of
policies (whether single line, single state or multi-line,
multi-country). The Socotra platform’s agility,
flexibility, reliability, and modern design offers carriers
lower costs, faster product releases, and easy
integration with future technologies.

Socotra is the core technology platform of tomorrow’s
digitally-transformed insurer. A new, simplified, radically
open, cloud-native core platform that supports
underwriting, policy administration, claims, billing,
reporting, and much more. Socotra delivers agility,
reliability, and a clear path to the many insurtech
promises of today and tomorrow.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SOLLERS

The omnichannel strategy delivered

POLAND

Customer Experience Platform, White Label,
Personalization

Why we selected Sollers for this DIA Top 250

Polish Sollers Consulting is a multinational
digitalization partner of the financial industry. It
supports insurers in Germany, UK, Scandinavia, Poland
and other countries in Europe, Asia and the Americas.
Based on its 20 years’ experience in the insurance and
financial industry the company created RIFE, an
omnichannel insurance platform designed for the needs
of the insurance industry.
The company has been rapidly growing towards a global
digitalization partner. It now serves over 70 corporate
clients from the insurance and financial sector globally
and employs almost 600 business and IT professionals
from its offices in Poland, Germany, Denmark and
Japan.

Sollers created RIFE, a next-generation platform, to help
insurers become digital leaders.
RIFE enables insurers to ‘break’ the silo approach and
integrate business processes into a seamless, engaging
and personalized customer journey.
At DIA Amsterdam they showcased how their next
generation digital platform for insurance enables unique
personalized offers.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SOMNOX

The most comfortable sleep companion for everyone

THE NETHERLANDS

Sleep-tech, AI And IoT, Robotics

Why we selected Somnox for this DIA Top 250

Dutch startup Somnox developed the world’s first sleep
robot that works by using scientifically proven cognitive
and simulated human breathing techniques to
accelerate the process of falling asleep. The sleep
robot improves night's rest with the technology of
tomorrow. The Somnox sleep robot helps to sleep
faster, longer and wake up refreshed using breathing
regulation, soothing audio and affection.
Somnox co-designed the Sleep Robot with Royal
Auping, Europe’s leading circular mattress
manufacturer, to provide the ultimate comfort through a
sustainable product with high quality materials. The
sleep robot is manufactured and produced at Royal
Auping’s facilities in The Netherlands.

Sleeplessness or insomnia is one of the most common
sleeping disorders worldwide. People who suffer from it
have difficulties falling asleep, staying asleep or
sometimes even both. It is a highly prevalent problem
that is associated with increased use of health care
services and products and a very high economic burden.
The Somnox Sleep Robot is the world’s first sleep robot
developed to start a global sleep Revolution. We strongly
believe it is time for a device like the Sleep Robot that
actually does something to help people to sleep. Without
medicine.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SPIXII

Making insurance simple, accessible and personal for everyone

UK

AI, Machine Learning, Chatbots

Why we selected Spixii for this DIA Top 250

London based startup SPIXII is on a mission to make
insurance simple, accessible and personal. It starts by
redesigning the way people buy insurance. SPIXII,
named after a family of Brazilian parrots that spell out
the co-founder’s names, has almost entirely done away
with the human component of selling insurance. It is an
automated insurance agent, a chatbot accessible via
messaging platforms or via a native mobile app. Its app
creates a WhatsApp-like chat on a smartphone where a
robot will ask simple questions and figure out what the
user needs.

The InsurTech startup SPIXII is transforming the way
we see insurance. It is an example of new distribution,
leveraging AI in the form of a chatbot to deliver a whole
new customer experience. It brings in transparency,
information, engagement, financial inclusion and
insurance literacy to the market.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SQUIRRO

Turning meaningless data into actionable customer and service insights

SWITZERLAND

Patterns Discovery, Machine Learning, AI, Unstructured
Data

Why we selected Squirro for this DIA Top 250

Squirro is a Context Intelligence and Insights solution
that allows organizations to manage data and unlock
actionable insights. They simplify data discovery. Their
solutions are based on a platform of data engines,
artificial intelligence and algorithms, allowing
companies to automate the analysis of unstructured
data from internal and external sources. Cognitive
techniques are used to generate valuable insights and
provide them directly where they are needed. As a
result, up-to-date information about markets and
customers can be integrated directly into a CRM or
selected information can automatically be integrated to
support the analysis of service tickets in service
management systems.

Squirro’s insights technology is changing the way
businesses understand and act on their data by using
self-learning cognitive algorithms to remove the blind
spots in key areas of operations. Squirro delivers
comprehensive insights without having to invest a lot of
time in research. Basically, it helps data-driven
organizations harvest the content that matter, reduce
costs and drive revenue.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

STONESTEP

Turning meaningless data into actionable customer and service insights

SWITZERLAND

Microinsurance-as-a-Service, Emerging Markets,
Mobile and Social

Why we selected Stonestep for this DIA Top 250

Stonestep serves first-time, even first-generation,
insurance consumers in emerging Asia through its
distribution partnerships with mobile, retail, and nonbank financial channels. It solves supply-side
constraints by establishing in-country services driven
by bespoke IT. It elucidates unexpressed customer
demand with hybrid assistance and insurance products.
The products aim to be as easy a pack of gum to
understand and sold at the same newsstand at a similar
price point using Stonestep’s apps and connected
platform.

DIA selected Stonestep because it fulfils a new role in
the value chain, especially in its markets and segment
and because it exemplifies the contextual ecosystem
approach: tailoring product to channel and to moment of
truth. Industry short-hand doesn’t quite capture what
Stonestep does. It is an affinity specialist which
integrates with distribution and provides all of the IT and
back office required to run the business.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

STRATUMN

Making financial processes reliable, simple and efficient

FRANCE

Blockchain, Digital Signature

Why we selected Stratumn for this DIA Top 250

Paris based Stratumn is a leading provider of network
solutions securing processes between enterprises and
their stakeholders through blockchain technology and
advanced cryptography.
Stratumn has invented a digital, irrefutable and
customer-oriented audit trail based on
the blockchain technology. Designed with an open
architecture, Stratumn simply connects with existing
data sources and tools and gives companies an
overview of their critical processes, regardless of the
system or the contributor.

Stratumn improves the management of accounting and
financial processed, streamlining interactions
to increase operational efficiency.
The process is both auditable and continuously
improving.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SUM.CUMO

Made to innovate

GERMANY

Mobile First, APIs, AI & Advanced Analytics

Why we selected sum.cumo for this DIA Top 250

sum.cumo stands for the expert, holistic digitalization
of today’s business models. From offices in Hamburg,
Düsseldorf and Zurich, sum.cumo offers disruptive
technology solutions to companies in the lottery and
insurance industries. Thanks to years of experience and
a large number of unique digital success projects, the
company has in-depth knowledge of the customer's and
industry's business model. The guidance and support of
the sum.cumo experts in Consulting, User Experience,
Technology and Marketing ensure the success of each
project, from brainstorming to implementation.
Last year sum.cumo became a Sapiens company.

sum.cumo is a driver of digitalization. They make it
easier for new companies and products to enter the
market and give back established market players full
digital control over their business model.
The platform provides a feature eco system, which is
continuously extended in a joint effort between
sum.cumo and participating insurers.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SUREIFY

Lifetime: acquire, service, and engage with one platform

USA

Omnichannel, Life & Annuity , API, Self-Service Portal;
Native Apps

Why we selected Surify for this DIA Top 250

Sureify modernises the life insurance and annuity
industry by helping carriers engage, serve, and sell to
their customers with one modern enterprise platform.
The Lifetime Platform solves many customer-facing
issues by enabling digital sales across all channels and
offering native apps and web portals for policyholders
to self-service and engage. Lifetime Engage uses a
variety of channels, including web and mobile
applications, to keep customers learning, growing and
engaged as policyholders. With Lifetime Service,
insurers are meeting customer expectations by
providing modern self-service portals and native
applications. Finally, Lifetime Acquire enables
omnichannel sales that drive placement rates via
quoting, e-application, automated underwriting, and
new business transmission.

Sureify offers LifeTime, an enterprise platform which
revolutionizes the experience of buying life insurance
and customer engagement.
With Sureify’s technology, life insurance is more than a
piece of paper that sits in a drawer; it’s a socially
engaging experience that supports and encourages
healthy lifestyles.

COMPANY INFO
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DIATV
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READ MORE

SURFLY

The next wave in online interaction

THE NETHERLANDS

Co-browsing, Video Chat, Omni-employee, Visual
Engagement

Why we selected Surfly for this DIA Top 250

Given the new “remote” reality, insurance companies
are looking for ways to upgrade their conversations and
recreate the in-person meeting experience. Surfly’s
technology provides the solution: co-browsing and
video chat that lets you upgrade any conversation, from
any channel, seamlessly and support customers as if
you are sitting side-by-side. With Surfly, customers
feel connected to the agent they are working with and
agents are able to guide customers through any flow,
from creating a new policy to filing a claim. It’s why
AXA chose Surfly’s co-browsing technology, going live
with over 1,000 agents in under a week, and enabling a
fully remote policy flow for their customers: from
drafting a policy, signing the agreement and even
making the first payment.

Surfly provides an innovative approach to co-browsing,
enabling insurance companies to transform the
customer experience. Encouraging agents and
customers to visually collaborate online. Agents can
move seamlessly from any platform, telephone,
WhatsApp, Facebook, Phone or just webchat, to a
collaborative web-session as they engage with their
customers.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SYNCIER

Crafting your insurance API strategy

GERMANY

Marketplace, API Ecosystem & Management, DevPortal

Why we selected Syncier for this DIA Top 250

German insurtech Syncier feels insurance companies are
just as strong as their underlying IT systems, but also
thinks the two major demands (fast go-to-market at
cheapest costs) cannot be resolved with pure in-house
developments. Instead, they believe in the power of
partnerships and the open trade of services wherever it
is beneficiary for the business strategy. In order to
enable that, they built the Syncier Marketplace.
The Syncier Marketplace is an open platform where the
entire insurance industry can exchange and manage
technical services. It gives business responsibles and
developers quick and easy access to the best software
extensions in the highly regulated insurance world.

Syncier has a unique catalogue of services including
extensive descriptions, use case benefits and smart API
documentations. The self-service portal makes it
possible to easily publish own services without any
setup fee. Next to that, it’s integrated effortlessly to a
company’s API and IAM Infrastructure.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

SYNERSCOPE

Transforming insurers into data -driven organizations

THE NETHERLANDS

Advanced Analytics, IoT, AI, Machine Learning, Drones

Why we selected Synerscope for this DIA Top 250

Dutch Synerscope supports insurance and aid
organizations and their customers in dealing with
natural disasters. Contributing in helping them getting
their lives back as soon as possible. Synerscope gets
all relevant information quickly in the hands of claims
adjustors and management, and enables them to settle
legitimate claims fast and efficiently. SynerScope
offers a datalake out of the box that gets companies up
and running in less than a work week. SynerScope is
permanently pushing boundaries in Big Data
Information Technology. Resulting in easy to use,
affordable and highly effective technology.

SynerScope is helping leading insurance companies
transform their business into data-driven organizations
with first results within weeks. Thanks to the turn-key
solution provided by the SynerScope appliance, the focus
can be put on the most important area: performing
analytics. Data collected in Insurance Companies
typically consists of records of insured objects and
claims. With SynerScope software all kinds of data can
be reviewed to generate immediate insight, gain a deeper
understanding of client behavior and make the right
business decisions.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

TAB / KIN + CARTA

Creating products that make the world work better

AI & Machine Learning, Drones, IoT, Telematics,
eHealth
TAB, the App-business, offers an end-to-end service
from digital and product strategy to full-stack
engineering, design and delivery; they drive innovation,
growth and business results. It is a highly focused
technology partner built to enable organizations to
thrive in a world where mobile is an expectation, not a
device. TAB has extensive experience of end-to-end
product development in Financial Services ranging from
brand new proposition development and working with
start-ups to integrating innovative products with
complex legacy back end systems.
Last year TAB was rebranded to Kin + Carta Create.

UK

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected TAB for this DIA Top 250
TAB is an outcome-led technology partner for some of
the world’s biggest businesses. They don’t have a
product or platform; they take a technology-agnostic
approach to help their clients identify valuable business
and customer outcomes and deliver great software that
achieves those outcomes.
They help businesses to accelerate digital innovation
and product delivery.

READ MORE

TAPOLY

insurance for small businesses, sole traders, freelancers, and the self -employed

UK

On Demand insurance, Gig Economy

Why we selected Tapoly for this DIA Top 250

The London bases startup Tapoly provides on-demand
flexible commercial insurance products specifically for
SMEs, freelancers, the self-employed and the gig
economy.
The founders of Tapoly are on a mission to make sure
that everyone has access to a comprehensive ondemand insurance solution that covers what they need,
when they need it, at a fair price. They support the
growth of the sharing economy by helping marketplaces
to build trust in their communities.

Tapoly recognises the importance of the sharing
economy as it solves economic, social and
environmental issues such as a lack of housing, traffic
congestion, or simply people being able to provide for
families.
They are committed to solving these issues by providing
suitable and flexible insurance products to give the
freelancers, contractors, SMEs, and everyone in the
sharing economy the peace of mind to grow and prosper.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TECH11

Digital P&C core insurance platform

GERMANY

Core Insurance, Microservices Architecture,
Automation, APIs

Why we selected Tech11 for this DIA Top 250

The tech11 digital platform is designed for the
insurance industry in EMEA. It works for Greenfield or
small Insurers and MGAs, which need an E2E system as
well as for midsize or Global Insurers, which need to
integrate new core modules into complex IT
environments.
All insurance companies today are facing one common
problem, which needs a solution: The legacy backends
are the main barrier for Insurers to quickly adopt to
rapidly changing client behavior and expectations.
Besides reaching operational excellence, it is key for
insurers to open up their existing system landscapes to
become part of growing Ecosystems

Legacy back-ends are the main barrier for insurers to
quickly adopt to rapidly changing client behavior and
expectations. Besides reaching operational excellence, it
is key for insurers to open up the existing system
landscape to become part of growing ecosystems.
tech11´s core insurance solutions are able to manage
complex requirements running stable and secure policy
and claims administration with a fully disruptive
approach regarding both, use of technology and facilitate
business operations. tech11 is the digital provider for the
insurance industry.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TECHSEE

Next-generation customer experience through computer vision AI & AP

ISRAEL

Computer Vision, AI & Deep Learning, IoT, Augmented
Reality, 3D Tracking

Why we selected TechSee for this DIA Top 250

TechSee provides a visual engagement platform
powered by deep learning and computer vision,
enabling the auto-recognition of devices and issues in
order to offer proven resolutions. Customers receive
precise AR visual guidance in both assisted service and
self-service modes at every stage of the journey, from
sales, registration and onboarding to claims and upsell.
They serve tier 1 companies and global groups in 24
markets around the world, including leading P&C
insurers, telecoms and consumer electronics
manufacturers.

Computer vision is one of the hottest topics with crystalclear use cases throughout the customer journey,
especially in the claim’s domain.
TechSee transforms the customer experience domain by
providing the first intelligent visual engagement solution
powered by artificial intelligence and augmented reality
and empowers enterprises across the globe to deliver a
better customer experience and reduce costs.

COMPANY INFO
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TENSORFLIGHT

Creating products that make the world work better

USA / POLAND

Property Data, AI, Risk Modeling, Loss Control

Why we selected Tensorflight for this DIA Top 250

Tensorflight’s mission is to improve the data quality
and processes in the property insurance sector.
Through their patent-pending process of image
analysis, they’re able to provide insurers with key
property attributes, needed for property insurance and
reinsurance. The process starts with a building address
– from there the engine takes over, analyzing street
view-, aerial- and satellite imagery. The data is
provided back to the client in the desired format: key
underwriting metrics for both fire analysis as well as
catastrophe analysis.
In addition to high quality data, Tensorflight provides
clients with tools for loss control and claims, for
example location monitoring for hurricane paths and
damage assessment tools, provide before and post
event imagery.

Tensorflight combines deep technology and insurance
experience to ensure a better understanding of the
property insurance industry challenges, but also the
capability to build the solutions. Their geolocation
capability is second to none; allowing them to provide
insurers with high quality property data. In addition to
data they have built loss control- and claims tools to
assist in the risk management and underwriting process.

COMPANY INFO

THE CAREVOICE

Unleash value for insurance companies becoming true health partners

CHINA

Digital Health, B2B2C Platform, Social , Virtual Nurse

Why we selected The CareVoice for this DIA Top 250

The CareVoice is a Shanghai-based international health
insurtech company driven by the mission to bring better
healthcare experience to its members. At the core of the
company mission is an independent mobile social
platform that provides trusted, community-sourced
ratings and recommendations on top-quality healthcare
services. The platform focuses on the upper-tier
segment of affluent Chinese women and their families,
who are the primary consumers of the fast-growing
private health sector.

CareVoice brings mobile-based and data-driven
solutions that digitalize healthcare and insurance
journey with consumers’ interest first.
CareVoice creates an engaging ecosystem which brings
insurances and consumers closer with its SaaS
membership services solution and CareVoice has started
to digitize TPA’s human-intensive tasks and leveraging
data for further efficiencies that may lead to TPA 3.0
generation and will benefit to all shareholders: TPA,
insurers, customers and hospitals.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

THE FLOOW

Telematics propositions that improve risk management,
encourage safer driving and help reduce claims

UK

Car Telematics, TSP, Connected Cars

Why we selected The Floow for this DIA Top 250

The Floow is a leading telematics provider built on the
mission to make mobility safer and smarter for
everyone. Their capabilities include data science
excellence, cutting-edge technology and the innovative
use of social sciences to deliver unique insights to
insurers, auto manufacturers and governments and
local authorities and their customers.
The Floow operates worldwide delivering telematics
solutions which help insurers price policies more
effectively and drivers understand and improve their
behavior on the roads to make them safer and smarter
places for everyone.

The Floow offers unique approaches to scoring,
education, coaching and incentives that are in use by
insurers, fleet operators and auto manufacturers
worldwide. With their peer to peer platform, they enable
users to lend their car to trusted individuals to make
better use of their investment. While enabling insurers to
instantly increase the appeal of their UBI offering and
offer additional insurances.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

THINSLICES

Zero to one digital product development

Romania

Mobile App, Digital Product Development

Why we selected Thinslices for this DIA Top 250

Thinslices is a global custom software agency from
Romania that creates high-intensity mobile tech
solutions for startups and innovation groups. They turn
innovative ideas into digital products through a
predictive methodology. Working with knowledgepowered small steps helps organize their projects, as
well as their services. The phases of a digital product
correspond with the 4 services that they provide: Zero
to Product Design, Product Design to MVP, MVP to One,
Knowledge and Expertise. The company has a history of
turning complex ideas into live digital products in 3 to 6
months.

We selected Thinslices because they have a history of
turning complex ideas into live digital products in 3 to 6
months for global entrepreneurs. And because of the
trust they built in the Insurtech community. They helped
a great number of insurtechs among them WeFox,
Number26 as well as OkIT.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

READ MORE

TIETOEVRY

Insurance-in-a-box: open ecosystem platform
to fast-track insurance and broker digitisation

FINLAND

Ecosystem Platform, AI And Machine Learning,
Advanced Analytics, Insurance-In-A-Box

Why we selected Tietoevry for this DIA Top 250

Insurance-in-a-Box is the insurance sector offering
from Tietoevry, the largest IT services provider in the
Nordics. The Insurance-in-a-Box platform is an open
ecosystem play where tons of the best-in-class
solutions are pre-integrated seamlessly to form a
comprehensive insurance technology and services
stack.

Insurance-in-a-Box is the first of its kind open
ecosystem that combines the best-in-class technology
and business innovations to build a full-stack insurance
platform. The platform enables insurers and brokers to
digitise at unprecedented speed and yet in the most
scalable and cost-effective way possible. A fully
digitised white-label approach ensures that agnostic
distribution channel strategy.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TRACTABLE

AI for accident and disaster recovery

UK

Accident and Disaster Recovery, AI & Deep Learning,
Computer Vision

Why we selected Tractable for this DIA Top 250

Tractable helps the world recover faster from accidents
and disasters, as its AI solutions capture and process
photos of damage and predict repair costs, meaning
insurers receive damage assessments in a fraction of
the time - allowing them to make decisions more
quickly, more accurately and from a distance. Its
platform is trained on a proprietary dataset of many
millions of photos of car accidents and the repair
operations that ensued, built up through crossgeography partnerships and data integrations.

For insurers, using Tractable to assess car damage
speeds up claim settlement, improves accuracy, reduces
turnaround time and delivers a revamped customer
claims experience for the industry. Instead of it taking
days or even weeks to assess a damage claim after a car
accident, it can now take minutes. Tractable’s solution
also enables remote vehicle assessment, which reduces
unnecessary data collection loops, allowing parties along
the claims journey to make decisions more quickly and
with fewer points of contact between insurer and
repairer, or insurer and policyholder – a clear advantage,
especially today, given the difficulty of physically
assessing vehicles during the current global situation.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TRADLE
KYC on blockchain

USA

KYC, Blockchain

Why we selected Tradle for this DIA Top 250

New York-based Tradle is using the blockchain to build
a 'know your customer' (KYC) requirements network to
secure both intrabank and external transfers. Current
technology has moved little beyond pen and paper but
the blockchain provides a secure digital infrastructure.
Tradle's system, ensures the transfer of data is
verifiable. It's about transferring trust, not assets. With
KYC on blockchain, Tradle is building a global trust
provisioning network to give retail, wealth, SME and
institutional customers of financial institutions faster
access to capital and risk allocation.

Identity on blockchain, or Know Your Customer (KYC), is
considered the killer application of the blockchain.
Onboarding KYC is very painful for all financially
regulated businesses as well as their clients. Tradle is
speeding the process up and reduces the friction caused
currently.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TRŌV

Keynote Scott Walcheck @ Previous DIA

TWINGZ

Propelling the paradigm shift from reactive to predictive behaviours - this time for
water

AUSTRIA

Damage Prevention, Anomaly Detection, Predictive
Analytics, IoT

Why we selected Twingz for this DIA Top 250

Twingz introduces insurers, property owners and asset
managers to a predictive damage control and
prevention solution. Through predictive analytics,
twingz provides a service that reduces operational
costs related to maintenance and damages caused by
water and fire and thus has a positive impact on the
value of a property. twingz is is also active in Germany
with FUNK, VKB and Generali as insurance clients and
several real estate companies.

twingz allows for a paradigm shift from reactive to
predictive and thus a change in behavior towards
incidents and a reduction in cost and time spent on
damages. twingz damage prevention solutions help open
a channel for continuous customer engagement,
contribute to improved risk analysis & underwriting, a
swifter more efficient claims management process and
reducing payouts.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TWINNER
More than you can see

GERMANY

Vehicle Digitization, Multi-Sensor Recording, 360Degree Automatic Imaging

Why we selected Twinner for this DIA Top 250

German start-up Twinner is a gamechanger in the
automotive retail and survey. It dissolves a vehicle from
time and space by creating its Digital Twinn. The Twinn
is a complete digital copy of the physical condition. It
empowers the observer to see more than his human eye
would see in front of the car. Scratches, repainting,
highlights, damages or additional information, all is
included in the Digital Twinn and makes a cars
condition more transparent than ever before.
Twinner offers a solution far away from a simple photo
box. It provides a complete data set of a car. Individual
elements of the Twinner solution are offered by
specialized competitors.

Twinner is the car scanner of the future, creating
transparency and redefining the online car trade. In a
complex digital world, the Digital Twinn provides
unbeatable transparency and depth of information. The
Digital Twinn is the first step of a comprehensive digital
sales process.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

TYTOCARE

Introducing the missing link in telehealth

USA / ISRAEL

IoT, Connected Home, eHealth, Telemedicine

Why we selected TytoCare for this DIA Top 250

TytoCare Ltd delivers a telehealth solution which
expands the telemedicine/teleconsultation services of
health insurers with a comprehensive remote physical
exam. Their mission is to provide consumers and
clinicians with easy, affordable and high-quality
telehealth visits.

TytoCare is transforming primary care by putting health
in the hands of consumers. They do so by seamlessly
connecting people to clinicians to provide the best home
examination and diagnosis solutions. Their solutions,
TytoHome, TytoPro and TytoClinic, are designed to
replicate a face-to-face clinician visit and include a
smart mobile examination tool for examining the heart,
lungs, stomach, skin, throat, ears and body temperature.
It is a complete telehealth platform for sharing exam
data and conducting live video exams.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

UIPATH

Hyperautomation enabling digital transformation at scale

USA / ROMANIA

RPA, AI, Machine Learning, NLP

Why we selected UiPath for this DIA Top 250

As a leader in the Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
software industry, UiPath is a driving force behind the
Fourth Industrial Revolution with its end-to-end hyper
automation platform that enables every organisation
across all industries to scale digital business
operations at unprecedented pace. UiPath supports the
Data First vision of insurance companies and their
strategic goals – growth, cost reduction and better
customer and employee experiences. UiPath’s end-toend platform is best placed to integrate with any new or
legacy systems, but more importantly can address
many of its challenges, from email triage at the front
door (data ingestion), to structuring data, developing
ML models and delivering them through the AI Fabric,
joining up your end-to-end processes and allowing your
experts to make informed decisions with humans in the
loop.

UiPath created a platform allowing customers not only to
discover where to automate, but also to measure the
performance of your live software robots and the
benefits they are delivering. It is designed to seamlessly
integrate with your workforce, IT landscape and bespoke
your customer journeys and processes across your
organisation.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

UNBLU

The conversational platform for financial services

SWITZERLAND

Conversational Platform, Chatbots

Why we selected Unblu for this DIA Top 250

Unblu helps the world’s leading financial institutions
deliver an in-person experience online. We provide fully
secure collaboration software enabling banks and
insurance companies to substantially enrich the digital
experience of their clients.

The Unblu Conversational Platform has helped banks and
insurance companies increase revenue and efficiency
while reducing costs and improving customer digital
interaction.
Clients using our technology have cut customer support
calls in half. They have achieved four times as many
client meetings as in branches. They have also increased
customer satisfaction considerably, producing a 90%
recommendation rate.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

READ MORE

UNDERSTORY

The first unified digital insurance platform built for the era of climate risk

USA

Weather Data, Machine Learning, AI, Industrial IoT

Why we selected Understory for this DIA Top 250

Understory is a US based smart weather hardware and
analytics company. It manufactures, deploys, and
operates weather networks inside metropolitan areas to
create unprecedented details of how weather affects
people and businesses at ground level. P&C insurance
carriers that utilize their analytics are able to
streamline claims processing, optimize adjuster
assignment and improve customer satisfaction.
Understory owns and operates hail sensing networks in
Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver, and Houston.
Clients include P&C insurance carriers ranging from top
5 to regional carriers.

Weather impacts everything. Understory’s networks are
powering unprecedented insight gains into how weather
impacts both property and business. Insurance
companies who are using Understory’s data and
analytics, to improve how weather-related property
damage is understood and handled within their
organizations, are able to better manage weather events,
which will improve their accuracy, efficiency, and, most
importantly, their customer experience.
Understory’s technology has initial applications in
personal property and commercial claims in P&C
insurance. The same technology and analytics can be
expanded to prove applications in underwriting, crop
insurance, and reinsurance.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

UPLIFT MUTUALS
Inclusive insurance by sharing health risks

INDIA

eHealth, Telemedicine, Telehealth, Social, Health
ecosystem, Prevention

Why we selected Uplift Mutuals for this DIA Top 250

In India, every year 7,000 people fall below the poverty
line, because of health care expenses. These expenses
are not on the hospitalization site, they are on the
outpatient care and medicine side. So, you have 70 or 64
to 70% out-of-pocket expense on medicines and
outpatient care. Whereas 30% on hospitalization. But if
you look at the entire product design in insurance,
especially in India, you'll find that there are no such
products. That is one problem. Uplift Mutuals offers
micro-insurances to the poor in India, by offering
preventive services too. It deploys a medical
professional to offer cashless out- patient medical
services and guidance for members close to where they
stay. They bring preventive care right to the doorstep of
the members and their families. Uplift’s business model
is focussed on keeping its members healthy

Uplift’s Biradaree Model offers mutual as a platform, for
different communities to share their health risks.
It invites communities, groups of families to join mutual
health risk sharing seamlessly without having to invest
upfront in the setting up and the management of mutual
health microinsurance. It seeks to spread risks across
communities across geographies making it a robust risk
sharing model.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

URGENT.LY

The global smart learning digital roadside assistance platform

USA

Mobile, AI, IoT, Connected Vehicle, Car Telematics,
Connected, Advanced Analytics, UBI

Why we selected Urgent.ly for this DIA Top 250

Urgent.ly is a leading on-demand roadside assistance
service. Designed for the on-demand economy and the
connected car revolution, Urgent.ly is providing the
fastest, safest and most innovative roadside assistance
experience, all without a subscription or membership
fee. They offer transparent service with clear, flat-rate
pricing, cashless payment, and reliable help for
motorists in need of a tow, tire change, fuel delivery,
jump start or lock-out service

With their Roadside-as-a-Service™, Urgently’s approach
is a prime example of completely reinventing the
roadside assistance market to the benefit of premier
global brands, roadside assistance professionals,
insurers and especially consumers.
At DIA Munich they showcased the customer journey
throughout the mobile app, supported by the insurance
view.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

USHUR

Make your work flow

USA

Invisible App, AI & Machine Learning, Workflow
Automation

Why we selected Ushur for this DIA Top 250

Ushur is a service engagement platform that uses
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML),
and robotic process automation (RPA) to digitally
transform both backend processes and conversational
interfaces. The company has built the world’s first
micro-engagement SaaS platform for automating
service workflows. With extensive integrations, a robust
set of APIs, and drag-and-drop visual tools, Ushur
helps companies boost sales and marketing KPIs,
leading to 90% open rates and 30% click-through rates.
Insurance clients using Ushur for automated claims
processing, sales enablement, bill processing, and
eligibility of insurance have reduced call center costs
by 20% and increased closing rates by 30%.

Ushur's platform-based approach to enterprise
automation will substantially reduce costs for customer
service, while simultaneously creating incredible top-line
opportunities across sales and marketing. It is a prime
example how AI-based service engagement platforms
benefit the insurance industry.
Ushur’s invisible app is a channel delivered through SMS
to connect with customers and delivers an app-like
experience without asking customers to download or
log-in to an app. Insurance companies utilize the
invisible app for communicating private, sensitive
information over a secure, encrypted interface.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VAYYAR

Walabot home: the ultimate fall detection and health monitoring system

ISRAEL

3D Imaging Sensor Technology, Connected Home,
eHealth, Advanced Sensing

Why we selected Vayyar for this DIA Top 250

Vayyar Imaging is the global leader in 4D imaging
technology. Vayyar develops unique imaging sensors,
based on proprietary radio waves technology, that
enable monitoring the environment in real time,
privately, without using a camera. Walabot HOME is a
fall detection and health monitoring device that
addresses these issues. It enables aging in place with
dignity and provides peace of mind to seniors and their
families.

By providing immediate fall detection, Walabot HOME
minimizes hospitalization and rehabilitation
expenditures related to falls. And it opens new
opportunities for service-based business models such
as providing remote monitoring services or preemptive
care before a fall or health deterioration occurs. Reliable
home monitoring will in turn provide the confidence
required to “age in place” and maintain independent
living at home.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VESTTOO

Using AI to manage actuarial risk through the capital markets

ISRAEL

AI & Machine Learning, Stochastic Risk Algorithms, Risk
Transfer, Risk Modeling & Forecasts

Why we selected Vesttoo for this DIA Top 250

In these volatile times, insurers are challenged to find
innovative methods to limit risk exposure and control
costs in order to stimulate growth and stay afloat.
Traditional reinsurance is very limited in terms of
capacity – the vast majority of reinsurance deals are
concentrated in a small number of global reinsurers.
Reinsurers are facing the same challenges their clients
are facing, leading to increasingly costly traditional
reinsurance deals, and even more limited capacity.
Furthermore, traditional risk models employed for
reinsurance provide much less accurate assessment of
risks. All of these factors have led to a large gap
between supply and demand.

Vesttoo provides a solution for the acute issues facing
the insurance industry in today’s volatile economic
environment, providing stability and capital in the midst
of the Covid- pandemic. Vesttoo has developed
advanced technologies for data-driven risk
management, translating actuarial risk to financial risk
through the capital markets. It specializes in risk
modeling and alternative risk transfer for the Life and
P&C markets, providing insurers with a low-cost
strategic risk management solution for immediate
capital relief and liability hedging.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VITALITY

Keynote Zaheer Alli @ Previous DIA

VIRGIN PULSE

Helping insurers to deploy efficient prevention models

SWITZERLAND

Corporate Health & Wellbeing, eHealth, Wearables, AI &
Advanced Analytics, Prevention

Why we selected Virgin Pulse for this DIA Top 250

Virgin Pulse is one of the world’s largest, most
comprehensive digital health and wellbeing SaaS
companies. The Virgin Pulse Approach focusses on
daily, meaningful interactions since these lead to small,
incremental change. Through each unique interaction,
the program becomes part of the daily routine. Over
time these changes lead to healthy habit formation and
positive lifestyle changes. Insurers around the globe
are partnering with Virgin Pulse to reinvent themselves
for the digital age.

Virgin Pulse drives end-user's engagement thanks to
customised prevention models and its behavior change
methodology. The customer-focused platform of Virgin
Pulse encourages third-party solution integration. This
enables insurers to promote one single digital member
platform while increasing the effectiveness of vendors
they already work with. Highly customisable, the
platform offers integrated coaching functionality,
flexible incentives and rewards, and a challenge library
that engages members, every day, across the full
prevention and wellbeing journey. This results in real
outcomes for employees, employers, health insurers and
their members.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VLOT

Helps individuals and families become more financially responsible

SWITZERLAND

Behavioral Science, B2E, Underwriting as a Service

Why we selected vlot for this DIA Top 250

vlot helps families and individuals to rapidly and
intuitively understand the financial impact of death,
disability and the lack of adequate retirement funds.
The vlot multi-channel approach allows for a variety of
formats from straight through D2C to using a vlot
mobile application as a supporting tool for physical
advisory or in a worksite context. Furthermore,
comprehensive data and analytics offering gives indepth insights into all form of digital interaction along
the customer journey.
Comprehensive digital end-to-end white label B2B2C
combining insurance, pension fund pricing and
underwriting expertise.

By partnering with insurers, corporates, and banks,
vlot’s cutting edge analytics deliver a seamless digital
financial check-up in the shortest space of time.
Combined with full end-to-end white label product
solutions and processes vlot helps secure people’s
financial future.
They help insurers to automate underwriting processes
and decrease cost while increasing customer
satisfaction and loyalty. By detecting “magic moments”,
they enter untapped sales channels such as
bancassurance, affinity groups and pension funds.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VORFINA

Supporting insurance brokers to generate 55% more revenue

GERMANY

Financial Planning, SaaS, Open Brokerage Platform

Why we selected VorFina for this DIA Top 250

VorFina is a provider for financial planning solutions.
The Munich-based startup helps insurance brokers to
generate more revenue with fully digital financial
planning software. Therefore, they analyze the financial
situation of customers and calculate financial needs for
their retirement, occupational disability and nursing
care. The VorFina software is focused on insurance
brokers, to standardize the insurance sales
process. Brokers working with VorFina software
solutions generate 55 % more revenue, typically they can
close 2,8 contracts at customer visits and reduce their
cancellations by 30%.

Digitization is making a significant impact on the
brokers' business and is changing the market with
increasing speed. The interaction of MVP, consulting
software and tariffing is therefore becoming increasingly
important. The future lies in an open brokerage platform
that enables the broker to serve more customers with
less effort by digitizing, this is where VorFina comes in.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

VOUCHFORME
Insurance just got more affordable

LIECHTENSTEIN

Social Proof, Blockchain, Social Networks

Why we selected VouchForMe for this DIA Top 250

VouchForMe is built on a premise that insurance can be
tailored to each individual. They are creating an
ecosystem where the opinion of the community counts
as risk assessment for an individual who in return
benefits from a lower cost of insurance. They simplify
the risk assessment and segmentation for insurance
companies while creating favorable insurance solutions
for end customers. Whether it is a car, home, or
business insurance.

Friends and family know one best. They can evaluate the
risk much more effective than statistics. By vouching
with VouchForMe, friends and family let the insurance
company know the user is a trustworthy and low-risk
individual. Social proof which uses financial guarantees
serves as an alternative underwriting tool, which enables
the selection of low risk clients without the excess of
data gathering.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WAKAM

Bespoke creator of insurance solutions for b -partners

FRANCE

Blockchain, Embedded Insurance, White Label, APIs

Why we selected Wakam for this DIA Top 250

Wakam is a French digital insurer that creates white
label innovative insurance solutions for all types of
distributors (brokers, insurtechs, e-retailers), in 13
European countries. Wakam is known for its unique
digital offer. The company provides all its P&C products
in the form of APIs and hosts more than 300,000
policies in its private blockchain, allowing it to
automate policy and claims management. As part of its
100% digital offer, Wakam develops tailor-made and
embedded insurance products that integrate perfectly
with the product or service they protect.

Wakam has previously showcased their innovative
connected usage-based auto insurance, for which they
won a DIAmond Award at DIA Amsterdam 2019.
Their demo at DIA Prime Time last year featured their
platform to onboard partners and create their products in
less than a day (with all the technical features associated
like CRM, Blockchain, API portal and subscription front).
This allows brokers, insurance distributors and start-ups
to easily and quickly produce their own bespoke
insurance product in the form of an API, in complete
autonomy in just a few hours.
For Wakam, embedded insurance is the future.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WATTIO

Get close to clients with the better -rated smart home solution

SPAIN

IoT, Smarthome, Mobile

Why we selected Wattio for this DIA Top 250

Wattio is a complete and reliable smart home solution,
aiming to improve the relation that insurance
companies have with their clients. Wattio allows
insurance carriers to have more frequent, close and
direct contact with their customers.
The clear benefits for consumers that use Wattio, how it
adds value to the customers’ life will increase customer
loyalty to the companies that offer Wattio. Together
with a much more comprehensive customer experience
this reduces churn rate, increses the revenues per
customer, creates new revenue streams etcetera. In
short, Wattio’s smart home solution can play a game
changing role in the insurance sector.

Wattio is one of the better ranked smart home solutions;
Wattio has been winner of various awards. How Wattio is
valued by the market reflects in its high ranking in
platforms such as Google Play and Amazon. We
definitely like how Wattio assists insurance carriers to
engage much more and much better with their customer,
and how these carriers can provide new added value to
their customers with Wattio.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

WECHSELGOTT

The one and only contract manager

GERMANY

B2B2C, Mobile, Financial Advisory, PSD2, Digital Broker

Why we selected WechselGott for this DIA Top 250

WechselGott is a fully automated contract manager,
that analyses their customer’s bank account transaction
history in order to identify existing contracts. Contracts
such as energy and low-budget insurance contracts are
automatically changed whenever better conditions can
be found, while also giving customers a holistic
overview of their financial situation

Within minutes the WechselGott app gets the user where
he can see all his finances and contracts in one place.
And with PSD2 on the horizon, they can aggregate all
accounts. Their algorithm screens bank transaction
data, locates all optimizable contracts, cancels them and
signs the user up for better ones without losing any
conditions. And this is all done fully automatically.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WEDEVIA

Bringing transparency to the insurance industry

SWEDEN

Insurance Comparison, AI, Online Insurance Wallet

Why we selected Wedevia for this DIA Top 250

Wedevia aims to bring transparency to the insurance
market with their award-winning services insurodata
and insuroguide.
Insurodata visualizes each insurance product and its
complete coverage in one single image. This allows
insurers to precisely compare competing products, as
well as compare them to the entire market and what is
best-in-class. With insurodata, insurers can better
match their customers with the best product.
Insuroguide is Wedevia’s next generation insurance
marketplace. Customers can compare insurance
products through sophisticated algorithms, that analyze
policy documents from all insurance products on the
market. It helps consumers find the insurance product
that best fits their needs and make better informed
purchase decisions.

The insurance market is lacking transparency, both on
the distribution- and the consumer side. With insurodata,
Wedevia enables insurers to compare competing
products in detail in real-time and guide their customers
through the purchasing process in a more informed way.
Insuroguide helps customers to compare insurance
products directly and matches the customer with the
product that best fits their needs.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

WEFOX

Keynote Julian Teicke @ Previous DIA

WEGROUP

Digital insurance platform for the future

BELGIUM

Digital Insurance Platform, Robotic Automation, AI,
Virtual Assistant

Why we selected WeGroup for this DIA Top 250

WeGroup has created Louise, the 24/7 virtual assistant,
to help any insurance broker or agent with anything that
has to do with running their office – from data analysis,
to advice and digital underwriting to service and claims.
The core elements of WeGroup’s solution are Datadriven Analysis: using external data to tell their clients
as much as there is to know about their customers;
Robotic Automation: using AI to automate as many
processes as possible and User Experience &
Interaction.

WeGroup’s 24/7 virtual assistant Louise uses datadriven analysis, robotic automation and AI to help
insurance brokers and agents to enhance their business.
Louise helps to tackle traditional insurance challenge
such as a substandard use of data, inefficient and slow
processes and low customer satisfaction.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WELLMO

Enabling data-driven digital health experiences

FINLAND

eHealth Platform, Wearables, Prevention

Why we selected Wellmo for this DIA Top 250

Wellmo is a cloud-based mobile platform for insurance
companies. The only content agnostic platform product
on the market allows insurance companies to
effectively leverage a wide range of third-party apps,
international and local health service partners as well
as assets insurers lready have built themselves. The
Wellmo app works on iOS, Android and supports more
than 100 health devices. The Finnish company has
years of R&D behind it as the company’s roots are in the
Nokia Wellness business. Wellmo is developed and
marketed by Mobile Wellness Solutions MWS Ltd. which
is owned by its executive team, key employees and
private investors. Wellmo is headquartered in the
Helsinki metropolitan area in Finland, active in several
European markets like Germany and The Netherlands
and other Nordic countries.

For insurance companies trying to tap into the digital
health market, it’s tough to compete with the established
device and app-makers in this space. With Wellmo,
insurers can create their own branded digital health app,
which takes full use of the best devices, health content
and services from the market.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WENALYZE

Easy, fast and accurate underwriting

SPAIN

Advanced Data Analytics, API, Claims, Underwriting

Why we selected Wenalyze for this DIA Top 250

Wenalyze gathers data from hundreds of data sources,
including public registers and databases, by using only
the name and address of a business. This data is
automatically sent to the insurer, automating the
underwriting process, while increasing accuracy and
speed. Wenalyze also builds risk indicators that,
combined with the insurer’s pricing models, have
enabled insurers to make better underwriting decisions,
significantly improving their loss ratio levels, resulting
in yearly savings of millions of dollars.

Wenalyze helps insurers to automate their processes
with their fast-quoting underwriting system, based on
Open Data Analytics. Their platform is multilingual and
offers complete flexibility in terms of connectivity,
allowing any insurer to connect with the solution
regardless of their IT capabilities.
With automatic implementation, the system can be up
and running for insurers in as little as two weeks.
Wenalyze also provides insurers with sustainability
indicators, opening the door for the development of new
eco-friendly products and services.

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

WESMARTI

The virtuous many-to-many model

ITALY

Blockchain, B2B2C, Open Ecosystem Platform,
Parametric insurance

Why we selected WESMARTi for this DIA Top 250

WESMARTi is a B2B2C insurance service platform,
which originates from a successful cooperation
between major carriers, brokers, academics and
regulators. Their open insurtech ecosystem allows
carriers and distributors to interact digitally supporting
both consumer and corporate product lines.
WESMARTi is on a mission to penetrate now
underserved markets by offering a new digital customer
experience. They do so, by focusing on parametric and
smart digital insurance products leveraging blockchain
technology.

WESMARTI offers an open, flexible, blockchain-based
cloud platform, using smart contracts to ensure
efficiency, transparency and reduction of operational
losses.
Their insurance ecosystem involves the interaction of
various stakeholders such as Insurance Companies,
Reinsurers, Distributors and Brokers in a virtuous manyto-many model. The players interact within the insurance
landscape using new distribution channels, such as
instant insurance and parametric policies. The process is
digital, fast, reliable, with clear pricing and totally
transparent.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WIDE GROUP

A wave of innovation for insurance agents and brokers

ITALY

Brokerage Platform, Mobile, RPA

Why we selected Wide Group for this DIA Top 250

Wide Group is an Italian insurtech broker aggregator.
The start-up re-designed intermediation processes to
make them streamlined, fully integrated and optimized.
The core of the innovation is the focus on the
interactions among agents/brokers, insurance
companies and clients. Thanks to Wide Group’s
expertise as an independent insurance broker and to
heavy investments on Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), a new operational model that aims at efficiency
and customer satisfaction has been created.

Wide Group taps into “empathy empowered” as both
worlds, digital technologies and human skills are crucial
in its broker aggregator model. At DIA Prime Time last
year Wide Group presented the software platform,
“Policy”. The company’s broker aggregator model and in
its combination of digital and human. Wide Group also
introduced Policy’s solutions for the digitalization of EU
legislation: IDD (Insurance Distribution Directive) and
insurance questionnaires, its systems for data
capitalization and for the management of interactions
with all the stakeholders in the policy life cycle.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

WRISK

Redesigning the consumer insurance experience

Embedded insurance, Advanced Rating And Scoring,
Gamification
London-based Wrisk has created a customisable
platform that empowers leading brands to build
frictionless, mobile-first insurance experiences their
customers will love.
They are on a mission to fundamentally redesign the
consumer insurance experience to put people back at
the core.

UK

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

Why we selected Wrisk for this DIA Top 250
With their unique Wrisk Score and gamification
elements, Wrisk became a winner of the renowned
DIAmond Award.
Now their platform focuses on delivering nextgeneration, frictionless insurance experiences to the
mobility sector.
The platform automatically generates online car
insurance quotes at the point of sale, using
sophisticated APIs which can share customer data from
car financing systems. Thus improving conversion,
without any costly overheads.

READ MORE

XEMPUS

Buying and managing pension & life insurance made easy

GERMANY

Guided Sales Process, API, Life Insurance Platform

Why we selected Xempus for this DIA Top 250

Xempus is a leader in German market in the
digitalization of corporate pension and life insurance.
Its software-as-a-service solutions allow life insurers,
insurance agents, corporates and consumers to buy and
manage pension and life insurance online. They benefit
from user-friendly information and customer journeys,
transparent and efficient processes and a single
platform to connect all stakeholders.

Xempus is the digitization partner that helps insurers and
insurance agents with their digital transformation: with
paperless processes and digital end-to-end solutions.
They enable insurers specifically to generate new
business, reduce costs and increase customer loyalty.
Their latest developments includes their new product the
XEMPUS manager. This solution enables SMEs to offer
pension and life insurance to their employees in a fully
digital manner, thus taking away traditional barriers to do
so.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

XTRACT

The future of motor claims

GERMANY

Connected Claims Platform, IoT and Telematics,
Automation, Fraud Reduction

Why we selected Xtract for this DIA Top 250

A motor claim can often be a stressful and traumatic
experience, DIAmond award winner Xtract set out to
create a user-friendly way to submit a claim, allowing
all involved parties to provide event details digitally in
an intuitive web app. Their self-serve First Notice of
Loss (FNOL) journey speeds up processing times for
claims handlers and customers. Insurers benefit from
lower operational costs and reduced indemnity
exposure while customers experience rapid claims
results.

Xtract is a claims platform that analyses crash data at
FNOL and delivers actionable insights to claims handlers
enabling swift liability decisions, fraud detection and
vehicle damage triage. Their platform aggregates data
from multiple data sources including; telematics,
weather, mapping, imagery, video, repair parts and other
connected car data and then analyses the liability
associated with an incident within seconds. The loss
assessment is then provided to a claims handler
resulting in rapid claims resolution.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

YELLOWMAY

Local risks – globally insured

FINLAND

Insurance Marketplace, AI, Advanced Analytics

Why we selected YellowMay for this DIA Top 250

YellowMay is a globally operating insurance
marketplace with insurance products on offer from over
100 global and regional companies, tailored to end
customers (non-policy holders and policy holders)
giving them the opportunity to find insurances to their
individual needs. Easy, transparent, fun and global. The
YellowMay platform delivers algorithm-based
marketing for insurance companies and creates online
meet and greet options to connect them to potential
insurance buyers. It functions as a marketing and sales
channel to generate market interest and to offer
insurance product innovations in a fast and simple way.

YellowMay offers both regional and globally operating
companies a completely new digital marketing and sales
channel which goes far beyond the usual search engine
possibilities against lower costs. The YellowMay wide
and unique insurance landscape empowers the end
customer to choose the insurance that suits him best,
even from other countries, offering the same coverage
or a product that might not be available in his own
region.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

YAS.LIFE

We change habits

GERMANY

Digital Health, Gamification, Mobile

Why we selected YAS.life for this DIA Top 250

Berlin-based YAS.life supports health and life
insurances and corporates with digital prevention. They
have Deutsche Rück as lead investor. The main product
is the YAS App. Based on its gamification approach it
motivates users to adopt preventive behavior like
physical activity, mindfulness and medical screening
with attractive rewards in the area of health.
YAS.life provides white-label versions of this app to its
B2B customers, e.g. as a digital bonus program for
health insurances. By that YAS.life accompanies them
in the integration of healthy behavior in their daily life.
In addition, YAS.life creates digital touchpoints to
insured people.

YAS.life targets businesses with focus on health
insurance and life insurance in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. They believe that getting fit and getting well
and being healthy should be easy and efficient, and
above all fun! Gamification is a serious matter for them.
They put in a lot of expertise purely for athletic demands
with a lot of joy and commitment.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

YOLO

The future of motor claims

ITALY

.

On-demand Insurance, Digital Insurance Enabler

Why we selected Yolo for this DIA Top 250

Yolo offers instant, on-demand insurance products that
allow customers to buy insurance, at the moment they
need it and only for the time they need it. Yolo acts as a
digital insurance broker, co-creating insurance
products with insurance companies and as a digital
insurance enabler, working with partners outside the
industry. Key to Yolo’s success are a large and
innovative product offering, 100% digital processes, a
flexible technological platform and advanced customer
profiling capabilities, powered by machine learning,
that help to provide users with tailor-made offerings.

The needs of millennials and Gen-Z customers are not
fully met by the offerings of traditional insurance
providers. Young customers look for affordability, speed
and use digital channels as their main purchase
channels. That’s why Yolo offers instant, on-demand
insurance products, that customers can buy exactly when
the need it and only for the time they need it.

COMPANY INFO
AGENDA

READ MORE

YOUSE

Bringing innovation to the Brazilian insurance market

BRAZIL

Mobile, Collaborative Insurance

Why we selected Youse for this DIA Top 250

Youse, a Brazilian startup, which launched in
2015, offers an online platform to sell home, auto and
life insurance by Caixa Seguradora, a subsidiary of CNP
Assurances. Due to the way it operates, Youse brings
innovation to the traditional insurance market. As an
100% native digital company, Youse offers personalized
insurance policies in a matter of minutes through
website or mobile, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. There
are over 1,000 possible combinations of services
during the insurance purchase process. Another new
possibility brought to Brazil by Youse is the purchase of
insurance without the need to consult an insurance
broker during the process, making the service faster
and eliminating steps.

The insurance market in Brazil is complex and very
unfriendly. Youse was born to break through this wall
and to be daring in creating, thinking about and
purchasing insurance. Youse exists to give power to
people so they can do things their way. Empowering
people because life is worth living out of our comfort
zone while contributing to a more collaborative world.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ZAION

Augmented customer relationship solutions

FRANCE

AI, Callbot, Customer Relationship

Why we selected Zaion for this DIA Top 250

Zaion delivers a complete voice customer relationship
processing solution based on Artificial Intelligence and
is supervised in real time. Their mission: to put the
voice back at the heart of the customer experience and
enhance the value of human capital.
Thanks to a unique and innovative callbot technique
relying on AI, Zaion places interactions in natural
language at the heart of rich and emotional exchanges.
Their callbots automate the most frequent and
processable conversations in order to introduce
flexibility in a model relying 100% on human agents.

Zaion revolutionizes customer experience through voice
and artificial intelligence. Their R&D and proprietary
tools ensure the callbot technologies are at the cutting
edge of conversational AI. Their open architecture
integrates existing NLP or dialog manager tools already
used by the customers and it also enables reversibility
(conversations program and history belonging to the
customers).

COMPANY INFO

READ MORE

ZELROS

Hyper-personalized insurance recommendations across channels

FRANCE

AI and Machine Learning, Data Analytics

Why we selected Zelros for this DIA Top 250

Zelros, an award-winning AI solution for InsurTech
enables insurers to transform their distribution with
hyper-personalized insurance recommendations across
channels. With the customer buying behaviors rapidly
changing, distributors use Zelros to stay competitive,
drive higher revenue while minimizing churn by offering
a proactive, personalized, omnichannel experience.

Zelros' software connects to all carrier data, and comes
also with additional proprietary data, to propose realtime personalized recommendations, both on the
physical and digital channels. This leads to higher upsell
and cross-sell opportunities, and increased conversion
rates.
With Zelros' solution, carriers can deploy operational
advanced analytics capabilities 10x times faster than
traditional solutions (2 months VS 18 months) and get a
competitive advantage.

COMPANY INFO

DIATV

CHECK VIDEO

READ MORE

ZHONGAN

Keynote Bill Song @ Previous DIA

ZOPPER

Life care of your devices and appliances

INDIA

Mobile, Connected Home Devices, IoT

Why we selected Zopper for this DIA Top 250

Zopper is a full stack insurtech company that provides
life care for electronic appliances and consumer
durables. Zopper has partnered with more than half a
dozen insurers to create industry relevant warranty and
device protection plans in the consumer durable and
mobile devices space. Today Zopper is present in 300+
cities in India and has sold more than half a million
warranties and protection plans.

Predictive Modelling, one-app-for-all-your-appliances.
At Zopper they connect all pieces of customer journey
together in one place. Also, they use technology to make
.
processes scalable and easier for the insurers, sales
channel and the service providers. An omni-channel
model like Zopper will probably emerge as the
successful model of commerce in India.
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